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ABSTRACT 

Negative sentewes are considered to be marked vis-a-vis their positive counterparts. 

However, the markedness of sentence negation cannot be solely defined in terms of the 

presence or the absence of a polarity particle. Breton, a verb-,econd (V2) language, 

displays both negative and positive sentence particles, The markedness of sentence 

negation is realized rather by stmctural and semanticlpragmatic asymmetries. Structural 

asymmetries (chapter two) are associated with Breton V2. They relate to the notion of 

Predicate Domain, which must be bound. Whereas the negative particle binds the predicate 
3 

domain, its positive c o u n ~ ~ ~  do not. Hence preverbal noun phrases (NPs) serve to 

bind the predicate domain in affmative but not in negative sentences. Two of the three 

preverbal positions available in affirmative sentences remain accessible in negative 

sentences. Sernantic/pragmatic asymmetries (chapter three) pertaining to the V2 order relate 

to referentiality. In Breton, referential NPs can bind the predicate domain and appear 

preverbally while non-referential NPs marked by the preposition ag 'of' cannot. Potential 

binders for the predicate domain depend also on auxiliary selection. The auxiliary 'to be' 

associated with states shows, in the present tense, four forms demanding subject or non- 

subject binders. They are sensitive to the position and definiteness of their subjects and two 

of them do not occur in negative sentences. The auxiliary 'to have', associated with events, 

demands a referential subject and has no preferred binders. However, this auxiliary is used 

with eventive readings of state predicates obtained only with referential subjects. In 

negative sentences (chapter four), semantic asymmetries relate to aspect -- event predicates 

are interpreted as stative--, and to the irrealis modality -- indefinite NPs are interpreted as 

non-referential under the scope of negation. In Breton, this rule applies to the universal 

quantifier with a wide scope reading and the existential quantifier with a narrow scope 

reading, being replaced in negative sentences by negative polarity items. Non-referential 

Ws  marked by ag, which represent undefmed subsets of entities, must occur in postverbal 



position. Pragmatic asymmetries relate to the distinction presupposition versus assertion, 

and to mtalinguistic negation, a marked kind of negation, which does not affect the aspect 

of event predicates nor the referentiality of NPs under its scope. Hence the universal 

quantifier with a wide scope reading, the existential quantifier with a nanow scope reading, 

and the eventive reading of state predicates can occur under the scope of metalinguistic 

negation. This analysis is extended to other languages. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

I h i O D U C  "iION 

According to Horn (1989:xiii), 'the absolute symmetry definable between affirmative 

and negative propositions in logic is not reflected by a comparable symmetry in language 

structure and language use'. Chomsky (1 957) gives the first transformational account of 

negation. In his analysis, negative sentences are derived from their positive counterparts. 

?%is approach was questioned. It was agreed, following the work of Katz and Postal 

(1 964) that the application of transformations should not change the meaning of sentences 

from deep to surface structure. Klima (1964) added a negation node or NEG to the 

Chomskyan syntactic tree in order to account for sentential as well as constituent negation. 

In the early 1970s, the left-to-right rule was created to account for the interaction between 

quantifiers and negation (McCawley 1988: 620). But as McCawley notices, there is no 

simple relationship between quantifier scope, negation and word order (p 622). It follows 

that a comprehensive treatment of negation in natural languages is not an easy task. 

Schapansky's investigation of negation in Celtic (1 991) reveals that scope ambiguities 

as known in English do not exist in some Celtic languages. In these languages (Breton, 

Welsh and Irish), the scope of negation is gramrnaticalized, in contrast to English. 

Furthermore, universal and existential quantifiers cannot appear under the scope of 

negation in Celtic. They are replaced by negative polarity items. Bretcn provides further 

evidence, from word order restrictions, for the asymmetry between affirmative and 

negative sentences. This research provided the basis for a fellowship proposal submitted to 

the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada However, it soon became 

apparent that the proposal was too fimited by the Government and Binding (GB) 



framework (Chomsky 1981). and that a theme linking the morphology, syntax and 

semantics/ pragmatics components was missing. A Relational Granmar (RG) perspective 

appears to have little to offer with respect to negation. 

Further progress in the study of negation requires the combination of another line of 

research on impersonals (eg., indefinite nominals, unaccusativity, auxiliary selection, etc.). 

Negation and impersonals are interrelated in Breton. Here as well, asymmetries between 

affirmative and negative sentences are to be found. Thus we find word order restrictions or 

structural asymmetries involving the preverbal position at the basic sentence level. We also 

find semanticlpragmtic asymmtries relating to referentiality which may or may not feed 

structural asymmetries. The original RG orientation of the research on impersonals had 

little to offer with respect to the reiationship between impersonds and negation. A new 

perspective is needed to connect structural and semantic4ragmatic asymmeaies relating to 

negation. In the meantime, the concept of markedness became an important aspect of the 

research, particularly the markedness of negation, as discussed in Horn (1989). Negative 

sentences we considered to be marked vis-a-vis their positive counterparts, considered to 

be u m a r k d -  

Combining negation with impersonals facilitated the study of the interaction of negation 

with referentiality. En many languages, sentence arguments behave differently according to 

whether they show a high or low referentiality, according to the polarity of sentences, 

positive or negative, and according to the aspect of predicates, event or state. For example, 

in Russian, subjects of an existential predicate and indefinite objects are respectively 

marked nominative and accusative in affirmative sentences. In negative sentences however, 

they are both marked genitive @labby 1980). Similar phemonena are observed in Finnish 

and other languages. Subjects of transitive predicates do not participate in this system, 

which follows an absolutive pattern (subjects of intransitive state predicates and objects 

behaving alike). How negation interacts with referentiality and the aspectual system is what 

1 wiIl unravel. To the best of my knowledge, this topic has not yet been researched. 



The approach adopted in this work is rather unconventional. The goal of this work is 

not to adhere to a particular framework and show how well this framework can account for 

various phenomena in the language under study. Such an approach is based on a small set 

of well chosen data which behave according to the theoretical assumptions, while the rest 

of the data which do not behave according to the theoretical assumptions are avoided. A 

notorious example of this discussed in this work is the claim made by Anderson & Chung 

(1977) that double topicalization does not exist in Breton. This claim is adopted by Schafer 

(1995) in her account of Breton verb-second word order on theory internal ground. 

However, as shown in chapter two, this claim has no empirical validity. 

To find a framework that will offer satisfactory explanations for the phenomena under 

study is not an easy task. The frameworks that are available have all their strengths and 

weaknesses and thus can offer only partial accounts. The best way to approach a language 

is to let the language speak for itself, that is let the language give the tools needed to 

account for it. This requires a considerable amount of descriptive work that not everyone is 

ready to undertake. The ultimate goal of this work is then to find a framework that 

emanates from t!!e la~guage rather than imposing one from the outside; hence the unusual 

number of descriptive data in this work. 

As a system, a language is organized. However, its organization may differ from that 

pre-established in theoretical frameworks based on do,.ninance relationships. Hence this 

work is not only descriptive but also theoretical in the sense that it offers some insights as 

to how a linguistic system can be organised around some key concepts such as the 

Predicate Domain in Breton. The Predicate Domain is a semantic not a syntactic notion. 

Hence the structures discussed in this work are semantic strzlcta~es from which th, s y ntax 

is interpreted, and not the reverse. A similar view is adopted by Bouchard (1995:26) within 

the hilinimalist Approach (Chomsky 1995) who states that, although syntax might not be 

driven by semantic features, it is highly determined by semantic structure. My view is that 

syntax is what comes last, not what comes first. This makes this work less accessible since 



it demands from the reader to shift gears. Instead of approaching the hguage  from a top- 

down perspective in the conventional way, one must approach the language from a bottom- 

up perspective. Moreover, most of the Breton data presented in this work have not been 

discussed in the literature. This makes it less easy for the reader to process and understand 

this work since no other sources for the data in question are available which can serve as 

reference goints.1 hope that, this will not prevent the reader from a proper appreciation of 

this work. 

Breton is a Celtic language spoken in the northwest part of France in the region known 

as Bretagne (Brittany). Four major dialects are recognized, Gwenedeg (vannetais), the 

dialect considered in this work, Kerneveg (cornouaillais), Leoneg (1Conais) and Tregerieg 

(tr6gorois). Breton is a verb-second language with the order of the postverbal elements 

determined by the item present in preverbal position. This means that Breton is a discourse- 

oriented language and the discourse context determines which item goes in preverbal 

position. Hence to a large extent, the semantic structure is directly reflected in the syntax of 

this language. In Breton, norninals are morphologically unmarked for case, verbs remain 

unmarked for person and number with overt norninals, and the word order is relatively free 

given that tensed verbs occupy the second position in the sentence. Of crucial importance is 

the particle system presenting a set of three particles, two positive, eta and &hle,' and one 

negative, ne, occurring between the preverbal item and the verb. These particles impose 

restrictions on word order possibilities and interact with the verb-second word order. Their 

syntactic properties are discussed in Schapansky (1992a). Their semantic properties will be 

discussed in this work. Moreover, Sretorr displays referentiality constraints that are 

associated with word ordm restrictions, auxiliary se!ectio.n., the semantics of nominal 

arguments and the polarity of sentences. 

In Breton, the word order is pragmatically determined by a referentiality constraint 

affecting the preverbal positions (chapter three), interacting with presuppositionlassertion 



(chizpter four), and the verb-second or V2 word order (chapter two). No underlying word 

order is assumed here, Therefore the V2 order is not accounted for h terms of a particular 

structural configuration defined first for Germanic within GB, and later applied to Breton 

by Schafer (1992, 1994, 1995). The V2 word order is defined in theoretically neutral 

terms. This theory-neutral definition can account for the data included in, as well as 

problematical for, the formal approach (chapter two). Furthermore, to account for the 

referentiality constraint on the preverbal position, the Givenness Hierarchy framework of 

Gundel, Hedberg & Zacharski (1993) is adapted to Breton and expanded to include 

quantifiers and predicate nouns (chapter three). Finally, the Causal Chains framework of 

Croft ( 199 1 b) is adapted to account for the interaction between negation, referentiality and 

aspect (chapter four). 

The data gathered in this work has been collected during the last five years from 

different sources and included to a greater or lesser extent in previous works (see 

references). The Breton sources include grammars that are available on the different 

dialects, text books, dictionaries, journal articles, and other theoretical works, historical 

material, and some of the available literature. Some personal knowledge and knowledge 

shared through correspondence with J.Y. Urien in Rennes (Brittany) have also been used. 

For the purpose of consistency, this study will focus on the Gwenedeg dialect, the dialect I 

am most familiar with. The Celtic sources include grammars, journal articles as well as 

theoretical works. The non-Celtic sources include journal articles, theoretical works as well 

as grammars when available. I am responsible for the data for which no references are 

provided. 

1.1. BACKGROUND 

1.1.1. Event versus State 

In the literature, sentences are commonly divided into event, process and state 

sentences (eg,, Mourelatos 1981, Parsons 1990, Verkuyl 1993). Event sentences refer to 



sentences in which an activity is taking place. This activity necessarily culminates resulting 

in a state, as Two teenagers killed a thirty-year-old ,man. me activity culminates, when 

the man drops dead. State sentences refer to sentences in which a state is described. No 

activity and no culmination take place, as in The apples are r@e. Process sentences refer to 

sentences in which an activity is taking place (as in event sentences), but where no 

culmination takes place (as in state sentences), as in The man wanders in the empty streets. 

In the present work, process sentences are classified either as event or state sentences 

according to whether the activity or the state is emphasized. This represents the well-known 

split intransitivity. Furthermore, event sentences are also associated with telic verbs such as 

kill or kick showing an intrinsic endpoint. Process sentences are associated with atelic verbs 

showing no endpoint such as run or play. Telicity is not a verb feature but rather a feature 

associated with the construction in which the verb enters. Thus verbs like kill can be used 

in atelic contexts such as kill time where time does not represent an endpoint, or kill onesdj' 

at work, where oneself is not a conventional endpoint. Both kill time and kill onese&at 

work describe unbounded situations having durative aspect (cf. Heinamiiki 1994). As we 

will see (un)boundedness plays an important role in Breton. Verbs like run can be used in 

telic contexts such as run ten miles or run the marathon, where ten miles and the marathon 

can be considered as extrinsic endpoints. Telicity thus can be intrinsic to some verbs, 

derived by adding extrinsic endpoints, or suppressed by removing intrinsic endpoints. The 

common denominator in event and process sentences, is that some activity takes place. 

Thus, events can be broadly defined as activities in which an animate being is engiiged, as 

opposed to states where no activity is taking place. 

Similarly, verbs are classified according to whether they are process or state verbs 

(Chung & Timberlake 1985214). This is the basic distinction found in Breton and which is 

realized by auxiliary selection. Process verbs (or event predicates in this work) take the 

auxiliary 'to have' whereas state verbs (or state predicates in this work) take the auxiliary 

'to be' in the perfect. However, as noted by Chung & Timberlake (op. cit. p 215-16), 



process verbs can acquire a stative interpretation by removing the sense of change over time 

and present the verb as a property of its argument. Conversely, state verbs can acquire an 

eventive intqretati~n by adding a m s e  of actual or possible change. T!is is also realized 

in Breton by auxiliary selection. Event predicates can take the auxiliary 'to be' in their 

stative reading and state predicates can take the auxiliary 'to have' in their eventive reading. 

However a referentiality constraint affects the availability of the eventive reading oF I state 

predicates. The eventive reading of state predicates associated with non-referential subjects 

is not possible. 

1.1.2. Negation, Event/State and Referentiiality 

In the literature reviewed from both philosophical and linguistic point of views (eg., 

Davidson 1980, Bach 1986, Parsons 1990, Verkuyl1993), negation, with the exception of 

contrastive negation, is virtually absent from the discussion on events. According to 

Verkuyl (1993:163-64), negation changes the aspectual behavior of sentences with 

terminative [ or culminative] aspect. Negation yields a durative reading which is associated 

with a state or an unbounded situation, and is thus atemporal. Furthermore, the distinction 

between collective and distributive interpretation is neutralized in negative sentences, 

whether specified quantifiers such as numerals, or fion-referential quantifiers such as 

negated quantifiers or negative polarity items are used. For Verkuyl (op. cit. p 166), 'it is 

intuitively clear why regular [non-contrastive] negation and terminative aspect do not go 

together: there is no domain for a possiblc mapping between temporal and atemporal 

structures'. 

According to Giv6n (1984:331), negation may be grouped with the irrealis rather than 

with the realis modality for the purpose of predicting the referentiality of nominal 

arguments. Under the scope of the irrealis modality which is shared by negation, indefinite 

arguments are interpreted as non-referential. Hence, referential indefiite arguments are not 

allowed in the scope of negation while non-referential counterparts are. ?'his is crucial in 



understanding the behavior of negative polarity items and nominals marked by the 

preposition ag 'of, from' in Breton. 

3ifthii'iigh negative sentences can be rnorphosyntactically active, they are nevertheless 

semantically stative, associated with a state (Giv6n 1978b, Horn 1989) or an unbounded 

situation following Verkuyl(1993), and associated with irrealis following Giv6n (1 984). 

This is encoded in the event structure of sentences. Adopting Croft's Causal Chairs 

Structure (1991b), I claim that the activity aspect inherently present in the event structure in 

affirmative sentences is absent in negative sentences.' Thus, in negative sentences, the 

event is no longer interpreted as event, but rather as an unbounded situation. The 

unbounded aspect of negative sentences can take various expressions in the world's 

 language^.^ 

Markedness has been a f x u s  of attention in the last decades. Stemming from the 

Praguean system of binary features (Prague school of linguistics), first developed by 

Trubetskoy (1930) and adapted to grammatical categories by Jakobson (193 I), mwkedness 

has been mostly studied from a typological point of view. This has led to the formulation of 

linguistic universals. More recently, the wave of generative grammarians in their quest for a 

Universal Grammar apply the notion of markedness to syntax. According to Battistella 

(1990:62), "syntactic markedness is used in the literature in the sense that a universal 

syntactic hierarchy is posited' parallel to the phonological universal hierarchy. In this sense, 

syntactic markedness refers to a language independent ranking of syntactic constructs 

(rules, categories, constraints)". However, there is no agreement as to what syntactic 

markedness is. One of the two main approaches in generative grammar is the universalist 

1 

2 
The idea of using Croft's Causal Chains framework comes from Miller (1995). 
For an overview of negation within the generative framework, see Jackendoff (1969), Baker (1989), 

Zanuttini (1990), and Haegemen (1995). 



view, concerned with a grammar's distance from the initial state given by Universal 

Grammar. In this view, all the grammars found in the world's languages are seen as 

departing from an original idealized grammar, and consequently are assessed with respect 

to that idealized grammar. Grammars which depart the most from the idealized grammar are 

considered to be more marked than grammars which depart less, which are considered as 

less marked. The other view is the core grammar view concerned with the distance of a 

construction in the actual grammar of a language from the core grammar for that language 

(op. cit. p 64). itn this view, various syntactic cons~c t ions  of a particuliv language are 

assessed with respect to each other and ranked from the less to the more marked according 

to some "idealization" of that language 

With respect to markedness, it is generally assumed that, as opposed to affirmation, 

negation is a marked phenomenon (see Horn 1989). For example, negative sentences are 

considered to be marked by the presencc of a negative particle. Affirmative sentences are 

considered to be unmarked, lacking a positive particle. However, markedness is first of all 

a semantic notion in the Praguean sense of the term (Andrews 1990). It cannot be equated 

with morphosyntactic markedness or Formal Marking defined in terms of the presence of 

absence of some feature (here presence or absence of a polarity particle) (Battistella 1990). 

This view of markedness is also challenged by Croft (1990) who shows that markedness 

involves more than just binary oppositions. 

12.1 Concept of Markedness 

As noted above, markedness is primarily a relation between two opposite members of a 

pair. According to Battistella (op. cit. p 25), all oppositions have an inherent non- 

equivalence defined in terms of the presence or the absence of some feature. For example, 

it is usually assumed that the singular is unmarked while the plural is marked by the 

addition of an extra morpheme, like IS/ in English. Furthermore, the markedness values in 

3 See also Davison (1984), van Riemsdijk (1987). 
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a particular language can be determined by a series of criteria. Optimality is used to 

establish linguistic universals. The item that is implying tends to be unmarked while the 

item that is implied tends to be marked. Breadth of distribution states that the unmarked 

item tends to occur in a wider range of contexts and tends to occur in position of 

neutralization. Syncretization states that the unmarked item tends to have the same or a 

greater number of variants than the marked item. Indeterminateness states that the marked 

item tends to be more specific, more determinate than its unmarked counterpart. Simplicity 

states that the unmarked item tends to be morphologically less complex than its marked 

counterpart. Prototypicality states that the unmarked item tends to be conceptually less 

complex. 

Markedness, as it applies to grammatical categories, is primarily a semantic notion, 

where the features that are opposed are of the sort [+/- human], [+/- animate], [+/- 

definite], etc. These features may or may not be morphologically realized. When they are 

morphologically realized, we have what Battistella calls formal marking, defit-ied as "the 

relation between two opposite units of linguistic expression such that one is 

morphoIogically more complex than the other" (op. cit. p 34). The alignment of formal 

marking and semantic markedness may hold in different degrees in different parts of the 

grammar and in different languages. 

As pointed out by Croft (1990:68), markedness theories based on the Praguean 

approach present some inadequacies. On the one hand, many grammatical categories have 

more than two values. For example, the category number covers, in many languages, the 

dual, trial, paucal (small number greater than two), as well as the singular and plural. On 

the other hand, the markedness of grammatical values is dependent on the other categories 

that intersect with them. For example, the category number may be related to subclasses of 

nouns in which the singular form is the marked category (also called singdative) and the 

non-singular form is the unmarked counterpart (also called collective). Let us illustrate this 

with Breton which is exceptionally rich in its way of marking number, as seen in (1). 



(1) a. singular lugad 'eye' skouarn 'ear' 
plural lugadeu 'eyes' skouarneu 'ears' 
dud deulagad 'eyes (2rn)' dibkouarn 'ears (2f)' 
dual plural deulagadeu 'eyes' dibkouarneu 'ears' 

b. collective logod 'mice' we' 'trees' 
singulative logoden 'mouse' gwe'en 'tree' 
paucal logodeneu 'few mice' gwe'eneu 'few trees' 

When the noun refers to a body part (or anything eke) that comes in a pair, such as the 

eyes or the ears, the dual is used to refer to the eyes or the ears of a person, as in deulugad 

and didskouarn respectively. The number two, deu- for masculine and did- for feminine, is 

prefixed to the noun in question, no plural suffix then appearing. When *he eyes or ears of 

a group of persons are refened to, the plural suffix is added, thus giving the dual plural. In 

Breton, collective nouns are formed in two ways, either from a non-countable noun in the 

singular, as gwe' 'trees', or from an old plural noun in which the plural suffix has lost its 

plural meaning and has acquired a collective interpretation, as in logod 'mice' (from Old 

Breton lug 'mouse' (cf. Welsh lugod 'mice')). To this collective noun, a singulative suffix 

is dded -en (originally showing gender distinction, now only feminine in Breton) to refer 

io a particular entity, as in logoden 'a mouse' or gwken 'a tree'. From this singulative, a 

paucal can be formed by adding the plural suffix -eu to refer to a small gros? of mice, as in 

logodeneu, or a amall group of trees, as in gwkeneu (which can then be counted). In (1)b. 

as in (I)a., the order of presentation represents the degree of markedness from the least to 

the more marked item. This is represented by the markedness hierarchy given in (2) from 

the less to the more marked item in a left-right fashion. 

(2) Markedness Hierarchy: Number Marking in Breton 

a. singular < phral < dwl  < ducklplural 

In (2)a., the presence of a dual plural implies the presence of a dual. The presence of a dual 

implies the presence of a plural. And the presence of a plural implies the presence of a 



singular. Similarly in (2)b., the presence of a paucal implies the presence of a singulative 

and the presence of a singulative implies the presence of a collective. These implicational 

relationships show that, if we follow Eattistel!a's definition of optimality (the item that is 

implying is unmarked while the item that is implied is marked), the item that is implying, 

appearing further to the right in (2)' should be unmarked while the item that is implied, 

appearing further to the left in (2), should be marked. ~ b v i o u s ~ ~ ,  this is not sustainable. 

While many languages marked only the plural and may have no dual or dual plural, many 

languages have a collective but no singulative or paucal, as in English. Hence, the items 

appearing further to the right tend to be more marked than the items appearing further to the 

left in (2). Therefore optimality should be redefined as (3). 

(3) 0 ptimality : Revised 
In implicational relationships, the feature values that are implying tend to be 

marked while the feature values that are implied tend to be unmarked. 

This new definiton of optimality is further discussed with respect to negative morphemes 

below. 

Characteristics of Breton number marking also include the absence of a plural suffix 

when the noun is already quantified by a numeral, as seen in the dual. This applies to any 

numerals, such as kant 'hundred' in kant ti 'hundred houses' (ti 'house'; tier 'houses'). 

This potentially challenges the markedness theory, as observed in (4), 

(4) a- er levr 'the book' 
b. ur levr- 'a book' 
c. tregont  lev^ 'thirty books' 

where the plural indicated by tregont 'thirty' in (4)c. is not more marked than the singular 

indicated in (4)a. by the definite article er 'the' or in (4)b. by the indefinite article ur 'a'. In 

all three cases, the noun levr 'book' remains unmarked for plurality. This follows a 

tendency of the language, which is formulated in (5). 



(5) When un item is marked syntactically, it will not be marked morphologically as well. 

This holds for the other Brythmic languages as far as number marking is inv07lved.~ This 

forces us to reevaluate what formal marking is: does formal marking apply to a single word 

or does it apply to a phrasal unit? In Breton, formal marking seems to apply to the phrasal 

unit. This is an important distinction which plays a crucial role in the syntax of the 

language, as we will see below. 

1.2.2. The Concept of Markedness and Negation 

With respect to markedness, expressions containing a negative morpheme are 

considered to be marked as opposed to expressions lacking a positive counterpart which are 

considered to be unmarked. Without getting into the philosophical debate regarding the 

ontological status of negation (see Horn 1989 for such a matter), we can sketch out the 

arguments put forward to support the markedness of negation. They are given in (6). 

(6) a) afJinnation is prior to negation (Horn 1989: 154). 
b) negative terms are derivedfrom neutral (or positive) terms (op-cit.). 
c) marked categories tend to be harder, and take longer, for children to acquire; so 

is negation in Efiglish (op. cit. p 161). 
d) negation is more dificult to comprehend than aflrmation - a negative sentence 

may take longer to process, and is less accurately recalled and evaluated 
relative to a fixed state of affairs than the corresponding positive sentence (op. 
cit. p 168). 

e) negative propositions are less informative than their positive counterparts. 

The first argument relates to ontology and need not concern us here. The second argument 

relates to formal marking, the presence versus the absence of a negative morpheme, and is 

thus relevant to our discussion. The next two arguments relate to language acquisition and 

language processing respectively. No studies in this respect are available on Breton (that 

are known to me). Heme these arguments will not be included in the discussion..The last 

argument relates to pragmatics and will be discussed in chapter four. Out of the five 

4 In Irish, number marking is a rather complex issue involving the internal structure of compound 
numerals. For more details see Duffield (1995). 



arguments put forward to support the alleged markedness of negation, only one, formi 

marking, can be effectively assessed with respect to Breton rnorphofogicai and syntactic 

negation, Before considering h ~ w  fnnml mrking does apply rr? Breton sentenccCs. !el us 

have a brief look at how it applies at the word level with respect to negative prefixes. 

1 2.2.1. Markedness and Afixes 

At the morphologicai level, negative words are generally considered as marked with 

respect to their positive counterparts since they present an affix that positive words lack. 

Quoting Somers  (1970:5), Horn (up. cit. p f 54) notes titat "it is an unfortmaie 'accident' 

that there is no term *plus-wise alongside and syrnrnerrical to the occurring urtwise". 

However, not only do we find a negative prefix in Breton but we atso find a positive 

counterpart, which is prefuced to stems that are semantically neutral or negative, as shown 

(7) 
derc' he1 
bout 
lmn 
Iwk 
Eosk 
lavarout 
krediii 
b l l  
karout 
plegaii 
teurel 
son 

'to hold' 
'to be' 
'to read' 
'~ovemnt '  
'burnt' 
'to speak' 
'to believe' 
'to lose' 
'to like' 
'to fold' 
'to break' 
'song' 

dizulc'h 
unzvoud 
mlelwrek 
d i h k  
dilosk 
dilavar 
umgredik 
dig011 
&gar 
dibleg 
didorr 
disoniezh 

'lax, fiee' 
'non etre' 
'Mle educated' 
' i~mob'de' 
'incombustible' 
'mute' 
'suspicious' 
'to not lose' 
'bad, cruel' 
'rigid' 
'non-broken' 
'disonance' 

hezalc' h 
hevoud 
ftelennek 
bzfwk 
hlosk 
helavur 
hegredik 
hego11 
hegar 
hebleg 
he& 
heson 

'easy to hold' 
'bien Stre' 
'emdi~€?' 
'mbk7 
'combustible' 
'eloquent' 
'credulous' 
'easy to lose' 
'affectuous' 
'flexible' 
'breakable" 
' h m ~ n i o u s ' ~  

Which of the two prefixes is unmarked with respect to the other? Jf we apply the criteria 

established to determine the markedness values seen earlier, we cannot consider the 

negative prefix as marked with respect to its positive counterpart. Out of the six criteria 

described above, only the first three can be reliably applied to Breton. Under optimctlity 

defined by Battistella, the positive prefur appears to be unmarked: if a language hits a 

5 This fist is far &can being exhaustive. 



positive prefix it will also have a negative prefix. The reverse may not hold, as seen in 

English lacking a positive prefix. However, Battistella's notion of optimality is 

problematical here as well. While many languages have a negative a f f k ,  very few of them 

show a positive counterpart. While the presence of a positive affix implies the presence of a 

negative counterpart, the presence of a negative affix does not imply the presence of a 

positive counterpart. Hence the item that is implying terids to be marked while the item that 

is implied tends to be unmarked. Under breadth of distribution, the negative prefix appears 

to be unmarked. The negative prefix can be affixed to stems that are semantically positive, 

neutral or negative, as shown in (8) whereas the positive prefix can only be affixed to 

stems that are neutral or negative, as seen above? 

(8) positive stem negative stems 

gounid 'to gain' didhamid 'not to gain' koll 'to lose' dig011 'not to lose' 
kmnt 'pretty' digoant 'ugly' vil 'ugly' divilaet 'not ugly' 
komz 'to speak7 digomz 'not to speak' mud 'mute7 divudet 'not mute' 
gwenn'white' diwenn 'notwhite' du 'black' dizuet 'not black' 
mad 'good' divad 'not good' drouk 'bad' dizrouk 'not bad' 
buhez 'life divuhez 'Heless' man, 'dead' divervelezh 'resurrection' 

Under syncretization, the negative prefix appears to be unmarked having more variants, 

as shvm in (9), than its positive counterpart showing only one morpheme, as seen above. 

( 3) tall 'fire, light' di'dan 'unlighted' distan 'appeasing' 
to 'roof' dido 'roofless' disto 'roofless' 
fro 'tour' didro 'detourless' d i s m  'come back' 
bla, 'hair' divlm 'hairless' disblev 'lost hair' 
boued 'substance' divoued 'substanceless' disboued 'foodless' 

letuzege! literary' > amlennegel 'non-literary ' 
trimmed 'passed' > d e m e n e d  'imperfect (tense)' 
ka~etir8ezIrel 'sociable' > amgevredigezel "insociable, marginal' 
houarn s- xron' > amhouarnek 'non-ferrous' 
bluz 'orfor, taste' > amliziaegezh lack of taste.' 
organek 'organic' > anorganek 'inorganic' 

" %hapansky (1994c) claims tfrat negative preiues can be affixed t stems that are semantically neutral 
ca positive and uhat the @Give prefix cxm be affixed to stems that are semantically negative or neutral. 
This is dbviously a mistake, as eviitenced by the darapresented fiere. 
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The criterion of indetminateness seems to follow from, or be an instance of, hreadth 

of distribution. I f  the unmarked item is less specific, less determinate, it will occur in a 

wider range of contexts. Thus it cannot serve as a independent criterion since it is included 

in another criterion. The criterion of simplicity does not apply in this case since both 

derived negative and positive words are equally complex, a prefix being added. Finally, 

prototypicality is first of all a psychological notion adapted to linguistics. Lakoff (1987) 

sees prototypes as cognitive reference points, as category members that serve as "best 

example" of some category or set (Battistella 1990:41). Prototypes can be psychologically 

measured through testing, and can be linguistically assessed through discourse or text 

analysis. The criterion of prototypicality follows from the other criteria and cannot serve as 

an independent criterion. 

The above suggests that the negative prefix appears to be less marked t h y  its positive 

counterpart with respect to optimality defined in (3) ,  breadth of distribution and 

syncretization. It is not less marked than its positive counterpart with respect to simplicity. 

Furthermore, both negatively and positively derived words are marked with respect to 

words which are not derived by the addition of a negative or positive prefix. We can thus 

establish a markedness hiersrrchy. This is given in (10) from the less to the more marked 

item in a left-to-right fashion. 

(1 0). Markedness Hierarchy 
non-derived words < negatively derived wordr < positively derived wordr 

Similar observations can be made with respect to sentence particles. 

1222. Markedness and Sentence Particles 

It is generally assumed that, cross-linguistically, negative sentences are more marked 

than their basic positive counterparts fiom which they are thought to be derived (see Horn 

1989). If we consider English examples, we can see that, whereas the positive sentence in 



(1 1)a. is unmarked, the negative sentence in (1 l)b. is marked by the presence of the 

negative particle mt. 

(1 1)a. My brother is coming for dinner. 
b. My brother is not coming for dinner. 

If we turn now to Breton, we encounter some difficulties. Unlike English which has a 

rigid SVO word order, Bretcm presents a relatively free word order given that the tensed 

verb appears in second position. This is illustrated in (12) for the Gwenedeg dialect. 

(12)a. Ar Gelted koR e hour6 ar mammenneu. 
the Celts old PRT worship.IPF the springs 
'The old Celts worshipped the springs.' (Herrieu 1979:78) 

b. Kournoul du e weler 6n n6anv. 
clouds black BRT see.PRS.IMP inthe sky 
'Black clouak are seen in the sky.' (op. cit. p 41) 

c. Bemd6 6 komzer a laeronsi 6r hazetenneu. 
every day PRT speak.PRS .IMP of robbery in.the newspapers 
'Every day, they talk about robbery in the newspapers.' (op. cit. p 101) 

The subject in (12)a., the direct object in (1 2)b. and the adverb in (12)c. occur in preverbal 

position, given the appropriate particle, e or &h). The same holds for negative sentences, 

as shown in (13). 

(13)a. Errera1 ne oent ket ank..net get kement-s6. 
the others NEG be.PST.3P NEG bothered with all-DEM 
'The others were not bothered by all that.' (Guilloux 1992:77) 

b. Kalz a draoii ne ouien ket. 
much of things NEG know.IPF. 1 S NEG 
'I did not know many things.' (Ar Mason 1986:94) 

c. Er burev ne gavan nemet er renerez. 
in-the ofice NEG find.PRS. 1 S except the manager@ 
'In the ofice, Ifind only the manager.' (op. cit. p 124) 

While we find two particles in positive sentences in (12) we find only one particle in 

negative sentences in (13). If we apply the criteria discussed above, we have the following. 



Under optimality defined in Battistellla (if a language has a positive particle it will also have 

a negative particle), the positive particle appears to be unmarked. However, while all 

languages mark sentence negation in one way or anotkr, very few ?anpages mark simple 

affirmative sentences. The presence of positive sentence particles in languages appears to 

be more marked. This is accounted for by optimality defined in (3). The item that is 

implying tend to be marked while the item that is implied tend to be unmarked. Under 

breadth of distribution, the sentence particles are not marked with respect to each other 

since neither has a wider distribution. Syncretization does not apply in this case, Although 

the positive particle shows two variants whereas its negative counterpart shows only one, a 

second negative particle nu is used in some dialects in negative relative clauses, negative 

imperatives, and others. Simplicity does not apply in this case. Sentences are marked either 

with a positive or negative sentence particle. Hence, we cannot ascertain which of the two 

sets of particles is marked with respect to the other. Nevertheless, the presence of a second 

negative morpheme ket in (13) should be sufficient to indicate the marked status of negative 

sentences in the language.' However, as we will see below, ket can be omitted and thus 

cannot serve as a reliable index for determining morphological markedness values. 

1 2.2.3. Aria1 versus Sentential Negation 

As seen earlier, the marking of person and/or number is effected at the phrase rather 

than the word level. Thus concordance affixes are not used. When plurality is overtly 

expressed by a numeral for example, the word thus quantified remains unmarked for 

plurality, as in (4)c. When the subject is overtly expressed, the verb remains unmarked for 

the person and number of its subject, as seen in (12)a. 

The marking of negation shows a similar pattern. When negaticr, is realized at the word 

level, it will not be realized at the sentence level, unless a double negation is implied. This 

is shown in (14) and (15). 

7 For the origin of KET see Schapansky (1994a). 
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(1 4)a. Ada1 er gourhemenneu dihuennet e 06 k t  brehonekat. 
since the orders forbidden PART be.PST been Breton.INF 
'Since the orders, speaking Breton was forbidden . ' (Guilloux 1992: 123) 

b. Adai er gourhemenneu, ne 06 ket M au&&t brehonekai, 
since the orders NEG be.PST NEG been allowedBrettin.INF 
'Since the orders, speaking Breton was not allowed.' 

(1 5)a. Ada1 er gourhemenneu, ne 06 ket bet dihuennet brehonekat, 
since the orders NEG be.PST NEG been forbidden Bret0n.W 
'Since the orders, speaking Breton was not forbidden .' 

b. Add er gourhernenneu, au tk t  e 06 bet brehonekat. 
since the orders allowed PART be.PST been breton.INF 
'Since the orders, speaking Breton was allowed.' 

In (l4)a., we have the verb dihuenn 'to forbid' which is semantically negative. Its positive 

counterpart is autrked 'to authorize'. While dihuennet takes the positive particle e in (14)a., 

autrket takes the negative particle ne in (14)b. Thus, sentence (14)b. is logically equivalent 

to sentence (14)a. In (15)a. however, the verb dihuennet takes the negative particle ne, thus 

implying a double negation which is logically equivalent to an affirmation, as in (15)b. 

Although it is natural for many Indo-European languages to mark negation only once, it 

is not uncommon to find negation marked more than once, as seen in (16) for colloquial 

French. 

(16) J' ai pas vu personne 
I have not seen nobody 
'I did not see anybody.' 

In (161, we find negation marked by the negative particle pas which represents sentence 

negation, and negation marked by the negated quantifier personne 'nobody'. When 

negation is marked only once, as in standard French in (17)a., or as in colloquial French in 

(17)b., pas is not used. 

(17) a.Je n' ai vu personne. 
I not have seen anybody 
'I saw nobody.' 



b. J' ai vu personne 
I have seen nobody 
'I saw nobody.' 

The fact that negation is working at the phrase fabler than the word level in Breton has 

some implications for asymmetries observed between affirmative and negative sentences. 

To sum up, Forrnal Marking cannot define markedness. According to Givbn (1978b), 

it is difficult to establish which member of a binary opposition is marked and which is 

unmarked by the presence or the absence of some feature. For Givbn, sentence negation is, 

rather, pragmatically marked. A similar view is held by Horn (1989). As we will see, 

sentence negation is marked morphosyntactically, semantically, and pragmatically. The 

markedness of sentence negation is expressed by asymmetries, but not the kind of 

asymmetries associated with Formal Marking. Formal Marking, the most suberficial 

process for marking concepts, cannot alone serve to define markedness. In the remainder 

of this work, we will concentrate on less obvious asymmetrical relationships observed 

between affirmative and negative sentences, which show how negative sentences are 

marked vis-a-vis their affirmative counterparts. 

1.3. THEORETICAL CHOICE 

1.3.1. Overview 

Most works on negation have been carried out either from a formal semantic or from a 

morphosyntactic point of view. From a formal semantic point of view, negation is studied 

in respect of its interactions with quantifiers and modals (eg., Chierchia and McConnell- 

Ginet 1990). The same holds for the Logical Form (LF) component of GB (eg., Chomsky 

1981). From a morphosyntactic point of view, structural asymmetries between affirmative 

and negative sentences are studied in as far as getting the right structure is at issue (eg., 

Chomsky 1957, Klima 1964, Laka 1990, and, for Breton, Schafer 1995). Similarly, 



Negative Polarity Items (NPI) have been studied for their interactions with negation. From 

a semantic point of view, NPIs occur in downward entailing contexts (Ladusaw 1980). 

From a pragmatic viewpoint, NPIs occur in the immediate scope of negative implicatures 

(Linebarger 1987). From a formal syntax perspective, NPIs are subject to the principle A 

of the Binding Theory and occur in non-upward entailing contexts (Progovac 1992,1994). 

However, the relation between NPIs and referentiality has not been formally addressed. 

The genitive of negation created a problem for GB Case Theory. In contrast, Relational 

Grammarians show little interest in negation except for the account of the genitive sf 

negation. None of these theories has addressed the issues of why these asymmetries exist 

and what they reflect. 

While (in)definiteness has been widely studied from a formal point of view (cf. 

Hawkins 1978, Perlmutter 1978, Heim 1982, Fodor & Sag 1982, Keenan 1987, Safir 

1987, Lumsden 1988, Belletti 1988, Chesteman 1991, Diesing 1992, etc), its interaction 

with both negation and stativeness has not been discussed in detail, with the notable 

exception of Babby (1980). From a functional perspective, the relation between negation, 

referentiality and (in)definiteness is addressed in Giv6n (1 978b, 1984). Indefinites may 

acquire a non-referential interpretation under the scope of opacity-producing modalities 

whish include negation. This analysis is relevant for quantifiers. We will see that, in Celtic, 

the universal quantifier with a wide scope reading and the existential quantifier with a 

narrow scope reading ate perceived as indefinite quantifiers in the scope of negation, and 

thus are replaced by non-referential counterparts. This analysis is also relevant for the 

marking of nominal arguments. Non-referential arguments are marked in the scope of 

negation by a case (as in Finnish or Russian), or by a preposition (as in Breton or French). 

1.3.2. Croft's Causal Chains (1991b) 

The framework chosen for this study of negation and its the intricate relationship with 

other semantic components of sentences and nominal arguments is that of Causal Chains 



proposed by Croft (1991b).8 The reasons for this choice are as follows. First, it is neuwal 

with respect to grammatical relations. That is, grammatical relations are rather interpreted 

from the context according to the functions the nominds play in the sentence, rather than 

being considered as undefined primitives (as in RG), or being defined in terms of a 

p~sition in a tree diagram configuration (as in GB), or later the Minimalist hogram 

(Chomsky 1395). This is important with respect to Breton. In this language, grammatical 

relations such as subject or object are not overtly marked as such. Both subject and object 

are morphologically unmarked for case. They do not show agreement with the verb and 

their order of occurrence is relatively free. How nominals are interpreted as subjects or 

objects depends to a large extent on the context, as discussed in chapter three. Therefore, 

assigining a-priori a grammatical relation or a position in the tree structure to a Breton 

nominal does not reflect with accuracy the role played by the interpretive component at the 

level of semantics/pragmatics. Second, the framework distinguishes event from state 

predicates, a recurrent distinction in the world's languages. The distinction between event 

and state predicates, or simply the distinction between events and states, plays an important 

role in Breton. It affects auxiliary selection according to whether the subject is or is not 

referential and according to whether the subject is definite or indefinite, as discussed in 

chapter three. The distinction between events and states also plays an important role in 

negative sentences considered in this work as stative (chapter four). The Causal Chain 

framework is the only framework that can capture this fact. Thirdly, negation can be 

integrated into this framework. Each segment of the causal chain can be negated and 

negation of one segment of the chain affects other segments as well. This will allow us to 

unravel the prismal nature of negation and the complexity of its realization in the world's 

languages. Finally, this framework has been developed from typological studies and 

studies on markedness, an important aspect of this research. 

8 This framework will be used in chapter four only to illustrate the fact that negative sentences 
represent unbounded situations and to show how negation can be represented in a system without adding any 
superfluous devices, which create more problems than can solve. 



13.2.1. Theoretical Perspective 

In Croft (1991 b:32-33), the primary function of natural language is to communicate 

information. Thus both the structure of the information -- semantics -- and the structure of 

communication -- pragmatics and discourse -- contribute to determining basic language 

structure. The morphosyntactic structure is constituted by three essential components: units 

of various types (e.g., 'noun', 'verb', 'argument phrase'); the relations of dependencies 

that hold between the units; and the linear order in which these units appear in the utterance. 

However, the linear order is delinked from the grammatical dependencies (grammatical 

relations), as in RG or its subsequent development MAPing Theory (Gerdts 1992). That is, 

the linear order in which the participants appear in the causal chain (see (18) and below) 

may not represent the 1inea.r order in which units appear in a sentence, as demonstrated in 

(20) below. Furthermore, the clause is defined as a syntactic unit made up of the following 

smaller units: a verb or predicate, one or more argument phrases that are dependent on the 

verb to varying degrees (and within the argument phrase), a noun and (perhaps) adjectives 

or other modifying expressions that are dependent on the noun. The three primary 

rnorphosyntactic strategies of grammatical dependencies are linear order, a 'deictic' 

morphological strategy (agreement affixes and elements), and a 'relational' strategy 

(adpositions and case marking). These strategies are implicit in GB and its subsequent 

developments, Principles and Parameters (P&P) (Chomsky 1991) and the Minimalist 

Program (Chornsky 1995). They are explicit in Gerdts (1990). So why have we adopted 

the framework of Croft (1991b) rather than Gerdts (1992) or Chomsky (1995)? In order to 

understand what negation is all about, we need a pretheoretical account of the various 

phenomena relating to negation and to build upon this some kind of representation in a 

bottom-up fashion. Imposing a ready-made formalism from top-down is inevitably 

reductive and can only offer a partial account of the phenomena under study. 



1.3.22. Cawai Chain Structure 

In Croft (1991b), verbs are semantically decomposed into a series of events that we 

interrelated. These interrelated events can be represented in a causal structure, since one 

event causes another one. Causation is seen as individuals acting on individuals, with some 

notion of transmission of force determining which participant is 'first' in the causal order or 

causal chain. Causally related events share individuals since the individual at the endpoint 

of one event is the initiator of the next causally related event, as represented in (1 8) (op. cit. 

p 162-63). 

(18) x Y Z individuals 
event 1 event 2 

0 > >O 
initiator endpoilntlinitiator endpoint 

Event 1 and event 2 represent atomic events. Atomic events are represented by directed 

arcs, (->), and participants by arc-linking nodes, 0. This notation is intended to reflect 

the fact that events have causal directionality, and they are linked into a series of causally 

related events. The endpoint of an affected entity is the initiator of the next atomic causal 

event. This series of causally related events is a causal chain and any subpiece of the causal 

chain is a segment of the causal chain (op. cit. p 169). Furthermore, a verb denotes a 

segment of the causal chain, or verbal segment. The subject and the object (if there is one) 

are at each end of the segment of the causal chain, the subject causally preceding the object. 

The causally prior end of the verbal segment represents the initiator and the causally later 

end the endpoint of the verbal segment (op. cit. p 173). 

The criteria for atomic events are: 

(19)i- An atomic event must be of only one causation type. 
I OCC95. fi- An atomic event must be of a single hir~rent aspmtttal type, state or p- 

iii- An atomic event containing two participants must have these participants aligned in 
the direction of transmission force. 

iv- An atomic event must be a single qualitative unit. 



The causation types are: physical causation, or physical object acting on physical 

object; volitional causation, or volitional entity acting on physical object; afSective 

causation, or physical object or state of affairs "acting on" entity with mental state; and 

inducive causation, or volitional entity acting on entity with mental state (op. cit. p 166-67). 

To illustrate how verbs are decomposed into causally related events, consider the 

following English sentence and the causal chain associated with it (op. cit. p 166). 

(20)a. John broke the boulder with the hummer, 

b. John hand hammer boulder boulder boulder 
initiator endpoint 

> *  > *  > *  > ( * )  ( * I  
VOL Grasp Contact Change Result 

State State 

In (20), the sentence is decomposed as John the initiator, intentionally using his hand (VOL 

for volition) to grasp the hammer that comes into contact with the boulder, the endpoint. 

The boulder is then affected by a change of state, and the resulting state is the broken 

boulder. States are indicated in this framework by an undirected arc ( - ). The Causal 

Chain representation of the sentence John broke the boulder with the hammer shows a 

participant , hand, which is not expressed in(20)a. Hand is the endpoint of the VOL arc 

and the initiator of the grasp arc. This Causal Chain representation also shows that, 

whereas hammer follows boulder in (20)a., it precedes it in (20)b., therefore showing that 

the ordering of participants in the causal chain may not correspond to the ordering of 

arguments in a sentence. Furthermore, the initiator may not necessarily correspond to the 

subject and the endpoint may not necessarily correspond to the object. Finally, the arc- 

linking nodes in parentheses indicate that no new endpoint is added. The last endpoint in 

the causal chain, the arc-linking node with no parentheses, here boulder, is marked as 

affected by a change of state and the resulting state. 

For the purpose of this work, further detail on the causal chains are not needed. I invite 

the reader to consult chapters four to six in Croft (1991b) for further discussion. However, 



we need to include here the representation of three different verb types, causative in (21)a,, 

inchoative in (21)b. and stative in (21)c. (op. cit. p 262-63). 

CAUSATIVE 
(2 1)a. The rock broke the window. 

rock window 
0 > > ( * )  (9 

cause become broken 

INCHOATNE 
(21)b. The window broke. 

window 

become broken 

STATiVE 
(21)c. The window is broken. 

window 
(9  

broken 

The difference between the causative, inchoative, and stative structure is that the inchoative 

structure lacks the cause arc present in the causative structure. The stative structure lacks 

the cause arc present in the causative structure and the change qf state arc present in both 

the causative and inchoathe structures. 

This rather sketchy outline of causal chains gives us the basics needed and will be 

further elaborated when introducing negation in chapter four. 

1.4. ORGANIZATION 

This work is organized as follows. Chapter Two discusses structural asymmetries 

linked to the V2 word order in Breton, which is neitber asymmetrical (as in Geman where 

it is mainly found in matrix clauses), nor symtnetricd (as in Yiddish where it applies ta ;rlZ 

clauses). Breton V2 is rather articulated at the sentence level, with optional symmetrical V2 

constructions. Previous accounts of Breton V2 word order, Schafcr (1995) and 

Schapansky (1992a), show that analyses based on limited data fail to account for the V2 



word order, Examining data involving simple as well as complex sentences, articulated as 

well as symmetrical V2 constructions, affirmative and negative sentences: three preverbal 

positjons are identified, with only two of them available in negative sentmxx Breton 

sentence structure is thus established and the V2 Requirement is defined as saturation of 

the predicate domain. The predicate domain, a key concept in this work, is required to be 

saturated or bound by some item occurring before the verb. Saturators, or binders, for the 

predicate domain include the negative particle. When the predicate domain is not saturated 

by one of the saturators, the preverbal positions are accessed to satisfy the V2 

Requirement. Thus, asymmetry between affirmative and negative sentences arises. The 

types of NP which can serve as binders for the predicate domain, are discussed in the next 

chapter. 

Chapter Three discusses semantic/pragmatic asymmetries relating to referentiality and 

discusses which NPs can serve as binders for the predicate domain. The referentiality of 

NPs is examined in the light of the Givenness Hierarchy framework proposed by Gundel, 

Hedberg & Zacharski (1993) and applied to natural discourse data. NPs which can serve as 

binders for the predicate domain must be referential or focus. Referentiality thus constraizs 

the placement of preverbal NPs. NPs marked by the preposition ag 'of', which is 

associated with the partitive, can serve as subjects of stae predicates and as objects. These 

NPs are non-referential and cannot appear in preverbal position as foci. This is not 

predicted by the Referentiality Constraint. Thus, a new definition of the Referentiality 

Constraint on the placement of preverbal NPs is provided. What can serve as a binder for 

the predicate domain depends also on auxiliary selection. Modern Gwenedeg presents two 

auxiliaries, endout 'to have' associated with event predicates (or boundedness) and bout 'to 

be' associated with state predicates (or unboundedness) in the perfect. Bout 'to be9 displays 

in the present tense, four forms, which demand to be bound by subjects or non-subjects, 

and which are sensitive to the position and definiteness of their subjects. Two of them do 

not occur in negative sentences. In contrast, endout 'to have' does not show a preferred 



binder and demands a referential subject, whether definite or indefinite. h4oreover, event 

predicates can take the auxiliary bout 'to be' if a stative reading is obtained, and state 

predicates can *&e the auxhxy eIdof?f 'to have' if an eventive reading is obtAned and ~ ! e  

subject is referential. Referentiality, which restricts the set of possible binders for the 

predicate domain and interacts with auxiliary selection, plays an imponant role in negation 

as well. 

Chapter Four provides an account of structural and semanticlpragmatic asymmetries 

pertaining to negative sentences. A theoretical account of sentence negation is provided, 

adopting Croft's Causal Chain Structure f IWIb), and serves as a basis for a ;ypological 

study. It shows that sentence negation is suspensive in that it changes the polarity of a 

sentence, and changes the aspectual behavior of event predicates, which are interpreted as 

stative. Hence, negative sentences describe unbounded situations. Negation is also 

associated with the irrealis modality. In the scope of negation, indefinite NPs are 

interpreted as non-referential. This constraint applies, in Breton, to the universal quantifier 

with a wide scope reading equivalent to English everyone not meaning m one and to the 

existential quar,tifer with a narrow scope reading equivalent to not someone meaning tts 

one. They are replaced in negative sentences by negative polarity items (NPIs) since Breton 

does not have the counterpart of English no one. The distribution of Breton NPls follows 

the distinctions presupposition versus non-presupposition and preverbal versus postverbal 

position and is instrumental in determining the scope of negation, syntactic, semantic and 

pragmatic. Non-referential NPs, subjects of state predicates (which are not presupposed j 

and objects, can be mark& in Breton by the preposition ccg 'of when they represent an 

incomplete subset of entities. They must appear in postverbal position in the %ape of the 

predicate. The pragmatic m~~~keciness of sentence negation relates to the distinction 

presupposition versus non-presupposition, and to metalinguistic negation. Metafinguistic 

negation is a device for objecting to a previous utterance on any grounds. It does not affect 

&e polarity of a sentence, does not change the aspect of event predicates, and does not 



affect the referentiality of indefirjte NPs under its scope. Hence, metalinguistic negation is 

not suspensive and is associated with bounded situations. Thus, in Breton, the universal 

quantifier with a wide scope reading, the existential quantifer with a narrow scope reading, 

and the eventive reading of state predicates can appear under the scope of metalinguistic 

negation. These asymmetries, morphosyntactic and semantic/pragmatic, characterize the 

markedness of sentewe negation. 



NEGATION 
VERB SECOND WORD ORDER 

AND STRUCTURAL ASYMMETRIES 

The asymmetries observed between aff-irmative and negative sentences in Breton relate 

to the verb-second or V2 word order. In the literature, two types of V2 structure are 

attested, symmetrical and asymmetrical. The symmetrical V2 structure applies to all 

clauses, as in Icelandic, Faroese or Yiddish. The asymmetrical V2 structure applies only to 

matrix clauses and a small set of subordinate clauses, as in German or Dutch (Cot6 

1995: 167-68). Whether symmetrical or asymmetrical, one preverbal position is usually 

posited with the V2 structure. Breton V2 order has been classified as "asymmetrical", 

associated with one preverbal position (Schafer 1995). However, more than one preverbal 

position must be recognized. A concurrent symmetrical V2 structure is also found in this 

ianguage. Thus, Breton V2 order is neitiner symmetrical nor asymmetrical and functions at 

the sentence rather than the clause level. 

This Chapter is organized as follows. Section One discusses structural asymmetries 

based on data involving one preverbal item and the particle system. The two views of 

Breton V2 structure, the movement and the non-movement approaches, are compared and 

contrasted. Examining previous accounts, Schafer (1995) and Schapansky (1992a), it is 

argued that the strange behaviour of the negative particle cannot be accounted for unless we 

postdate a second series of asymmetries. These asymeti5es involve not the particle 

system p i  se, 5ui ~ 8 t h  the smet-te of Breton sentences. Section Two discusses 

structural asymmetries based on data involving more than one preverbal item. Considering 

co-mxmena restrictions between the preverbal items and the clause type, three preverbal 



positions are identified, with only two of them being optionally accessed in negative 

sentences. With this new set of data, the structure of Breton sentences is established. A 

unified account of the V2 word order is provided, with the V2 Requirement defined as 

Saturation of the Predicate Domain. Whereas the negative particle saturates the predicate 

domain, its positive counterparts do not; hence the asymmetries between affirmative and 

negative sentences. Implications of this proposal are further discussed. 

2.1. VERB-SECOND WORD ORDER 

As a Celtic language, Breton has been analysed as a verb-initial language with 

topicalization (e.g., Anderson 198 1, Timm 199 1). The current Principles and Parameters 

(P&P) view (Chomsky 1991) is that Breton shows a V2 order in root clauses and a V1 

order in negative and subordinate clauses (Schafer 1992 and subsequent works). One 

preverbal position is usually posited following Anderson & Chung's claim (1977) that 

double topicalization does not occur in Breton. Data involving more than one preverbal item 

have been carefully avoided and only "ungrammatical" examples have been shown. In this 

view, Breton word order is seen as asymmetrical. Breton word order has also been 

analysed as V2 on the grounds that a verb may never appear sentence initially in the 

language (e.g., Urien 1982, 1987; Schapansky 1992).' What occurs preverbally in 

affirmative sentences is related to the particle following the preverbal item. Two competing 

views are found. Either the category of, or the grammatical relation of, the preverbal item 

determines the choice of the particle following. On the one view, preverbal noun phrases 

(NFs) precede the particle a (e in Gwenedeg) while preverbal phrases other than NPs 

precdi: the particle ez (e'h t? Gwendeg) (e-g., Anderson ! 98 1, Wen 1982, Schapansky 

1992). On the other view, preverbal sltbjects or objects precede the particle ale while 

preverbal items other than subjects or objects precede the particle ezlih (e.g., Schafer 1992, 

1 The terms symmetrical and asymmetrical have not been yet applied to Breton. 
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1995). However, since the negative particle does not follow the distribution of either one of 

the two particles but shows some overlap between the two, its distribution has not been 

accounted for (e.g,, Anderson 1981, Urien 1982, Schder 1995), except by Schapansby 

(1992) taking a different perspective on the matter. 

2.1.1. Preverbal Position and Particle system 

The V2 word order in Breton is not a new idea per se, It is implicit in all Breton 

traditional grammar books as well as in the published literature on this language. It is 

explicit in Schafer (1992) and subsequent works, and in Schapansky (1992) and 

subsequent works. Different views on Breton V2 word order have been proposed in the 

literature. The critical data involve differences observed between affirmative and negative 

sentences. However, the data mainly discussed involve one preverbal position, on the basis 

of which the particle system has been established. In this section we will examine the 

particle system associated with sentences involving one preverbal position only.. We will 

then review the literature and compare and contrast the two accounts that refer explicitly to 

Breton V2 order, 

2 -1.1 .l. The Particle system 

As a Celtic language, Breton has a system of verbal proclitics also known as preverbal 

particles which occur between a preverbal item and the following tensed verb. In Irish and 

Welsh, these particles are considered as relative particles playing the roles of relative 

pronouns. In Breton however, the relative meaning associated with these particles has been 

weakened over time and the use of these particles has been extended to all non-relative 

clause~/sentences.~ Thus in modern Gwenedeg, we find three particles: e associated with 

preverbai nouns or relative clauses; e'h associated with preverbal items other than nouns, 

2 The particle e (a in the other dialects) originated as a relative clitic*ai. The particle kh (ez in the other 
dialects) originated as a locative adverb *idhe 'there' (cf. Heuriot (1985) for Breton, Moris Jones (1955) for 
Welsh, Thurneysen (1980) for Irish, and Lewis & Pedersen (1961)). 

For a similar view on the particles, see Denez (1974). 



and clauses other than relative clauses; and the negative particle ne, the only particle that can 

freely begin a sentence. 

2.1.1.1 .I. Core Grammatical Relations 

As argued by Schapansky (1992a) following Urien (1982), Breton can be characterized 

as a verb-second language where the order of the postverbal elements is determined by the 

preverbal item while the verb remains in second position. This is best observed with core 

grammatical relations, as illustrated in (1). 

Un  mi^ hr6 vad nez6. 
a cup.DM coffee PRT make.IPF good then 
'A small cup of cofee made one feel good then.' (Jaffr6 1986:18) 

Delohed ag er rC vrasan e gaver drez6. 
trout of the ones big.SUP PRT find.PRS.IMP through.DEM 
'Some of the biggest hour are found over there.' (~uil loux 1992: 185) 

Arlerh pisked menud 6h emb en touleu 6. er vein. 
after fish small PRT go.IPF.1P in.the holes between the rocks 
'We went looking for smali'fish in the holes between the rocks. (op. cit. p 16) 

We have a preverbal subject un tasadig kafe 'a small cup of coffee' in (l)a., and a 

preverbal direct object delohed ag er re' vrasan 'some of the biggest trout' in (1)b. They 

both occur preceding the particle e. Changing the particle e for the particle e' in (1)a. and b. 

results in the ungrarnrnaticality of these sentences, as seen in (2). 

(2)a. * Un tasadig kafe 6 hr6 vad nez6. 
a cup,DIM coffee PRT make.IPF good then 
'A small cup of coffee made one feel good then.' 

b.* Delohed ag er r6 vrasan C kaver drez6. 
trout oftheones big.SUP HRT find.PRS.IMP through.DEM 
'Some ofthe biggest trout are found over t h e . '  



In (l)c., vOe have a preverbal oblique arlerh pisked m e n d  'after small fish' followed 

by the particle 6. Changing the particle t! for the particle e in (1)c. results in the 

ungrarnrnaticality of this sentence, as seen in (3).3 

(3)* Arlerh pisked menud g ernb en touleu 6trtS er vein4 
after fish small PRT go.IPF.1P in.the holes between the rocks 

'We went looking for small fish in the holes between the rocks.' 

In negative sentences, preverbal subjects are not allowed if the verb is not marked for 

the person and number of its subject, as in (4)a., unlike preverbal objects, as in (4)b., and 

preverbal obliques, as in (4)c, which can freely appear before the negated verb. 

(4) a.* Pautred en tan ne glaske- gopr erbet. 
boys the fire NEG look-for.HPF salary any 
'The firefighters did not expect any saiary.' 

b. Eun anehe n9 em bo6 ket. 
fear of.3P NEG 1s have.PST NEG 
'I did not fear them.' (Guilloux 1992: 19 1) 

c. Ur bl6 arlerh n' em es ket kavet Mohig erbet, 
a year after NEG 1 S have.PRS NEG found bell.DIM any 
'A year later I did not find any little bell.' (op. cit. p 22) 

In traditional grammars, preverbal subjects in negative sentences are considered as extra- 

sentential. The real subject is encoded as the personal inflection appearing on the verb. 

Thus, in negative sentences, preverbal subjects behave like left-dislocated NPs and are 

discussed in the next subsection (for a similar view cf. Varin 1979 and Stump 1984). 

The asymmetries observed so far distinguish affirmative from negative sentences. 

Preverbal subjects are allowed in a f f i a t i ve  but not in negative sentences, as opposed to 

preverbal objects, which are allowed in both affirmative and negative sentences. 

3 The particles induce mutations on the initial consonant of the following verb. While the particles e 
and ne induce lenition, the particle t?h induces lenition and, provection (or mixed mutation). For more details 
see Schapansky (1994b). 

For more detail on negative particles, see Bernini (19871, Croft (1991a), Fleuriot (1%4). 
4 The consonant z in ez is a Iinking consonant. In (3), the particle ez should not be confused with the 

particle ez found in the other Breton dialects which is realized in Gwenedeg as &h. 



Furthermore, they distinguish in affirmative sentences the particle e from the particle kh. 

While preverbai subjects and objects precede the particle e preverbal obliques precede the 

particle ih .  This is represented in (5). 

(5 )  Preverbal Phrases and Particles in Gwenedeg 

II Preverbal Phrases I Particles sf 

While the particle e and e'h appear to have a complementary distribution, the negative 

particle ne shows some overlap, allowing preverbal obliques like the particle e'h and 

[ Obliques I Objects 1 Subjects I 
- I + 1 + I e 

allowing preverbal objects like the particle e. 

This first set of asymmetries involves core grammatical relations. Howeva, norninals 

bearing peripheral grammatical relations or items belonging to other grammatical categories 

can appear preverbally as well. More asymmetries in the particle system are found. 

I 

2 .I .I .I .2 Non-Core Grammatical H elations 

Non-core grammatical relations include left-dislocated NPs and obliques modifying the 

predicate rather than the sentence. Items belonging to other grammatical categories are 

essentially predicative. They include verbs in the infinitive followed by the auxiliary gober 

'to do', past participles, adjectives and predicate mocials. 

In both affirmative and negative sentences, a left-dislocated NP can appear preverbally, 

as in (6). 

(6)a. e chomen de sellet doht6. 
the swaliows PRT stay.IPF. 1 S to watch.W f r o m 3  
'The swallows, I stayed and watched them.' (Guilloux 1992:49) 

b. Ruieu er vsrh ne 06 hanii erbet deh6. 
streets the village NEG be.PST name any to. 3P 
'The village streets, they had no name.' (op. cit. p 50) 



c. PautPd en tan ne glaskea gopr erbet. 
boys the fireNEG look-for.IFP.3P salary any 
'The firefighters, they did not expect any salary.' 

d. Kado6rieu de ~ o v e s a  n' py hanaiien ket rabeh. 
chairs to c0nfess.W NEG 3? know.IPF. 1 S NEG entirely 
'The confession chairs, J did not know them completely.' 

In (6)a. and b,, we have a left-dislocated oblique coreferential with a preposition marked 

for person and number, dohttf 'from-them' in (6)a. and dehtf 'to-them' in (6)b. In (6)c., we 

have a preverbal subject pautred en tan 'the firefighters' coreferential with the personal 

suffix appearing on the verb - nt for third person plural. In (6)d., we have a left-dislocated 

object kadokrieu de govesat 'the confession chairs' coreferential with a clitic object 

pronoun prefixed to the verb, ou 'them'? Left-dislocated subjects and objects in affirmative 

sentences will be discussed in the next section, since a phrase occurring between. the left- 

dislocated subject or object and the following particle is required, and hence they are of 

little relevance for the discussion here. 

Oblique arguments modifying the predicate rather than the sentence can appear 

preverbally in affirmative but not in negative sentences, as seen in (7).6 

(7)a. Get pasianted 6 tostas ar C goarigeu. 
with patience PRT approach.PST.3S on 3SM biaises 
'With patience, he approached on his toes.' (op. cit. p 186) 

b.* Get pasianted ne dostas k t  ar C goarigeu. 
with patience NEG approach.PST.3S NEG on 3SM biaises 
'With patience, he did not approach on his toes.' 

A verb in the infinitive followed by the auxiliary gober 'to do' can appear preverbally in 

affirmative but not in negative sentences, as shown in (8). 

5 Gwenedeg is the only dialect which has preserved the clitic object pronouns. In the other dialects, a 
pronoun constructed from the preposition a 'of' marked for person, number and gender is used as direct 
objef pronoun and is found only in postverbal position (see section 3.3. for m m  details). 

For similar examples, see Schafer (1992). 



(8)a. Ve- e hra neoah gob& mat 6 labour. 
want.KNF PRT do.PRS.3S nevertheless make.INF good 3SM work 
'Nevertheless, he wants to do well his job.' (Guilloux 1992: 15) 

b .*Vend  ne hra ket neoah gob& mat 6 labour. 
want.INF NEG do.PRS.3S NEG nevertheless make good 3SM work 
'Nevertheless, he doesn't want to db well his job.' 

Finally, past participles, as in (9), adjectives, as in (lo), and predicate modals, as in 

(1 I), can appear preverbally in affirmative but not in negative sentences. 

(9)a. Dastumet 6 06 bet erfagodeu d'anderir. 
gathered PRT be.PST been the faggots to afternoon 
'The faggots were gathered in the apernoon.' (op. cit. p 226) 

b.* Dastumet n' 06 ket bet er fagodeu d'anderk 
gathered NEG be.PST NEG been the faggots to afternoon 
'The faggots were not gathered in the aflernosn.' 

(10)a. Hifoh 6 06 hoah en ofiseu d'er guener 
long.COMP PRT be.PST yet the offices to the friday 
'Yet, the Friday ofices were longer.' (op. cit. p 22) 

b.* Hiroh n' 06 ket hoah en ofiseu d'er guener 
1ong.COMP NEG be.PST yet the offices to the friday 
'Yet, the Friday ofices were not longer.' 

(1I)aJe-kiz 6 vezk bout ur mestr pesketour ... 
required PRT be.HAB.IPF be.INF a master fisher 
'To be a master fisherman was required..,' 

b.* Relciz ne vek ket bout ur mestr gesketo ur... 
required NEG be.H AB .IPF NEG be.INF a master fisher 
'To be a master fisherman was not required ...' 

With this second set of data we can represent the full distribution of the particles, as 

given in (12). 



(12) Preverbal Phrzses and Particles in Gwenedeg: ~evisited' 

Whereas the particles e and &h are well behaved, showing a complete complementary 

distribution, the negative particle ne exhibits strange khaviour. The strange behaviour of 

the negative particle cannot be understood unless we postulate a second series of 

asymmetries. These asymmetries do not relate to the particle system itself as discussed 

above. They rather relate to the internal structure of Breton sentences which affects the 

number of preverbal positions available. Before we do so, we will review two accounts 

dealing with the preverbal position and the particle system. 

2.1.2. Previous Accounts. 

The aim of this section is to compare and contrast two accounts of Breton structural 

asymmetries. The first account, Schafer (1995) Negation and Verb-Second in Breton, 

presents a Principles and Parameters (P&P) approach incorporating the V2 Construct first 

worked out for Germanic (den Besten 1983) and then for Romance (Rizzi 1990)~~ The 

second account, Schapansky (1992a.) The Preverbal Position in Breton and Relational 

Visibility, offers a relational account of Breton V2 word order. What these two approaches 

have in common is that both deal with the preverbal position and the particle system to 

explain structural asymmetries. 

7 P-oblique: = oblique rnodifymg the predicate; V-noun = verb in the infinitive followed by the auxiliary 
gober 'to do'; Id-noun = left-dislocated noun phrase. 

8 Schafer (1995) is a revised and published version of Schafer (1992). 



2 . 2 .  Backgrosmd 

The two main views of Breton V2 word order are the movement and non-movement 

approaches. The movement zpprawh, held by linguists wor!cing within the Chornskyan 

vein, is based on clause-type distinctions. While Breton exhibits a V1 word order in 

negative and subordinate clauses, it shows a V2 word order in root clauses (e.g., 

independent, matrix preceding another clause) (cf., Anderson & Chung 1977; Andyrson 

1981; Stump 1984, 1989; Hendrick 1988,1990; Borsley and Stephens 1989; Tirnm 1989, 

1991; Schafer 1992, 1995). In this analysis, the V1 word order is derived fiom an 

underlying SVO word order and the V2 word order is obtained from topicalkation apylied 

after the V1 word order has been derived. For the non-movement approach (e.g., Urien 

1982, Schapansky 1992), the word order of individual clauses is not relevant. The V2 

order operates at the sentence rather than the clause level. 

2.1 2 .  f . I .  Movement Approach to V2 

The movement approach viewing Breton V2 word order as asymmetrical raises several 

issues: the number of preverbal positions, the position of preverbal items, and the role 

played by the particles. Following the pioneering work of Anderson & Chung (1977), only 

one preverbal position is generally recognized. Following their views, double topicalkation 

does not occur in Breton; thus sentences such as (13) are ruled out? 

(13)" Hiziv e Kemper e tebro Yannig harnpouezh. 
today in Quimper PRT eat.FUT Yannig crepes 
'Yannig will eat crepes in Quimper today.' (Anderson & Chung 197721) 

Their analysis is necessitated on theory-internal grounds. Since the particles occupy the 

complementizer (C) position, then only one preverbal position becomes availabie as a 

landing site for topicalized phrases, the specifier (Spec) position of the complement phrase 

(CP) in the tree diagram representation of Breton sentence stmcture.   ow ever, Varin 

Q In Gwenedeg, sentences like (13) are perfectly acceptable, as seen in section 2.2. 
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(1979), following Morvannoii (1976) and traditional Breton grammarians, posits two 

preverbal positions: the sentence-initial and the pre-sententid positions. Preverbal subjects 

occur pre-sententidly in negative sentences but sentence-initially in affirmative sentences. 

This view is adopted by Stump (1984) who assumes that only subjects of affirmative 

sentences occur sentence-initially. Phrases other than subject phrases occur pre- 

sententially. While the subject in affirmative sentences does not trigger agreement on the 

verb, it does in negative sentences, as seen in (14) (see also (1 1)a. p 15). 

(14)a. Er reral e 06- ankinet get kement-st. 
the others PRT be.PST bothered by that 
'The others were bothered by that.' 

b.* Er reral e oea ankinet get kement-st. 
the others PRT be.PST.3P bothered by that 
'The others were bothered by that.' 

c.* Er reral ne , 
0% ket ankinet getkement-sC. 

the others NEG be.PST NEG bothered by that 
'The others were not bothered by that.' 

d. Er reral ne &a ket ankj.net get kement-s6. 
the others NEG be.PST.3P NEG bothered by that 
'The others were not bothered by that.' 

This is similar to what left-dislocated NPs do, as in (6) above. The main argument against 

this analysis is given by Borsley & Stephens (1989). If the subject occurs in a different 

position in affirmative and negative sentences, then sentences such as (15) cannot be 

accounted for in terms of the agreement pattern, 

(15) An dud ne g o m e 3  ket met e chome- sioul. 
the people NEG speak.IPF.3P NEG but PRT stay.IPF quiet 
'The people did not speak but remained quiet.' (Stump 1989:458) 

where the second conjunct does not show subject agreement. Thus Stump (1989) abandons 

his two-preverbal-position analysis for the more standard one-preverbal-position analysis 

on theory internal grounds. Furthermore, Stump (1984) mentions the possibility that 



preverbal direct objec~s, which can optionally bind a resumptive pronoun, as in (16), 

occupy a position different fiom that of preverbal subjects.1•‹ 

(16) Ma lew en deus kavet Yann anezhaii. 
my book 3SM have.PRS found Yann 3SM 
'My book, Yann found it.' (Stump 1984:335) 

However, given the difficulty of integrating this position into his framework and the lack of 

relevant data, Stump (1984) concluded that preverbal objects occur pre-sententially. 

The role of the preverbal particles has been little discussed in the Government and 

Binding (GB) literature. Following works on Irish (cf. McCloskey (1979) and subsequent 

publications) and on Welsh (cf. Awbery (1976), Jones & Thomas (1979)), Breton particles 

are analysed as complementizers like their Celtic counterparts. In these languages, the 

particles serve as relative particles in languages lacking relative pronouns. A somewhat 

different approach is proposed by Schafer (1992, 1995) who sees these particles as polarity 

particles heading the polarity phrase (D, a variant of the negative phrase NegP). Via verb 

movement, these particles move into C (complementizer) (cf. (17)). However, an'ongoing 

debate exists over what type of preverbal items can precede these particles. Anderson 

(1981) assumes that the choice of the particles is determined not by the grammatical 

relations but rather by the category type of preverbal items: the particle a (e in Gwenedeg) 

takes preverbal NPs while the particle ez (Lh in Gwenedeg) takes preverbal non-NPs. No 

mention is made of the negative particle. Schafer (1992), following Breton grammarians, 

assumes that it is the grammatical relations that determine the choice of  he particles: 

preverbal subjectsfobjects precede the particle u while preverbal items other than 

subjeWobjects precede the particle ez. Here as well, no mention is made of the negative 

particle. However, Schafer (1995) also admits the possibility that the choice of particles can 

be determined by the category of the preverbal item, without taking a stand on the issue. 

10 This was brought to my attefltion by Nancy Hedberg. 



The strength of the movement approach is that affirmative and negative sentences m 

given a unified account. The weakness of this analysis is that it requires too mimy devices 

to handle Breton data, Data invoking more t h  one preverbal item and symetricai V2 

constructions are not discussed. 

2-1 -2.1 2, Non-Movement Approach to V2 

The first non-movement approach to Breton V2 word order is provided by Urien 

(1982, 1987). The V2 word order works at the sentence rather than at the clause level, 

Whatever the nature of the preverbal item, phrasal or clausal, the main verb remains in 

second position of the clause or sentence. This is essentially the position adopted by 

Schagansky (1 9%) although complex sentences are not included in her study at that point. 

Negative sentences may chdlenge this viewpoint since the V2 word order is only optionally 

realized in negative sentences. Furthermore, the number of preverbal positions is not 

directly relevant in Urien's work while Schapansky (1 992a) posits two preverbal positions 

against the standard P&P analysis. 

For Urien (1982,1987), &e function of the particles is one that indica&s a relationship 

between the preverbal item and the verb. The particle a indicates an anaphoric relationship 

between a preverbal NP and the following verb, direct if the preverbal NP is subjwt or 

direct object, indirea if the preverbal NP is left-dislocated- The particle ez signals an 

absence of anaphoric refahtionsfrip between a preverbal item and tfre following verb. The 

negative particle is not discussed in these terms. Schapansky (1 992a) argues that the 

particles, including the negative particle, are licensing devices for the preverbal position 

which may or m y  not have the property of assigning abstract case to the preverbal item. A 

similar psidon is mken by Wooifad (lWI:522) within the movement approach. In her 

analysis, the particle a assigns case to the specifier position of the inflectional p b  (SF 

IP}? while the particle e does not. Here as we& the negative particle is not dimmtxi. 



The strength of the non-movement approach to Breton V2 word order is that the V2 

word order is given a unified treatment working at the sentence rather than the clause level. 

The weakness of his  analysis is that negative sentences may poteiiiially chdleiige this 

view. Furthermore, this approach is not elaborated enough to compete with the more 

detailed movement approach. 

To sum up, the movement and non-movement approaches differ as to whether the V2 

word order is a clause-bound or sentence-bound phenomenon. The proponents of the V2 

as a clause-bound phenomenon provide a non-unified account of the V2 word order 

associating word order types with different types of clause, VI in negative and subordinate 

clauses, V2 in root clauses. However, they offer a standard line of analysis in which the 

theory plays an important role in determining what is or is not possible. In contrast, the 

proponents of the V2 word order as a sentence-bound phenomenon provide a unified 

account of the V2 word order, considering the word order of individual clauses as 

irrelevant while emphasizing the central role played by the main verb. Given the diversity 

of theoretical approaches adopted, no consensus is reached. Too little research has been 

carried out within the non-movement approach to make conclusive remarks. 

In the remaining part of this chapter, 1 will develop a more comprehensive account of 

the V2 word order in Breton taking into consideration affirmative as well as negative 

sentences, simple as well as complex sentences, simple as well as complex V2 

constructions. Before we do so, let us examine in more detail Schafer (1995) and 

Schapansky (1 992a). 

2.1.22. Sewer 1995. 

Schafer (I 995) presents ttte most up-to-date account of Breton sentence structure &in 

the P&P framework. The author applies the V2 construct to Breton data as well as 

integrating a polarity phrase, ZP, first proposed by Laka (1990) as an alternative to the 

negative phrase, NegP, proposed by Pollock (1 989). Schafer (up. cit.) views Breton as 



having a V2 word order in root clauses and a V1 word order in negative and subordinate 

clauses. The verb cannot begin a sentence in the language (except in the imperative). It 

must be preceded by a preverbal particle, whether positive or negative. The preverbal 

particle may or may not follow a preverbal item. When it follows a preverbal constituent of 

the same clause, we obtain the V2 order. When it does not follow a preverbal constituent of 

the same clause, we have the so-called V1 order common to the other Celtic languages 

Welsh and Irish. The V2 order is derived from an underlying SVO order represented in 

(17) by the tree diagram. 

subject A 

In her analysis, the verb V moves from its deep structure position to Sigma C, the head 

of Sigma Phrase IF, (the polarity phrase replacing the negation phrase NegP) and picks up 

one of the particles, then moves to the Inflection I (the head of the inflectional phrase IP) 

and picks up inflectional affixes. Then, I substitutes to C (complementizer) to satisfy the 

V2 requirement elaborated for Germanic (e.g., Diesing 1990, Rognvaldson and Thriiinsson 

1990) and Romance (Rizzi 1990)). The movement from I to C applies vacuously since the 

specifier position of IP (Spec IP) is an argument or A position. This position is not a 



possible landing site for topicalization or NP movement forming a non-argument or A-bar 

chain, hence it remains empty in Breton. 

A chain is formed when an NP is moved from its deep structure position below the 

verb phrase VP to a position higher than VP like Spec CP. Since in Breton, NPs do not 

move to get rnarlced for case, their movement is optional and depends on the context. They 

do not behave like subjects in English which, a~cording to P&P, move into Spec IP to get 

assigned nominative case by tense, thus forming an argument or A chain. NP movement in 

Breton is not considered as a movement of arguments, but rather as a movement of non- 

arguments. It is thus associated with an A-bar chain. 

When the subject is moved to Spec CP from its deep structure position in the specifier 

position of the verb phrase Spec VR, it leaves a trace behind. Its trace must be antecedent- 

governed since subjects are not theta-governed by the verb. Although subjects are assigned 

a thematic role like agent by the verb, they occupy a position higher than V in the tree 

diagram, being external arguments of the verb. Thus they are not governed by V. 

Therefore, the subject which is moved must govern its own trace by virtue of being higher 

in the tree than its trace. Following works by McCloskey, object traces need only be 

lexically governed, objects being theta-governed by the verb. Objects are assigned a 

thematic role by the verb, being internal arguments of the verb. Therefore, the object trace 

is always governed by the verb (for more on government see Chomsky 1981). These two 

types of government account for subject/object extraction asymmetries in negative 

sentences. 

The preverbal particles originate in Z. The particles a and e are realizations of the 

feature Aff (affirmative) and trigger obligatory movement of some item in postverbal 

position, thus accounting for the V2 word order in root clauses. Furthermore, the negative 

particle ne is associated with a negative operator neg 0 lexically realized in Breton as ket, 

the second member of the circumlocution ne...ket and occupies the specifier position of XP. 

This negative operator blocks antecedent but not lexical government. In contrast to objects 



which can appear freely in preverbal position in negative sentences, all phrases requiring 

antecedent government cannot (e.g., subjects, predicate nounsfadjectives, and obliques 

mod~fmssg ~"l verb). 

This account shows several problems in the argumentation that need further 

consideration. The first problem relates to the particles and their implications for the V2 

analysis of the author. Aside from the fact that no explanation is given for the difference in 

behaviour between the two particles, which could be problematical, the feature Aff lexically 

realized as a and e is also found in subordinate clauses, as in (18)a., and relative clauses, 

as in (18)b., although relative clauses are not included in the discussion. 

(18)a. Mona a lavar ~2 oar Yann ar respont. 
Mona PRT say.PRS PRT know.PRS Yam theanswer 
'Mona says Yann knows the answer.' (Schafer 1995: 138) 

b. Mona a skriv a1 lizher a oar ar respont. 
Mona PRT write.PRS the letter PRT know.PRS the answer 
'Mona who writes the letter knows the answer.' 

In both cases, the second particle, e in (18)a. and a in (18)b., should also trigger obligatory 

movement following the analysis. 

Another possible view is to admit that the particles do not trigger obligatory movement 

but rather ensure that the verb remains in second position of a clause or sentence, as 

illustrated in (19). 

(19) a. 11 Mona a laval [2e o m  Yann ar respont ] ] 

b. [2 Mona a slcrivI al lizher ] a oar2 ar respont ] 

Whereas in (19)a., verbl, lavar 'says' following Mona, is second with respect to clausel, 

verb2, oar 'knows' following clausel [Mona a lavar 1 ,  is also second with respect to the 

sentence. Whereas in (19)b., verbl, skriv 'writes' following Mona, is second with respect 

to clausel, verb2, oar 'knows' following clausel, [Mona a skriv a1 lizher], is second with 

respect to the sentence. The logical conclusion to draw from this is that the V2 word order 



is applicable in a linear fashion to main as well as subordin~te clauses, whether complement 

clause, as in (19)a., or relative clause, as in (19)b. (cf. section 2.2.2.1 and section 5.1.1). 

The second problem relates to the claim that Breton has only one preverbal position 

following Anderson & Chung (1977). This claim is not empirically grounded. From the 

examples used to illustrate her point, one possibility is missing. It is given in (20). 

(20) Er klaia he deus graet bara. 
in.the kitchen Maia 3SF have.PRS made bread 
'Maia made bread in the kitchen.' 

As far as I know, this type of example is attested in all Breton dialects (perhaps not in 

chemical Breton, cf. Varin (1979))." 

The last problem relates to negation and preverbal subjects. Given the fact that 

preverbal subjects bind resumptive pronouns in negative sentences, it should be possible to 

obtain similar data for affirmative sentences, for example left-dislocated subjects. Data on 

subject left-dislocation in affirmative sentences are not included in the discussion. They 

would show that subjects in negative sentences do not differ from left-dislocated subjects in 

affirmative sentences. They would also show that there exists more than one preverbal 

position in Breton, as posited by Varin (1979) and Stump (1984) (cf. sentences in (31)). 

2 .I 2 3 Schapansky 1992a 

Schapansky (1992a) presents an alternative account of the preverbal position and the 

particle system. Taking a Relational Grammar perspective, grammatical relations are seen 

as undefined primitives. This work explores the principle of Relational Visibility developed 

by Gerdts (1990) and given in (21). 

(2 1). Relational Visibility Principle 
Each nominal must be relationally ident$ied by some morphosyntactic means, case 

agreement or word order. 

- 

11 The term 'chemical Breton' refers to a language that has been purified from all the "bad influences" of 
the French language and which was artificially made to resemble its Celtic cousins. 



Breton challenges the Relational Visibility Principle. In this language, norninals are 

morphologically unmarked for case. Verbs remain unmarked for person and number with 

overt subjects and objects. word order is relatively free given that tfie verb remains in 

second position. Thus Breton does not use overt morphosy~tactic means to identify 

grammatical relations. However, Breton distinguishes between preverbal and postverbal 

positions and between unmarked nominals and rominals marked by a preposition. 

Postverbal unmarked nominals are generally identified by word order. The subject follows 

the verb and the direct object follows the subject. Marked nominals are identified by 

prepositions. Unmarked norninals in preverbal position must be licensed by the particle a, 

acting like a case assigning device for the preverbal position. Of course, the case thus 

discharged, nominative/accusative, or non-oblique case, is abstract. Thus, subjects, direct 

objects, and topics (or left-dislocated NPs) are licensed in preverbal position by the particle 

e and only one of them can appear preverbally at any given time. Preverbal nominals 

however, are not relationally identified by the particle following. Prepositional phrases 

(indirect objects, oblique arguments) need not receive case in preverbal position, being 

already marked by the preposition. They are licensed in that position by the particle kh 

lacking case assigning properties. In negative sentences, the negative particle ne optionally 

assigns abstract accusative case to the preverbal position. Although the particles are given a 

unified account in terms of case assigning properties, the relational identification of 

norninals is effected by some other means. Topics are identified through coreferentiality 

with a personal morpheme bound to a preposition in affirmative sentences, or bound to a 

verb or a preposition in negative sentences. Subjects and objects are identified by the 

Definiteness Condition and Subject Precedence Rules given in (22). 

(22)a Definiteness Condition 
In a sentence containing two unmarked norninals, one preverbal and one 

postverbal, one akjinite and one indefinite, the Wni te  nominal must be interpreted us 
the subject regardless of its position. 



b, Subject Precedence 
In a seaence containing two unmarked mina l s ,  one preverbal and one 

postverbal, both &finite or both imkjinife, the preverbal nominal must be interpreted 
as the subject. 

With this account, all preverbal items that need not receive case are licensed by the 

particle +&. This includes prepositional phrases, predicate nouns/adjectives, past participles. 

Secondly, all preverbal items that do need to receive case are licensed by the particle e. This 

includes subjects, direct objects, topics, and infinitival clauses considered as a noun-like in 

RG. Infinitive verbs create a problem. However, given that they display some verbal as 

well as some nominal properties in Celtic, considered as verb-nouns, they can nevertheless 

be accounted for here. Finally, only direct objects that do need to receive accusative case 

can be licensed in prevsrbal position by the negative particle ne. 

To sum up, the two approaches discussed above show that a pretheoretical account of 

the particle system is needed in order to account for word order asymmetries. Although an 

effort is being made in that sense in Schapmsky (1992a), it is insufficient. As we will see, 

the use of the particles as licensing devices assigning abstract case to the preverbal position 

does not offer a complete explanation. The two rules, the Definiteness Condition and 

Subject Precedence, need further consideration in the light of the new data discussed in the 

next chapter.12 Schafer (1995) t ies to come up with a unified account of the particles. 

However, this account is dictated by the theory and by a theoretical tradition originating 

from the earliest work on Celtic within generative grammar. From former complementizers 

(Stump 1984, 1989; Hendricks 1988, 1990), the particles are now analysed as polarity 

particles. Aligning the particles on the same schema is a desirable but not a viable option. 

What is missing in both approaches is some kind of generalization about the 

mmphosyntactic and/or semantic properties of the particles, although Schapansky (1992a.) 

12 These rules are analysed in this work as rules constraining grammatical relations. See section 3.1. for 
discussion on this topic. 



is on the right track. The main question remaining is: why does the negative particle ne 

behave differently &om the particle e or kh. This will be considered next. 

2.2. THE STRUCTURE OF BRETON SENTENCES 

In this section we consider data involving more than one preverbal item and on the 

basis of which three preverbal positions are identified: external, medial, and internal. Each 

position is associated with phrases having a certain grammatical status. These positions 

function asymmetrically with respect to sentence polarity and to word order. Only two of 

these positions can cooccur at any given time. The existence of the third position is thus 

problemztical. 

A definition of the V2 word order which does not involve a particular structural 

configuration B la GB is provided. This non-structural definition allows us to see how the 

V2 word order works in Breton, and appeals to the concept of Predicate Domain. The 

predicate domain is not a new idea per se. It is present in the generative literature as the 

verb phrase (VP). However, the predicate domain does not always correspond to the VP as 

it may in SVO languages of the English type. This approach to Breton V2 word order 

allows us to understand the differences between affirmative and negative sentences. This 

approach also allows us to understand the role played by the particles. 

2.2.1. Simple V2 and Sentence Structure 

22.1 .I. Co-occurrence Restrictions 

So far, we have discussed sentences involving only one preverbal item like the 

proponents of the structural approach within the P&P framework. We might want to 

conclude that, after all, Breton has only one preverbal position, as proposed by Schafer 

(1995). However, this is arguable. Schapansky (1992a) postulates two preverbal positions 



on the basis of sentences such as (23), assumed to be ungrammatical in Anderson & Chung 

(23). Arlerh er veleion me larou ur gk benak diarben er hloherion. 
after the priests 1 S say.FUT a word some about the bell-ringers 
'Following the priests, I will say some words about the bell-ringers.' 

(Guilloux 199248) 

In (23), a prepositional phrase arlerh er veleion 'following the priests' in initial position is 

followed by the subject me 'I7. Thus, we have two preverbal items. Schafer (1995158-9) 

provides similar examples without discussing their implications for the preverbal position. 

In her account, initial obliques, as in (23), would occur outside the sentence as an 

adjunction to CP like left-dislocated NPs do. However, it is not clear how the position 

adjoined to CP is analysed when no other item intervenes between the initial oblique and 

the verb, as exemplified in (24). 

(24)a. &j& er veleion 6 lmin ur gir benak diarben er hloherion. 
after the priests PRT say.FUT. 1 S a word some about the bell-ringers 
'Following the priests, I will say some words about the bell-ringers.' 

b. Dehon 6h 06 bet er blouzenn verr. 
to.3SM PRT be.PST been thestraw.SING short 
'He got the short straw.' (Jaffr6 1986:34) 

Whereas, in (24)a., the initial oblique arlerh er veleion 'following the priests' can be 

analysed as extra-sentential, thus possibly occurring outside CP, dehon 'to-him', in (24)b, 

is an indirect argument of the verb which has been fronted for focussing purposes. As such 

dehon should occur inside CP since, according to GB, it binds a trace in its deep structure 

position. Whether the initial adjunct in (24)a. occupies a position different from that of the 

oblique argument in (24)b. is arguable. Although initial adjuncts are very common in 

sentences like (23), initial oblique arguments are not uncommon, as shown in (25) for 

spoken Gwenedeg (see next section). 



(25) Get er v@ & ni hoarieze. 
with the children other 1 P play.IPF 
'We wed to play with the other children.' 

Therefore, two preverbd positions, at least, have to be recognized. What cars 60-OECW in 

these positions is discussed next. 

2 2 .I .I.  I .  Initial Obliques 

Schapansky (1992a) shows that when two items occur preverbally, the first one must 

be a prepositional phrase. This is however, only an approximation. We also find initial left- 

dislocated and topic NBs (see section 2.2.1.1.2). 

When two items co-occur in preverbal position, we most commonly find the sequence 

[oblique + subject + verb], as illustrated in (23). This is not the only possible sequence in 

Gwenedeg. We also find the following sequences: [oblique + adjective + verb], as in 

(26)a., [oblique + past participle + verb], as in (26)b., [oblique + infinitive verb + 
auxiliary], as in (26)c., [oblique + object + verb], as in (26)d. 

(26)a. A fet er hentelieu, pouzus e 06 kentoh en treu. 
regarding the lessons noisy PRT be.PST rather the things 
'Regarding the lessons, things were rather noisy.' (Guilloux 1992: 1 12) 

b. GoudCen overen getan, pelet e ved er bautred. 
after the mass first seen PRT be.HAB.PST the guys 
'Afier the first mass, the guys were seen.' (op. cit. p 140) 

c. Gu6hav6, 6 06 ur gir benak em hdver. 
sometime be.INF PRT be.PST a word some in- 1 S attention 
'Sometimes there was some word for me.' (op. cit. p 244) 

d. Get ur mestr 61 henn6h hir6h hur boC d'er leu. 
with a master like that-one haste 1 P have.PST to the Thursday 
'With a teacher like that one we were eager for Thursday to come.' (op. cit. p 1 18) 

Reversing the order of occurrence of the preverbal items in (26) results in the 

ungarnmaticality of these sentences, as shown in (27). 



(27)a.*Trouzus a fet er hentelieu, e 06 kentoh en treu. 
noisy regarding the lessons PRT be.PST rather the things 
'With regards to the lessons, the things were rather noisy.' 

b.* Gueiet goudC en overen getan, e vez6 er bautred. 
seen after the mass first PRT be.HAB.PST the guys 
'After the first mass, the guys were seen.' 

c,* Bout guChavC, C 06 urgir benak an h6ver. 
be.INF sometime PRT be.PST a word some in-1s attention 
'Sometimes there was some word for me.' 

d.* HirCh get ur mestr 1 hennCh hur bo6 d'er ~ e u .  
haste with a master like that-one 1P have.PST to the Thursday 
'With a teacher like that one, we were eager for Thursday to come.' 

While oblique phrases are allowed in negative sentences, non-oblique phrases are not. 

Hence, sentences showing an initial oblique phrase followed by a non-oblique phrase 

before the negated verb are ungrarnmaticd, as illustrated in (28). 

(28)a.*Arlerh er veleion, me ne larou ket ur gir benak diarben er hloherion. 
after the abbots 1 S NEG say.FUT NEG a word some about the bellringas 
'Following the abbots, I will not say some word, about the bellringers.' 

b.* A-fet er hentelieu, trouzus ne 06 ket en treu. 
about the lessons noisy NEG be.PST NEG the things 
'Regarding the lessons, things were not noisy.' 

c.* Goude en overen getan guelet ne vez6 ket er bautred. 
after the mass first seen NEG be.HAB.IPF NEG the guys 
'After the first mass, the guys were not seen.' 

Since a preverbal object is allowed in negative sentences, the sequence [oblique + object + 

neg verb] is allowed, as shown in (29). 

(29) Geturmestr &l hennCh hb6h n' hur bo6 d'er ieu. 
with a master like that-one haste NEG 1P have.PST to the Thursday 
'With a teacher like that one we were not eager for Thursday to come.' 

The above data snow that when we have two preverbai items, one oblique and one non- 

oblique, the oblique appears first followed by the non-oblique item. Sentences with two 

preverbal items are subject to the same word order restrictions as sentences with one 



preverbal item. These word order restrictions depend on the restrictions imposed on the 

item immediately preceding the verb. 

2 2 .I .I .2. Initial L&-dislocatedlTopic NPs 

Initial obliques are not the only items permissible in initial position when another item 

other than the verb follows. Left-dislocated NPs and NPs overtly marked as topic by the 

topic marker eit, the preposition meaning 'for9 used here with the meaning of 'as for', can 

also appear sentence initially. Left dislocated NPs can be coreferential with a personal 

morpheme suffixed to a preposition, as seen earlier in (6)a. and b., if the left-dislocated NP 

is an oblique, or it can be affixed to the verb if the left-dislocated NP is subject, as in (30), 

or object, as in (31). 

(30)a. Marhadizion amonenn ha uieg deu e oea. 
traders butter and eggs two PRT be.PST.3P 
'Butter and eggs merchants, they were two.' (Guilloux 1992: 128) 

b. Pautred en tan ne glaskea gopr erbet. 
boys the fire NEG look-for.IPF.3P salary any 
'The firefighters did not work for money.' 

(3 l)a. Er @hiked nez6, m6 ou havC er liesan en un tam douar. 
the crickets then 1 S 3P %~.IPF the most in a piece ground 
'The crickets then, I found them most of the time in a corner of land.' 

(op. cit. p 184) 

b. Er milhaiined nez6, n' ou haven ket en un tam douar. 
the crickets then NEG find.IPF NEG in a piece ground 
'The crickets then, I did not find them in a corner of land.' 

Left-dislocated subjects are coreferential with a personal suffix bound to the verb, -nt for 

third person plural in (30), and left-dislocated objects are coreferential with a clitic pronoun 

prefixed to the verb, ou- third person plural in (3 1) for Gwenedeg. The sentences in (30)a. 

and (31)a. pose a potential problem for Schapansky (1992a). However, since the initial 

NPs are left-dislocated, coreferentiality with a personal morpheme is acting as a licensing 



device for the initial position, The initial NP is licensed by coreferentiality while the 

following NP is licensed by the particle, hence in line with Schapansky (1992a). 

Omitting the personal affixes in (30) and (31) results in the ungrammaticality of these 

sentences, as shown in (32). 

(32)a.*Marhadizion arnonen ha uieu, deu e 06. 
traders butter and eggs two PRT be.PRS 
'Butter and eggs merchants, they were two.' 

b.* Er grilhahed ned, d e gave er liesan en un tam douar. l3 
the crickets then IS PRT find.IPF thernost in apiece gound 
'The crickets then, I found most of the time in a corner of land. 

Reversing the order of occurrence of the preverbal items in (30) and (31) results also in 

the ungrammaticality of these sentences, as shown in (33). 

(33)a.* Deu, marhadizion amonenn ha uieu e sent. 
two traders butter and eggs PRT be.PST.3P 
'Butter and eggs merchants, they were two.' 

b *  6 ,  er grilhaiined nez6 ou have er liesan en un tam douar. 
1s the crickets then 3P find.IPF the most in a piece ground 
'The crickets then, I found them most of the time in a corner of land.' 

While left-dislocated NPs are allowed in negative sentences, in (30) and (31), phrases 

other than left-dislocated NPs are not. Hence, sentences showing an initial left-dislocated 

NP followed by a non-left-dislocated phrase before the negated verb are ungrammatical, as 

(34)a*Marhadizion amonenn ha uieu, deu ne oent ket. 
traders butter and eggs two NEG be.PST.3P NEG 
'Butter and eggs merchan&,-they were not two.' 

13 This example is ungrammatical with the intended meaning. Tha is, when the subject does not bear a 
contnr;tive focus reading (d. sentences (49, (47) with the second reading, and (49) this chapter). 



Furthermore, left-dislocated NPs can be associated with another NP in a parflwhole 

relationship. In the spoken language, NPs can appear in initial position when they refer to 

the whole while the -NPs referring to the part occur somewhere else in the sentence, as 

shown in (35). 

(351% Er guinih, 6r b r a  & v& wid er dot. 
the wheak the bran PRT be.HAB.IPF frbr the cows 
'As for the wheat, its bran was fur rhe cows.' (Corn6 1 99 1 5 2 )  

b. Diyad, laket i: v& trew koc'h. 
clothes put PRT be.HAB.IPF things old 
'As far clothes, 018 rhiags were warn.' (op. cit. p 57) 

fn (35)a., guinih 'wfieat' represents the whole while bren 'bran' represents its part. In 

P a  

When the left-dislocated subject is a pronoun like me 'I' in affirmative sentences, it  

cannot occur initially even though it is coreferential with a personal morpheme bound to the 

verb, -n for 1st person singular, as in (36). 

(36)" % reseiGt e mni -bet hemb tam poen erbet. 
IS received PRT be.PST.1S been without piece pain any 
'As for me, I had Been received with no @ficutty st all.' 

It must take a topic marker eit 'as for', as evidenced in (37). 

(37) Eitein-m5 resest e oen bet hemb tampoenerbet. 
as for I S- 1 S received PRT be.PST, I S been without piece pain any 
'As for me, I h d  ken received with no m c u l t y  at all.' (Guiffoux 1 9923229) 

AU types of phase can occur in external psition given that they take the topic marker 

eit 'as for', as shown in (38). 

(38)a Eie er gospefw, kaibet e vezent dirak un nebedig moezed. 
for the vespas sung PRT be.HAB.PF.3P before a few.DIM women 
'As fur the vesptrr;r;, they were sung infi'ont of a fav women.' (op. cit. p 140) 



b. Eit er goleu, n' em es ket anaiiet er goleu resin. 
far the light NEG 1 S be.PRS NEG known the light resin 
'As for the Light, i didn't know the resin light.' (op. cit. p 76) 

c. Eitek-m6, ne gomprenan ket. 
for. 1 S. 1 S NEG understand-PRS. 1s NEG 
'As for me, I don't understand.' 

d. Eitein-me, eurus e oen bet. 
for. 1s-1s happy PRT be.PST. 1S been 
'As for me, 1 was happy.' 

(op. cit. p 145) 

(op. cit. p 119) 

The result of reversing the order of occurrence of the preverbal items in the above 

sentences is ungramaGcal, as shown in (39)' 

(39)a*ReseiaCt, eitein -me e oen bet hemb tam poen erbet. 
received for 1 S- 1 S PRT be.PST, 1 S been without piece pain any 
'AS for me, 1 had been received with nu d~mculty at all.' 

b.* Kafinet, eit er gospereu e vezent dirak un nebedig moezed. 
sung for the vespers PRT bP,.HAB .PST.3P before a few.DIM women 
'As for the vespers they were sung in front of a fav women." 

c.* Eurus, eitein-me e oen bet. 
happy for,lS-1s PRT be.PST.1S been 
'As for me, I was happy.' 

While preverbal topic NPs are allowed in negative sentences, in (38)a. and b., phrases 

other than topic NPs are not. Hence, sentences showing an initial topic NP followed by a 

non-topic phrase before the negated verb are ungrammatical, as illustrated in (40).14 

(40)a.*EiteLi-me resekt ne oen bet hemb tam poen erbet. 
for. 1 3- 1 S received FEG k.PST. 1 S NEG without piece pain any - - 
'As for me, I w a s  not received wtthout any diBculty at all.' 

b.* Eit er gospereu, k&md ne vezent ket dirak mokzed hembkin. 
for the vespers sung NEG be.HBB.IPF.3P NEG before women only 
'As for t k  vesperst t b ~ j  xere m t  smg i~1.~+ont of 'r'comen only.' 

c.* Eikin-me, eanm x Q ~ E  ke? k t .  
for.1 S-f S happy NEG k,PST. IS NEG been 
'As for me, I was not happy.' 

$4 Here as well. the ungr;ffnmaticality of these sentences depends on the non-focus reading of the item 
immediately praxdhg the negadve particle. 
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Here as well, the data show that, when we have two preverbal items, one left- 

dislocated/topic NP and some other element, the left-dislocatedftopic NP appears first, 

foUowd by the other element. Sentences with t,w= preverbal items zre subject to the same 

word order restrictions as sentences with one preverbal item. These word order restrictions 

depend on the restrictions imposed on the item immediately preceding the verb. 

22.1.1.3. Initial Objects 

The data we have examined so far suggest that we are dealing with two preverbal 

positions. The initial position, which takes obliques, left-dislocated and topic NPs, is 

available in both affirmative and negative sentences. The preverbal position which takes 

subjects, verbs (infinitives and past-participles), adjectives, predicate modals and obliques 

modifying the predicate, is available in affirmative but not in negative sentences, Preverbal 

objects pose a problem however. Unlike subjects and the other elements, preverbal objects 

are allowed in both affirmative and negative sentences, whether they do or do not follow an 

item in iriitial position, as exemplified in (41). 

(41)a. De getan er leshana-d en do6 tapd rev6 C gomportmant. 
f i s t  the nickname-DEM 3 s  have.PST caught according 3SM behavior 
'First, he got that nickname because of his behd'liour.' (Guilloux 1992: 1 1 1) 

b. Evidon-me hoant erbet n' em es ket bet goude de laereh anehC. 
for. 1s-1 S envy any NEG 1 S.have.PRS NEG been after to steal of.3P 
'As for me, I had no envy afterwards to steal any of them.' (op. cit. p 95) 

This suggests that preverbal objects occupy a position different from &at of preverbal 

subjects, a position intermediary between the initial and preverbal positions. Evidence for 

this state of affairs comes from the fact that sentences resulting from reversing the order of 

occurreence of the preverbal items in (41) are ungrammatical, as is shown in (42). 

(42)a* Er leshanh-s6 de getan en do6 tapet rev6 C gomportmant. 
the nickname-DEM first 3s have.PST caught according 3SM behavior 
'First, he got that nickname because o f  his behaviour.' 



b.* Hoant evidon-me n' em es ket bet goude de laereh anehc. 
envy any for. 1 S-1 S NEG 1S.have.PRS NEG been after to steal of.3P 
'As for me, I had no envy arfterwards to steal any of them.' 

Theoretically, there is no restriction on the number of items that can appear in initial 

position, as shown in (43). 

(43)a. G U M ,  en  h6 p I6  sablek ha menek 6 t6h un deloh benak. 
sometime, in 3SF bed sandy and rocky PRT escape.PRS a trout some 

'Sometimes, some trout disappears in its sandy and rocky bed.' (Guilloux 1992: 14) 

b. A- C tisoh er ~azenneu ar un auter 
on the two side PRT reach.INF the steps on a altar 

e vC laret arnehi en overenn bred. 
PRT be.HAB.PRS said on.3SF the mass early 

' T h  matins are said on an altar erected on a plugom which could be reached by 
steps located on both sides of this plagorm. ' (op. cit. p 26) 

c. Hag en d6 kent, goud6 kom, rekiz e & 
and the day before after supper required PRT be.PST 
'And the day bdore, aJter supper, it was required 

monet de vlhtmatcin er veleion. 
go.INF to new-year-wish.INF the priests 
to go and wish a happy new year to the priests.' (op. cit. p 219) 

In (43)a., we have two obliques in initial position, a time adverbial, gue'have' 'sometimes' 

followed by a locative phrase 6n he' gule' sablek ha menek 'in its sandy and rocky bed'. In 

(43)b., we have three items in initial positions, first a locative phrase ar en deu du 'on both 

sides' followed by a non-finite clause e' tisoh er pazenneu 'reaching the steps' followed by 

another locative phrase ar un auter 'on an altar'. Sentence (43)c. illustrates the fact that the 

preverbal position can be filled by some item even though there is more than one item in 

initial position. In ( 4 3 ) ~ '  we have two obliques in initial position, a time adverbial en de' 

k n t  'the day before' followed by another time adverbial g o d  koen 'after supper' which 

are followed by a necessity modal, rekiz 'required', in preverbal position. 

Support for the fact that preverbal objects do not appear in the same position as 

preverbal subjects relates to the particle system found in the variety of Kerneveg spoken at 



Lanijen (Lanvenegen). In this variety of Kerneveg, preverbal subjects precede the particle a 

(e in Gwenedeg), as in (44)a., while preverbal objects precede the particle ez (hh in 

Gwenedeg), as in (44)b. (cf. Urien 1987, Press 1987, Woolford 1991 and Schapansky 

l992a for similar data). 

(44)a. Petra 3 zo war an daol? 
what PRT be.PRS .3S on the table 
'What is on the table?' 

b. Petra e lenno ar baotred? 
what PRT read.FUT the boys 
'What will the boys read?' 

Further evidence that preverbal objects do not appear in the same preverbal position as 

subjects comes from double topicalization involving both the subject and the object, as 

illustrated in (43, 

(45) Er melin, en Almiited kn es dispenet. 
the mill, the Germans 3 have.PRS destroyed 
'The mill, the G e m m  have destroyed.' (Corn6 199 1 :5 1 ) 

where er melin 'the mill' is the topicalized object preceding the preverbal subject en 

Almated 'the Germans', as rendered by the English translation. Sentence (45) is a pure 

example of double topicalization in Breton, which exists contrary to the claim of Anderson 

& Chung (1977) or Schafer (1995). Double topicalization involving two NPs poses a 

problem for Schapansky (1992a). Under her account, the initial NP in (45) is not licensed 

by coreferentiality with a personal a f f i x  bound to the verb nor by the particle (here omitted). 

The sentence therefore, should be ungrammatical. Another licensing rule is needed to 

account for double topicalization involving two preverbal NPs. Let us call it the discourse 

licensing rule defined as (46j. 

(46) Discourse Licensing 
In a sentence containing two unmarked preverbal NPs, the first NP can be licensed 

through core$erentrntrality with a personal & or can be licensed in the discourse 
content if it is the topic (or the focus) of the sentence. 



As we will see in the next chapter (section 3.1) the discourse functions Topic and Focus 

play an important role in the placement of PIPS in preverbal position. 

Reversing the order of occurrence of the preverbal items in (45) results in the 

ungrarnrnaticality of these sentences, as shown in (47). 

(47) En Almated, er melin kn es dispenet. 
the Germans the mill 3 have.PRS destroyed 
* 'The Germans have destroyed the mill.' 
'The Germans, the mill has destroyed.' 

However, this sentence is acceptable with the second reading 'The Germans, the mill has 

destroyed', where en Almiited 'the Germans' is interpreted as the direct object. 

The possibility for preverbal objects to occur in negative sentences, whether they 

follow or do not follow an initial item, and the possibility for preverbal objects to appear as 

first element in constructions involving double topicalization, demonstrate the fact that there 

are not two but three preverbal positions in Breton, contrary to Schapansky.'~ claim 

(1992a). This demonstrates that preverbal objects occur in a position intermediary between 

the initial and the preverbal position, contrary to Schapansky's claim (1995), as shown in 

(48).15 

(48) Preverbal Positions 
EXTERNAL MEDIAL 

3 2 
C I 1 I 
Obliques Objects 

Leftdislocated NPs 
Topic NPs 

INTERNAL 
1 

II I 
Subjects 
Adjectives 
Past participles 
Infinitive verbs 
Modals 
Attributes 
P-obliques 

This scheme captures the fact that, in negative sentences, d l  the items appearing in the 

internal preverbal position are not allowed, the negative particle ne filling that position. 

15 Schapansky (1995) claims that the prev& object occurs in the internal preverbal position while 
the subject and other items occur in the medial preverbal position. However, this claim cannot be 
maintained in the light of sentences like (45) and rhe second reading of (47). 



Hence only preverbal objects appearing in medial position and preverbal items appearing in 

external position can occur in negative sentences. 

Further support for the intermediate position comes from double t,opica!ization 

involving attributes, as illustrated in (49). 

(49) Menuzer . 
cue, e 06 nez6. 

furniture-maker also 3SM PRT be.PST then 
'A furniture-maker also, he was then.' (Guilloux 1992:48) 

In (49), we have an initial attribute menuzer 'furniture-maker' followed by the subject ean 

'he' followed by the verb. Although attributes occur in the intmal position immediately 

preceding the verb, they can appear in medial position in contexts determined by the 

discourse (see (63) below and next chapter). The construction in (49) should not be 

possible if the intermediary position associated with preverbal objects did not exist. 

2 2.1 2 Sentence Structure and the V2 Requirement 

We can now establish the structure of Breton sentences which is given in (50). 

(50)a. Affirmative Sentences 
Sentence 

Restrictions Predicak Domain 

EPP MPP IPP  verb X Y 

b. Negative Sentences 
Sentence 

Restrictions Predicate Domain 

/ \ NEG 

EPP MPP NE (PRT)-Verb X Y 
/ 'TL 



The above structures show that a Breton sentence divides into two parts, the restrictions, or 

extensions of the predicate domain, and the predicate domain. The restrictions consist of 

the extmial preverbal position (EBPj and the medid preverbal position (MDP). Tnt. EPP 

need not be licensed from within the predicate domain. Hence oblique arguments car; 

appear freely in that position. The MPP however is licensed from within the predicate 

domain and is restricted to objects. The predicate domain consists of the internal preverbal 

position (IPP), the complex particle + verb (PRT-Verb) and other argument positions 

denoted by X and Y. The IPP takes subjects, attributes, verbs in the infinitive, adjectives, 

past participles, predicate modals and obliques modifying the predicate in affirmative 

sentences. 

The motivation for having the IPP in the predicate domain comes from negative 

sentences. As observed in (51)b., the negative particle NE occupies the IPP; hence none of 

the items found in the IPP in affirmative sentences (i.e., subjects (not showing agreement 

with the verb), adjectives, past participles, predicate nouns/adjectives and oblique 

modifying the predicate) are allowed in that position in negative sentences. In negative 

sentences, only the positions included in the restrictions remain accessible, the EPP and the 

MPP. 

The motivation for having the negative particle ne 'not' occupying a different position 

than its positive counterparts comes from the fact that occasionally, the particle ez (bh in 

Gwenedeg) is found after the negative particle, as exemplified in (51). 

(51)a Hepse n' a eus ket a wenidigez. 
withou~DEM NEG PRT be.EXT.PRS NEG of felicity 
'Witbut that, there is no felicity.' (Berthou 193 158) 



A residue of this particle is found at the initial of the verbs bout 'to be' and nmit 'to go' 

in negative sentences, as in (52), or after the aspect particles mnr 'if', as in (531, or ye 

'when, that', as in (54). 

(52)a.Ne b t  ket b . N e  han ket 
NEG PRT.be.PRS .3P NEG NEG PRT.go.PRS. 1 S NEG 
'They are not.' 'I do not go.' 

(53)a. Mar b. Mar &n 
if PRT.be.PRS.3P if PRT.go.PRS. 1 S 
' I f  the>, are.' 'Ifl go.' 

(54)a. Pe dint 
when PRT.~.PRS . 3 ~  
'When they are.' 

b. Pe han 
when PRT.go.PRS. 1 S 
'When I go.' 

The data in (5 1) shows that the negative particle cannot be put on a par with the positive 

particles. Therefore negative sentences differ from affirmative sentences in a fundamental 

way, in the role played by the negative particle. Whereas the positive particles indicate what 

categorial type of phrase can appear preverbally (i.e., e + Nominal, kh - Nominal), the 

negative particle does not play such a role. Instead, the negative particle saturates the 

predicate domain, conceived here as containing at least the predicate and the position 

immediately preceding it which may or may not contain the subject in Breton. We can now 

define the V2 Requirement in Breton as Saturation of the Predicate Domain. When the 

internal position contains the subject, then the predicate domain is saturated by the initial 

subject. However, when the internal position does not contain the subject, some other item 

must serve as saturator for the predicate domain. When the internal position remains empty, 

the positions in the restrictions are accessed to satisfy the V2 Requirement. 

As mentioned in the introductory remarks of this section, the predicate domain is not a 

new idea per se. It is present in the GB literature as the VP, although a predicate phrase 

(PredP) has also Geen introduced fcf, Bowers 1993 and for Breton Schafer (1952)). In 

SVO languages of the Enash type, the predicate domain corresponds to the VP or nuclear 

scope of the sentence- Io verb peripheral languages, VSO or SOV, the predicate domain 



may correspond to the whole sentence (IP). The idea of predicate domain is instrumental in 

determining the syntactic scope of negation. This will be further discussed in chapter four. 

In V2 languages like Breton, the predicate domain includes the IPP. Sentences involving 

complex V2 constructions will provide further evidence to support this claim. 

The preverbal positions relate to the discourse functions Topic and Focus, as discussed 

in the next chapter. The EPP is mainly a topic position although some focus NPs may 

occasionally occur in this position. The MPP is mainly a focus position although some 

topic NPs may occasionally occur in this position. The IPP can take both topic and focus 

NPs. Furthermore, these positions cannot be considered as scrambling positions. Since 

scrambling is a clause-bound type phenomenon, it can only occur within the predicate 

domain, that is in postverbal position in Breton, as illustrated in (55). 

(55)a. Dalc'het em eus diwar ar soiiioii krouedur-se 
kept 1 S . have.PRS about the thoughts child-DEM 

karantez  adu us an nozvezhioii ouzh sklaeder a1 lamp. 
love durable the nights from light the lamp 

'When recalling that child's thought, I kept a lasting love for the nights spent under 
the lamp's light.' (Ar Mason 1986:28) 

Ne d ket en ter parrez ag en dro ur jiboCsour par dehon. 
NEG be.PST NEG in three.F parish of the tour a hunter equal to.3SM 
'In the three neighborhood parishes, there was not a hunter like him.' 

(JaffrC 1986:30) 

Reit en do6 me zad d'ein C vontr de hoarn. - 
given 3SM. have.PST IS father to 1 s  3SM watch to take-care-of 
'My father gave me his watch to take care of.' (Guiiloux 1992: 19) 

Goulennet em b& get me mam ur mouched ag er rC vrasan. 
asked 1 S-have,PST with 1s  mother a napkin of the ones big.COMP 
'I asked my mother for one of the biggest nupkins.' (op. cit. p 18) 

N' W ket b u t  lhiet p e l  er mnherig. 
NEG can.fPF NEG be.INF located be= the hamlet.DIM 
'The little hnmtet co& not have been better situuted.' (op. cit. p 17) 



In these constructions, the scrambled item is underlined. In all cases, the scrambled items 

receive emphatic stress. 

2.2.2. Complex Sentences and the V2 Requirement 

The V2 Requirement defined as saturation of the predicate domain allows us to provide 

a unified account of Breton V2 word order. As mentioned earlier, it is generally assumed 

that Breton exhibits a V1 word order in negative and subordinate clauses. As seen above, 

negative sentences satisfy the V2 Requirement in that the negative particle occupies the 

position immediately preceding the verb. The negative particle thus saturates the predicate 

domain, hence satisfies the V2 Requirement as well. Similarly, we may state that complex 

sentences also satisfy the V2 Requirement. 

2.2.2 .l . Complex Sentences and the Articulated V2 

Complex sentences involve at least two clauses, the second of which in linear order is 

usually associated with the V1 word order, as shown in (56). 

(56)a, N' hellan ket lared emSL disi ma lahour. 
NEG can.PRS.1S NEC say.INF PRT.be.PRS difficult IS work 
'I cannot say that my work is dificult.' (Jaffr6 1986:9) 

b . M  m' 6 ma kaer en amzer, gm es strehe? 
since that PRT be.PRS nice the weather 1 S have.PRS spread 
'Since the weather is beautifif, I spread 

ar er prad er vilhetenneu a gant hag a vil lur. 
on the field the bills of hundred and of thousand lurs 
on the jield the bills of hundred and thousand lurs.' (op. cit. p 12) 

In (56)a. and b., the second clause begins with a verb which is underlined, thus showing 

the so-called V 1 word order in Breton. Even though the second clause in (56)a. and b. 

exhibits the V1 order at the clause level, the V2 order is maintained at the sentence level. 

That is, the f i s t  clause in these sentences occupies the preverbal position, thus saturating 

the praticate domain of the second clause. Therefore, the V2 Requirement is met at the 



sentence level. The structure of such sentences, considered as articulated, involving some 

kind of subordination, is represented as (57), 

(57) Articulated (Subordinate) V2 Structure 
Sentence 

Restrictions Predicate Domain 

Restrictions Predicate Domain 

EPP MPP IPP PRT-verb X Y PRT-verb X Y 

where a clause occupies the restrictions of the higher predicate domain, hence saturating 

that predicate domain. 

The articulated V2 structure proposed here to account for sentences like (19)a. and 

(56)a. may appear surprising. Normally, the clause e oar Yann ar respont 'Yann knows 

the answer' in (19)a. and emu disi ma labour 'my work is difficult' in (57)a. are analysed 

as complements of the verb 'to say'. This analysis is based on the traditional view that, in 

this type of sentence, say is the main verb subcategorising for a complement clause. Thus, 

it appears higher in the tree and takes as its complement a clause. Hence, tne second verb 

appears lower in the tree and is dominated by the higher verb phrase. These dominance 

relationships reflect to some extent the degree of grarnrnaticalization of semantic structures 

in languages presenting a rigid word order like English or French. However, in languages 

like Breton presenting a greater flexibility of word order, the semantic structures may not 

display the same degree of grarnrnaticalization of semantic structures. As a consequence, 

the dominance relationships between a makn and complement clause may not hold to the 

same degree in these languages, Such is the case of Gwenedeg which shows that these 

dauses can reverse in terms of b e a r  order, as shown in (58) and (59). 



(58)a. Laret em es d' oh en do6 Yann er B. ur honsort Oann Pier. 
said 1s  have.PRS to.2P 3s  have.PST Yann Le B. a consort Oann Pier 
'I told you that Yann LR 3. had a consort Oann Pier,' (Jaffr6 198&:38) 

b. YannerB.en do6 us honsort Cann Pier, em es laret d'oh. 
Yann Le B. 3 s  have.PST a consort Oann Pier 1 S have.PRS said to. 2P 
'I told you that Yann Le B. had a consort Oann Pier.' 

(59)a. Kleuet hon es er suhun tremenet 
heard 1P have.PRS the week past 

C &bet dijablet parrez Berne ag 6 diaoul. 
PRT be.PST gotten-rid-of parish Bern6 of 3.SM devil 

'We heard the past week that the Bern6 parish got rid of its devil.' (op. cit. p 58) 

b. Parrez Berne e 06 bet dijablet ag 6 diaoul, 
parish Bern6 PRT be.PST gotten-rid-of of 3.SM devil 

hon es kleuet er suhun tremenet. 
1P have.PRS heard the week past 

'We heard the past week that the Bern6 parish got rid of its devil. 

When the complement clauses appear in initial position for discourse purposes, as in the b- 

examples, no subordinating conjunctions are used to introduce them. The following clauses 

are introduced by the particle kh, the particle which serves to introduce the complement 

clauses in the a- examples.16 Thus, in Gwenedeg, complement and main clauses are not 

syntactically differentiated from one anot5er. This is supported by the fact that, in the above 

examples, the intonation break occurs before the particle bh in both a- and b-. This shows 

that the dominance relationships between main and complement clauses do not hold to the 

same degree in Cwenedeg. Otherwise we would not have expected an intonation break 

before the particle kh in the a-examples. 

If the dominance relationships between main and complement clauses are not 

syntactically and prosodically marked in Gwenedeg, we may wonder whether the labels of 

main and complement clauses should be used to characterize these types of sentence, or 

whether there is an alternative approach to describing them. Although I will not argue 

l6 NO& that, with the auxiliary endout, no p&le appears preceding the verb. 
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against the traditional view that verbs like say or hear in (58) are main verbs taking as their 

complement a clause, I will suggest that there is an alternative approach available to 

describe the relationships between the two types of clauses in Gv~enebeg. What is 

important in Breton is not so much the syntactic structures, but rather, given the flexibility 

of word order, the notion of predicate domain. 

When a sentence is composed of two predicate domains which show some 

relationships such as the ones discusscd above, one of the predicate domains will be 

associated with the sentence while the other predicate domain will be somehow related to 

this predicate domain. This relationship can be one of subordination. This is the traditional 

view expressed by the relationship rnain/complement clauses. This relationship can also be 

one of articulation. This is the one I propose for Breton. Which predicate domain is 

articulated at the sentence level and which predicate domain is articulated with respect to the 

other predicate is what I will demonstrate. 

In the traditional view, the predicate domain containing the main verb is articulated at 

the sentence level while the predicate domain associated with the complement clause is 

articulated with respect to the predicate domain containing the main verb. As seen above, 

this type of articulation has few syntactic reflexes in Gwenedeg. Given this fact, we may 

wonder whether the predicate domains may be articulated in some other way. 

I would like to suggest here that the predicate domain that is articulated at the sentence 

level in Breton may not be the predicate domain containing the main verb, but rather the 

predicate domain associated with the complement clause. This would explain the lack of 

subordinating conjunction introducing the complement clause. This would also explain the 

reversibility of word order of the two clauses and the presence of an intonation break 

before the particle Eh regardless of the clause type. The motivation for this type of 

articufation in Breton is not semantic since we would have expected the subordinating 

articulahon as in English or French. It is rather pragmatic. In (58) and (59), the important 

message to convey is not that I told you something in (58) and we heard something in (59). 



It is rather the fact that Yann had a consort Oann Pier in (58)a. and that the Berrjt! parish 

got rid of its devil in (59)a. Both sentences (58)a. and (59)a. serve as introduction to a new 

stow about Tam's fi-iend Oann Pier in (58ja. and about the devil in (59)a. Both sentences 

also serve as Zink between the new story and a previous story about Yann's friend Oann 

Pier and the new story about the devil and the immediately preceding story about BernrSYs 

devil. In these cases, the predicate domain containing the most salient information, Yann's 

friend Oann Pier in (58)a. and the devil in (59ja., is articulated at the sentence level while 

the predicate domain containing the least salient information, the predicate domain 

containing the main verb, tell in (58) and hear in (59), is articulated with respect to the 

predicate domain containing the most salient information. 

Further evidence that the predicate domain containing the most salient information is 

articulated at the sentence level comes from the fact that, when the predicate domain 

containing the most salient information also contains the main verb, a subordinating 

conjunction is necessary to link the two predicate domains, as illustrated in (60)-(62). 

(60)a. Laret em es penaus bout Q I& ketan 
said 1s have.PRS that be.fNF in.the place first 

ne v d  ket dalhmat bourrus. 
NEG b.HAB.PST NEG always funny 

'I mid that to be the best was not alwqys funny.' (Guilloux 1992: 1 13) 

b. Ueuet em bo6 laret penaus C 06 get un droug kalon 
heard 1S have.PST said that PRT be.PST with a pain heart 

'I heard say that it W Q S ~ ~ O M  a heart-attack that he fell,' (op. cit. p 46) 

'You bon't know tkax it is forbidden to take other people's belongings!' 
(op. cit. p 95) 



b. Me ouie mat p m  ne v& ket kavet anehk 
1 S know.1PF well that NEG be.HAB.IPF NEG found of.3P 

met get ur hemen&. 
but with a tailor 

'I knew welt that they were found only with a tailor.' (Guilloux 1992: 16 1) 

(62)a. Ne garan ket tam erbet 
NEG 1ike.PRS. 1 S NEG piece any 

Si vk p i t  goap genein. 
PRT be.HAB.PRS done fun with. 1 S 

I don't like at all that it is made fin of me.' (Jaffi-6 1986: 10) 

b. Me garehd - ma xhiitehk buan an afer-sC. 
1 S 1ike.GOND that fmish.CCIND quick the affair-DEM 
'I would like that that affair would finish quickly.' (Herrieu 1979: 105) 

The sentences in (69) provide a contrast with the sentences in (58) and (59). The 

interrogative adverb penam 'how' used here as a subordinating conjunction meaning 

'that', indicates here that the important information is contained in the predicate domain 

containing the main verb, say in (60)a. hear say in (60)b. and understand in (60c. In 

(60)a., the narrator teUs that it is not fumy to be the first in class, and he is going to prove 

it. In (60)b., the narrator who witnessed the falling of the priest did not know the reason of 

this accident and emphasized it is second-hand information. In all cases there is no 

intonation break before penaus, thus showing the closer link between the main and 

complement clause. Similar observations can be made for (61) and (62) where we have a 

contrast between the use of the particle kh and the use of penaus 'that' in (61) and a 

contrast between the use of the particle kh and the use of the particle ma 'that7. The most 

salient information in (61)a is given by the &h-clause, it is forbidden to take other people's 

belongings, that is a sin. In the context of (6l)a., a four year old boy is at his neighbors 

place and sees eggs, Since no one is around he decides to bring those eggs to his mother 

so that she does nor have to buy some. But his mother disagrees. The most salient 

information in (61)b. is given by the main clause, I knav for a fact that these buaons were 



only found with a tailor. In the context of (61)b., two young boys are playing with 

buttons. One of them is losing his and goes home to fetch others. He comes back with 

particular ones that only a son of taiior can get. The most saIient information in (62)a. is 

that it is ma$efun of me in (62)a. In this context, Yam, the main character of the stories, 

likes to tease people and tell jokes. However, he doesn't like to be made fun of. The most 

salient information in (62)b. is my deep desire to see this affair end well. This sentence 

came at the end of an April Fool story about a thief who broke into a house. In this case, 

there is no intonation break before ma 'that7, hence showing the closer link between the 

main and complement clause. 

According to Guillevic & Le Goff (1986: 113), complement clauses introduced by the 

particle e'h are found after the following predicates: laret 'to say', to'ouiein 'to swear', 

diskoein 'to show', gratat 'to promise', kredein 'to believe', chonjal 'to think', gout 'to 

know', en devout chonj 'to remember', bout sur 'to be certain', santein 'to feel', gwlet 'to 

see'. They are found after predicates expressing a judgement on the truth of an affmation: 

guir e' 'it is true', haval geneinlkavet e hru genein 'it seems to me', un d m  sur t! 'it is 

obvious', un dra spiann e' 'it is clear'. The particle kh can be replaced by penuus for clarity 

purposes. However, Guiflevic & Le Goff do not discussed what they mean by clarity. 

According to Guillevic & Le Goff, complement clauses introduced by the particle mu 

'that' are found after predicates expressing volition or action: vennein 'to want', gouken 'to 

ask', me garehe' 'I would like', gourhemmenein 'to command', andurein 'to suffer', 

gober 'to make'; after predicates expressing a feeling: bout koutant 'to be happy', bout 

soe'het 'to be surprised', endevou k4 'to regret', en devout d h  'to be ashamed', hum @em 

'to complain'; after predicates expressing a judgement on the nature of a fact: ret &I rekiz L 

'it is necessary', made' 'it is good', brau e' 'it is appropriate'. These lists are not exhaustive 

and the assignment of predicates to a particular class varies from dialect to d i d a t  (e.g.,. 

compare Guillevic & Ie Goff (1986:113-115) for Cwenedeg with Le Clerc (1 986:201-204) 



for Tregerieg) and from within a dialect (e.g., High and Low Gwenedeg in Guillevic & Le 

Coff). 

What we can deduce from this dlscussian is that Gwenedeg has two ways of 

articulating predicate domains. When the predicate domain associated with the complement 

clause contains the most salient information, it is articulated a+ the sentence level, it is 

int;.oduced by the particle 6h and it is marked by an intonation break. When the predicate 

domain associated with the complement clause does not contains the most salient 

information, it is not articulated at the sentence level, but with respect to the other predicate 

domain relating to the main clause, it is introduced by a subordinating conjunction penaus 

'that' Pr ma "hat' and it is not marked by an intonation break. 

Further evidence that the predicate domain containing the most salient information is 

articulated at the sentence level comes from the fact that an optional V2 word order is found 

when this predicate domain follows another one, as is demonstrated next.17 

2 2  2.2. Complex Sentences and the Symmetrical K? 

When the predicate domain containing the most salient information follows another 

predicate domain expressed by a subordinate clause, as in (63)a and b., or a complement 

clause as in (63)b. and c., it exhibits an optional V2 word order. 

(63)a Add ma 06 echiii en overenn ha kaset er hlehier de Rom 
since that be.PST finish the mass and sent the bells to Rome 
'Afrer the mass was over and the bells sent to Rome, 

en urn streuetg . . e he er gristenion vad drC gCr. 
REFL, spread.IM; PRT do.IPF the christians good through village 
t k  good chistians dispersed through the village.' (Jaffrd 1986: 18) 

b. Mar karet gouiet, me hanu-me e zo er W. 
if like.PRS.2P know.INF f S name.1S PRT be.PRS Le V a u  
'Ifyou like to know, my nome is Le Veau.' (op. cit. p 86) 

17 For a similar c t i s c ~  on Germanic, see V h e x  1994. 
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Ha m' he1 lar d'oh, && e vo deh& 
and 1s  can.PRS say.INF to.2P ~ i c u l t  PRT be.fut.3S to.3P 
'And I tell you, it will be difictclt for them 

me d2-m en nozeh-man. 
1 S wake-up.INF the night-DEM 
to wake me up thk night.' 

Er hleuet e hran hoah C laret 
3SM hear.INF PRT do.PRS.1S still in say.INF 
'I still hear him telling 

(op. cit. p 32) 

na M e t  ha ~oenius e 06 er labour. 
how hard and painful PRT be.PST the work 
how hard and painful the work was.' (Guilloux 1992:74) 

In (63)a, the main clause, following the subordinate clause introduced by adal ma 'since 

that', shows the infinitive verb en urn streilein 'to disperse' before the auxiliary hre' 'did'; 

hence satisfying the V2 requirement at the clause level. In (63)b., the main clause, 

following the subordinate clause introduced by mar 'if', show the subject me hanu-me 'my 

name' in initial position, thus satisfying the V2 order at the clause level. in (63)c., t h ~  

complement clause, which follows the main clause, also exhibits the V2 order at the clause 

level with the adjective diaks 'difficult' appearing before the auxiliary vo 'will be'. In 

(63)d., the complement clause, which follows the main clause, shows the V2 order at the 

clause level introduced by the adjective na kalet ha poeniw 'how hard and painful'. 

Whereas sentences like (63)a. and b. are common like (63)c. and d, are less common. 

What governs the V2 order in the complement clause in the latters is not yet clear. Notice 

that the adjectives dims in (63)~. and kalet ha poenius in (63)d. receive an emphatic focus 

reading. Further research is needed on this type of sentence. 

From the above data, we can see that the symmetrical V2 order involves coordinate 

smctiires, as shorn ii-i (54). 



(64) Symmetrical (coordinate) V2 Structure 

Sentence 

Restrictions Predicate Domain 1 Restrictions Predicate Domain 2 

EPP MPP IPP PRT-verb X Y EPP MPP IPP PRT-verb X Y 

The V2 word order is also found in subordinate clauses introduced by interrogative 

adverbs, as shown in (65). 

(65)a. ...p enaus 6r skol C rC er mestr de len d'omb 
that in-the school PRT give.1PF the teacher to reasl.INF to. 1P 

lies ur huerzen. 
often a poem (Guilloux 1992:74) 

'...that in the school the teacher gave us ofen a poem to read. 

b. Chetu perak a-gaust d' 6 ben kalet a e 06 
here why because to 3SM head hard Filiz PRT be.PST 
'Here is why, because of his obstination, Filiz had 

hemb arsaii deulegad er mestr-skol arnehon. 
without cease DUAt.eye the master-school on.3SM 
ceaselessly the eyes of the school-teacher on him.' (Guilloux 1992:70) 

c. Chetu perak ne venn moned a& de gousket. 
here why man NEG want.PRS.3S go.INF there to s1eepINF 
'Here is why nobody wants to go there and sleep.' (Jaffr6 1986:32) 

In (65)a., an oblique argument 4r skol 'in the school' follows the subordinating 

conjunction penaus 'that', thus also showing the V2 order at the clause lel7el. Although 

penaus 'how' is an interrogative adverb, it behaves like an oblique argument rather than as 

a saturator for the predicate domain, hence phrases can appear between pena& and the 

following verb. S h i i a r  phenomena are observed after perak 'why', as seen in (65)b. and 



The symmetrical V2 order is also found after coordinating conjunctions such as hug 

'and' in (66)a, rnes 'but' in (66), or rag 'since. because' in (66)c. 

(66)a. ... hag hanahet e 06 en dCn eit bout higas 
and known PRT be.PST theman for be.INF odious 
'...and the man was known to be cruel.' (Guilloux 1992: 166j 

b. . . ,mes ur chonj dispE-ius en do6 goarnet ag er person. 
but a thought displeasing 3s. have.PST kept of the parson 
'...but he kept an unpleasing memory of the parson.' (Guilloux 1992:92) 

c. ... rag pr6s bras 'zo arnein. 
since hurry big (PRT).be.PRS on. 1 S 
'...since I am in great hurry.' 

The difference between the articulated and symmetrical V2 structures is that the 

articulated V2 structure, as in (57), allows a verb to appear at the initial of its clause, given 

that another clause precedes it, and allows for recursion. In contrast, the symmetrical V2 

structure, as in (64), applies to individual clauses with no possibility for recursion. 

This proposal has some important consequences. 

2 2 -3. Consequences 

2 2  -3.1. The V2 Requirement and Structural Asymmetries 

The first consequence relates to the V2 Requirement. If we define the V2 Requirement 

in terms of saturation of the predicate domain, we can provide a unified account for the V2 

word order in Breton. We can also account for the asymmetries observed between 

affi iat ive and negative sentences. In affirmative sentences, one of the three preverbal 

positions is accessed to satisfy the V2 Requirement. In negative sentences however, the 

negative particle ne 'not' appearing in the internal preverbal position saturates the predicate 

domain, hence the V2 Requirement is met. Thus, the items which normally occur in the 

internal position in affirmative sentences are not allowed in this position in negative 

sentences. Furthermore, the other two positions, medial and external, are only optionally 

accessed in negative sentences, the V2 Requirement being already satisfied by the presence 



of the negative particle. Hence, only preverbal objects in medial position and obliques or 

left-dislocated/topic NPs in external position are permissible under negation. Therefore, the 

a s y ~ ~ t r i e s  obsemd between gFFmafive md negative sentences itfe dete,rmhed by the 

number of preverbal positions that are available. The number of available positions depends 

on how the predicate domain is saturated. 

A note of caution is mandatory at this point. This is not to say that, because the internal 

position is not available in negative sentences, items which would normally occur in that 

position in aff~rnative sentences are never allowed in negative sentences. As seen earlier a 

preverbal subject is allowed in negative sentences if it is left-dislocated, therefore appearing 

in the external position. Furthermore, the medial position which is usually associated with 

objects can also take other items under conditions determined by the discourse context, as 

evidenced in (67). 

(67)a. S~ontef nen dint ket bet get un dra pe un al. 
frightened NEG be.PRS .3P NEG been with a thing or an other 
'They are notfighterzed by one thing or another.' (Guilloux 1992: 14) 

b. Hardeh ne oen ket en arm&-sC. 
courageous NEG be.PST. 1 S NEG the dme-DEM 
'I w m  not courageous in those days.' (op. cit. p 201) 

c. Penveiiet e 06, lahet ne 06 ket. 
stunned PRT be.PST.3S Ked NEG be.PST.3S NEG 
'Stunned he was, killed he w m  not.' (Jaffrt 1986:88) 

The prevei bal past participles spontet 'frightened' in (67)a. and lahet 'killed in (67) c., and 

the preverbal adjective harde'h 'courageous' in (67)b., receive an emphatic focus reading. 

This suggests that grammatical relations are not assigned once and for all to a particular 

preverbal position. 

This view of the V2 Requirement gives a imified account for both affirmative and 

negative sentences and for both simple and complex sentences contrary to the view 

currently held within GB that Breton sentences exhibit a V'2 word order in independent 

clauses and a V1 order in negative and subordinate clauses (e.g., Schafer (1992, 1995)). 



2 23.2.  Negation and Markedness 

The second consequence relates to the markedness of negation. As seen above, the 

negative particie, unlike its positive counterparts, saturates the predicate domain. This 

asymmetry suggests that the markedness of sentence negation cannot be reduced to Format 

Marking. This approach to negation is crucial in many respects. Firstly, it explains the 

strange behaviour of the negative particle. Whereas the particles e and Ch cannot begin a 

sentence, the particle ne can. Whereas the particles e and e'h show a complete 

compfementary distribution, e licensing only preverbal items marked [+ N] and tsh licensing 

preverbal items marked [- NJ, as seen in (27 j, the negative particle w, being a saturator for 

the predicate domain, lacks licensing properties altogether. Furthermore, whereas the 

negative particle implies a saturation of the predicate domain, the positive particles don't. 

The properties of the particles are summarized in (68). 

(68). Properties of Particles 

saturator - I 
saturation of ~redicate domain - + + 11 

properties I particles 
positive I negative 

licensing device 1 + 1 - 

From the above table, it is clear that the positive and negative particles have nothing in 

common. Thus, Breton proves to be crucial in understanding the markedness of sentence 

negation, which cannot be equated with formal marking (cf. Battistella 1990). Breton 

positive particles provide a means for comparing affirmative and negative sentences. In 

languages lacking positive particles, it is more difficult to compare a f f i t i v e  and negative 

sentences. Thus, it is more difficult to establish the markedness of sentence negation. The 

absence of positive particles does not mean that negation is working at the same level as 

affirmation does. This will be further developed in chapter four. 

1 
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clause initial - + ,I 
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2.2.3 3. Theoretical fmplicahom 

The V2 analysis proposed above for Breton has some important theoretical 

implications. A bipartite structure to the sentence is not something really new. It is implicit 

in the GB framework. In languages such as English or French which have a rigid SVO 

order, the subject has been taken as an external argument of the verb. However, verb initial 

languages of the Celtic type created a challenge to the view that the subject is always an 

external argument of the predicate since, in these languages, the subject rarely appears 

preverbally. This problem was solved by the Verb Phrase Internal Subject Hypothesis 

which says the subject can originate inside the VP, as seen in (171, thus within the 

predicate domain. However, the exact composition of the predicate domain has to be 

d e ~ d n e d  language by language. The predicate domain is instrumental in determining the 

syntactic scope of negation. However, unlike the VP in which arguments are ordered 

following GB theory, the predicate domain does not show such ordering of the arguments. 

Furthermore, movement of phrases to positions external to the predicate domain which 

are andysed within P&P in terms of the Binding Theory and the Empty Category Principle 

can be accounted for here by the number of preverbal positions available in any given 

ianguage, their cocrccmence mtictions, and by which type of position admits which type 

of category. The three preverbal positions identified for Gwenedeg are conflated into one in 

Schafer's account (1992, 1995), Spec CP. In her account the other possible position Spec 

IP is not available, following the assumption that this position is an A position, thus not 

available as a landing site for A-bar movement. However, given that Breton has only one 

type of movement, topicalization classified as A-bar, the distinction A/A-bar may not be 

relevant, If thus, Spec IP could serve as a landing site for the purpos 5 of topicalization, as 

psited by Cot6 (1995) fox Old French. Fmhemore, the fact that subjects are mtxdent-  

gavemd 2zd ~bjwts !exidly gwe,r1!4 ~ I B  Schafer (1992, 1995), reflects the fact that 

preverbal subjects and preverbal objects occupy dBerent positions in Breton. Finally based 



on data involving double topicalization, the claim that there is only one preverbal position in 

Breton cannot be maintained. 

The identification of three preverbal positions in Breton is not unprecedented. As seen 

earlier, Stump (1984) following Varin (1979) posits two preverbal positions in Breton. He 

also elucidates the possibility of a third position, that of objects, but has no data to 

substantiate the claim. The behavior of the object in negative sentences and in double 

topicalization proves to be instrumental in determining the existence of this third position. 

Furthermore, Aissen (1992) also posits three preverbal positions in Mayan. She identifies 

tbe external topic, internal topic and focus positions. Gardiner (1994) obtains similar 

results for Shushwap, an Interior Salish language. Both Mayan and Shushwap are VSO 

languages. 

The V2 Requirement defined as saturation of the predicate domain working at both the 

clause and sentence levels provides an accurate account of V2 constructions in Breton. 

Instead of associating the V2 Requirement with a particular structural configuration and 

trying to fit all the data into that structural configuration, two structures, the articulated and 

the symmetrical V2 structures, are identified with the V2 Requirement. What serves a 

saturator for the predicate domain is language dependent. In Breton we have preverbal 

items, mood realized as the optative particle re 'that', the irrealis particles mi 'that', mar 

'if, nag 'that9, and ne 'not7, and the realis particlepe 'when, that'.I8 

The structure proposed for Breton sentences and elaborated from the data rather than 

being forced into the language by a theory, seems to a large extent to account for other 

languages as well. Furthermore, it provides a simpler, more elegant and more accurate 

account of Breton s t r u d  asymmetries. 

18 In this work, the negative particle ne 'not' is associated with the irreaiis modality. For more 
discussion on the topic see c h p r  four. 



2.3 CONCLUSION 

To conclude this chapter, we have discussed s tmct~al  asymme=.;les observed between 

affirmative and negative sentences in Breton. These asymmetries relate to the V2 word 

order and the particle system. Regardless of the clause type, the verb remains in second 

position of its clause or of the sentence. Whereas the positive particle e and t!h form a 

complex with the following verb, the negative particle ne does not. This is supported by the 

fact that subjects, predicates (e.g., verbs in the infinitive followed by the auxiliary gober 

'to do2, past-participles, adjectives, predicate modals), and obliques modifying the 

predicate, can appear immediately preceding the verb in affirmative but not in negative 

sentences. Thus, the negative particle unlike its positive counterparts can occur sentence 

initially and serves as a saturator for the predicate domain. Furthermore, evidence that the 

negative particle appears in a position different from that of its positive counterparts relates 

to the fact that the particle ez (dh in Gwenedeg) is occasionally found between the negative 

particle and the following verb. The distributional properties of sentential obliques, left- 

dislocated/topic NPs and objects allowed us to establish the existence of three preverbal 

positions, external, medial and internal. Whereas the internal position is not available in 

negative sentences since the negative particle occurs in this position, the other two positions 

remain accessible. Thus, preverbal sentential obliques, left-dislocated/topic NPs and 

abjects are found in negative sentences. Evidence that preverbal objects occur in medial 

position involves negative sentences and double topicalization with two NPs, the first of 

which is the object. Breton provides evidence that the predicate domain may not be 

articulated according to dominance relationships, but rather according to information 

SrtIiency. Tftis is not surprising in a discourse-oriented language. 
i 



The analysis proposed here provides a unified account of the verb-second word order 

in Breton in terms of the V2 Requirement defined as saturation of the predicate domain. it 

shows as well how the use of negation implies structural asymmetries which reflect one 

aspect of the markedness of sentence negation. Other types of asymmetries asssociated 

with the V2 word order, semantic/pragmatic asymmetries, are considered in the next 

chapter. 



CHAPTER THREE 

ItEPERENTIAISTY AND BOUNDEDNESS 
THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS-PRAGMATICS INTERFACE 

In this chapter, we will discuss semantic/pragmatic asymmetries pertaining to the V2 

Requkzwnt defined in the preceding chaper. Although Breton is relatively flexible in the 

way the predicate domain is saturated in affirmative sentences, this flexibility is not 

unconstrained. An attempt has been made by Schapansky (1992a) to capture the constraint 

on the order of occurrence of NPs in terms of Subject Precedence (cf. section 2.1.2.3). In 

the light of data discussed below, this rule presents some inadequacies that are best handled 

by appealing to the notion of referentiality, a semantic property of M s .  Although 

referentiality is a semantic property of NPs, the degree of referentiality of an NP is 

determined by the discourse according to Gundel, Hedberg & Zacharski (1993). Hence the 

NY with the higher degree of referentiality is likely to occur preverbally and serve as a 

saturator or binder for the predicate domain while the NP with the lower degree of 

referentiality is likely to occur in postverbal position. 

In Schapansky (1992a), when a preverbal and a postverbal NPs are both definite or 

both indefinite, the preverbal NP is interpreted as the subject according to the Subject 

Precedence rule. However, this approach presents some inadequacies that are best handled 

by appealing to the notion of referentiality. In Schapansky (op. cit), the indefinite NP may 

appear preverba'liy, and thus serve as a binder for the predicate domain, wMe the definite 

hT, the subject, appears in postverbai position. This was accounted for by the 

Definiteness Condition fcf. section 2.1.2.3), which presents some inadequacies that are 

best handled by appealing to the discourse function Focus. However, one set of NPs can 



never be focus, thus can never serve as binders for the predicate domain. These NPs 

marked by the preposition ag 'of' (hereafter Ag-NPs) represent incomplete or unklour\ded 

subsets of entities. Referentiality also interacts with auxiliary selection. 

This chapter is organized as follows- Section One discusses NPs which serve as 

binders for the predicate domain. A study of natural discourse reveals that a Referentiality 

Constraint (REC) on the placement of preverbal NPs restricts the set of possible binders for 

the predicate domain. Section Two difcusses Ag-NPs which can never serve as biders for 

the predicate domain. This is not predicted by the REC, which is revised to account for Ag- 

WPs. Tfie aspectud as weU as non-aspectad uses of ag are discussed. Section Three 

shows how auxiliary selection interacting with referentialiry affects the binding of the 

predicate domain. Tne auxiliary enciaui 30 have', a~sociaied with events and referential 

subjects, does not show a preference in &e binder. The auxiliary bout 'to be', associated 

with stativity, displays, in the present tense, four forms demanding subject or non-subject 

binders. The form dmmrIing a subject-binder is not found in negative sentences. The 

0 t h  three forms demanding nun-subject-binders, are sensitive to the definiteness of their 

pos~erbal subjects, and one of them does not appear in negative sentences. A historical 

overview of the auxiliay system is providcxf. 

The purpose of &is section is to discuss WPs which can bin4 the predicate domain. We 

wil l  concentre on sentences containing two overt NPs, one preverbal and one postverbal, 

in order to see how referentialit)' debermines the placement of NPs in preverbal position, 

heme to see how rtdermtidity restricts the set of possible Erindefs f a  the predicate domain. 



3.1.1. Referentiality 

Referentiality is a semantic property of M s .  it is a notion which involves not just the 

diffexnce between defi~it:: and inbefi nite. A tripartite distinction i s  offered in Giv6n 

( 1 978a): definite referential, indefinite referential and indefinite non- referential. 'Definite 

NPs are almost always referential; indefinite NPs may be referential when they refer to 

specific entities and may be non-referential when they do not refer to specific entities (see 

also section 4.2.1). Referentiality is also discourse dependent. That is, given the discourse 

setting, one NP may be more referential than another one. This is the approach taken by 

Gundel, Hedberg and Zacharski (1993) (hereafter GHZ) in their Givenness Hierarchy 

framework. In their study of referring expressions, GHZ claim that "different determiners 

and pronominal forms conventionally signal different cognitive statuses (information about 

location in memory and attention state), thereby enabling the addressee to restrict the set of 

possible referents". These cognitive statuses are provided by the Givenness Hierarchy, a 

set of implicationally relaied cognitive statuses necessary for explaining the relation 

between referring forms and conditions for their appropriate use and interpretation across 

languages (op. cit. p 275). Thus referentiality is scaled according to the discourse 

accessibility of the NP following its cognitive status. The Givenness Hierarchy is 

reproduced in (I )  from the most to the less referential in a left-right direction. 

(1) Givenness Hierarchy 

in uniquely tY Pe 
focus > activated > familiar > identifiable > referential > identifiable 

An NP is in focus when its referent is in the center of attention in the discourse context. An 

NP is activated when its referent has been mentioned in the discourse, An NP is familiar 

when its referent is known to the addressee, but is not necessarily activated. An NP is 

uniquely identifiable when its referent is not necessarily known to the addressee but is 

infarable from the context. An NP is referential when the speaker has a specific referent in 



mind which is not necessady infenable to the addressee. An NP is type identifiable when it 

is u.& non-specifically (for more details see GHZ 1993). 

Givdnts indefinite iioii-referenfial cctmlesponds to GHZ's type identifiable but not 

referential. GivOn's indefmite referential corresponds to GHZ's referential but not uniquely 

identifiable. And Givdn's definite referential corresponds to GHZ's uniquely identifiable. 

The discourse-linked referentiality scale of GHZ will enable us to understand how 

referentiality constrains word order in Breton. 

As seen in the preceding chapter, Breton morphosyntax does not always allow for the 

identification of subjects and objects when they both occur as NPs in the same sentence. 

This is why such sentences are, in principle, avoided, though not totally. Schapansky 

(1 992a) provides two rules, Subject Precedence and the Definiteness Condition, which 

serve to identify the subject when the object (or the attribute) is also present. They represent 

instances of rules constraining grammatical relations. Although these two rules can 

accurately account for the data under investigation, they are insufficient to account for all 

possibilities. As we will see, referentiality constrains the placement of NPs in preverbal 

position. In order to see how referentiality constrains word order in Breton, a study of five 

Gwenedeg texts including oral discourse is undertaken. The results of this study reveals 

that the two rules, Subject Precedence and the Definiteness Condition reflect rather 

accurately how the identification of ihe subject and object/attribute is effected in the 

language. However, these two rules interact with the discourse functions Topic and Focus. 

The relevant definitions are given in (2). 

(2) Topic 
A discourse entity is the topic ofthe sentence, if and only i f  in using the 

sentence the spe&r intends to increase the addressee's krmwbdge about, request 
ir$ormation about, or otherwise get the addressee to act with respect to the,entity 
(Gunde! ! 988). 

Comment 
A predication is the comment of the sentence, i f  and only i f  in using the 

sentence the speaker intends the predication to be assessed relative to the topic of 
the sentence (Gundel1988). 



Focus 
The position of linguistic prominence in the part ofthe sentence that rqpresunts 

the comment (Gundel, Hedberg & Zacharski 1993, fn 10). 

In short, the topic is what the sentence is about, the comment is what is said about the 

topic, and the focus is the most salient part of the comment. 

3.1.2. Rules Constraining Grammatical Relations 

Although Subject Precedence and the Definiteness Condition are instances of rules 

constraining grammatical relations, they represent only a tendency to identify grammatical 

relations in a language lacking overt morphosyntactic information. They are by no means 

absolute rules. 

3.1.1 .l. Subject Precedence versus Topic Precedence 

Subject ?recedence tells us that when two definite or two indefinite NPs, one preverbal 

and one postverbal, occur in the same sentence, the preverbal NP has to be interpreted as 

the subject, as observed in (3). 

(3)a. Er Gelted koh e inow6 er marnrnenneu. 
the Celts old PRT worship.IPF the springs 
'The ancient Celts worshiped the springs.' (Herrieu 1 979:7 8) 

b. Er higmoh e 06 kentoh hor biitans. 
the meat pig PRT be.PST rather 1P living 
'Pork was first of all our food.' (Guilloux 1992: 13 1) 

However, this is not always the case. A definite object may also occur preverbally 

when a subject follows, as seen in (4). 

(4) En drouz-st5 e hr6 01 er melinieu & bed ab6h. 
the noise-DEM PRT do.IPF e s h t h e  world entire 
'All the mills of the whole world were making that noise.' (op. cit. p. 15 ) 



If subject precedence is a rule constraining the position of the subject, sentence (4) should 

be ungrammatical since we have a preverbal definite object followed by a definite subject in 

postverbal position. Therefore, the rule of Subject Precedence is not absolute. However, 

we find a common pattern in the above sentences. That is, the preverbal NP, whether the 

subject, as in (31, or the object, as in (4), is the topic of the sentence. Thus in (3)a., er 

Gelted koh 'the ancient Celts' is a Topic. In (3)b., er hig moh 'pork' has been previously 

mentioned in the discourse and represents an instance of Topic Shift. The preceding topic 

was horse meat, as illustrated in (5). 

(5) B i k -  en doe kavet sah Q vorh en d6s6 ... 
steak-horse 3S have.PST found rise in-the village the day-DEM 
'Horse meat steak was for sale in the village that day... 

Er hie moh.., 
the meat pig 
Pork.. . ' 

In (4), en drouz-se' 'that noise' is a Continuing Topic where trouz 'noise' has already been 

introduced in the discourse, as illustrated in (6). 

(63 Ha Meuet e vou nez6 trouz er velin C valein; en drouz-SC . . 
and heard PRT be.FUT then noise the mill in grind.INF the noise-DEM 
'And the noise of the mill grinding will be heard; that noise ...' 

We can therefore state that this precedence rule should be modified to constrain 

topicality rather than subjecthood. We can thus formalize this constraint on topics as the 

precedence rule given in (7). 

(7) Topic Precedence 
In a sentence containing two overt d@nite NPs, one preverbal and one 

postverbal, the preverbal NP has to be the topic of the sentence regardless of its 
grammatical relation. 

The identification of subjects and objectslattributes cannot be defined in terms of word 

order rules such S~S Topic Precedence. Animacy can be invoked to account for (3)a., where 



the subject er Gelted koh 'the ancient Celts' is animate and the object er ntarrtnmzrtm 'the 

springs' inanimate. However, this will not do for (3)b. and (4) where subjects and objects 

are aU inanimate. Concrete versus abstract cannot serve to identify a preverbal subject from 

a postverbal object. In (3)b., we have a preverbal subject er hig moh 'pork' which is 

concrete while the postverbal object bidans 'food' is abstract. In (4), we have a preverbal 

object en drouz-se' 'that noise' which is abstract while the postverbal subject 01 er rnelittieu 

'all the mills' is concrete. We can therefore state that grammatical relations such as subject 

and object/attribute are identified contextually and Topic Precedence is a rule constraining 

preverbal NPs. However, Topic Precedence cannot account for preverbal indefinite NPs. 

3.1. f 2. The Definiteness Condition venw Focw Precedence 

The Definiteness Condition tells us that when two NPs occur in the same sentence, one 

definite and one indefinite, the definite NP has to bz interpreted as the subject regardless of 

its position, as seen in (8). 

(8)a. Ur ho6r en do6 en eutru Touz C Santez Anna. 
a sister 3 s  have.PST the Mister Touz in Sainte-Anne 
'Mister Touz had a sister in Sainte-Anne.' (Guilloux 1942:48) 

b. Er merhed ou d d  ur skol ledanoh hoah. 
the girls 3P have.PST a school 1arge.COMP yet.' 
'The girls had yet a larger schoot.' (op. cit. p 49) 

In (8)a., we have a preverbal indefinite object ur hokr 'a sister' while the postverbal subject 

is definite, en eutru Touz 'Mister Touz'. Mister Touz is the current topic of the discourse 

while a sister is new information put into focus. In (8)b., we have a preverbal definite 

subject er merhed 'the girls' while the postverbal object is indefinite ur s b l  ledunoh h u h  

'a school yet larger'. Er merhed 'the girls' represent an instance of topic shift. However, 

not all subjects in a definitelindefinite pair are definite, and not all objects in a 

definitefindefinite pair are indefinite, as evidenced in (9). 



f 9)a. g r  re-ioCisans bras benak e lakt5 er j& en hon haloneu. 
a rejoicing great some PAKT put.IPF the joy in our hearts 
'Some great rejoicing put the joy in our hearts.' (Guilloux 1992: 147) 

b. EbkGd e 06 bihans en o! ur hu6h 6r suhun. 
fish.P PRT be.PST livings theall atime in.the week 
'Fish was the food of all once a week.' (op. cit. p 130) 

If the Definiteness Condition is an instance of a rule constraining the identification of the 

subject, then the sentences in (9) ought to be ungrammatical since the postverbal object er 

joe' 'the joy' in (9)a. and the postverbal attribute bidam en 011 'the food of all' in (9)b. are 

both definite, and not subjects. Therefore, the Definiteness Condition must be modified.' 

This is further evidenced in (10). 

(10)a. Ur vraG a W s  e dad deur er len. 
a beautiful of gdle PART throw.PRS water the lake 
'A beauaficl grille lets the water of the lake flow over.' (Guilloux 1992: 17) 

b. Un daulen liiret e ziskoe Izidor ar benneu 6 zeuhlin. 
a tableau colored PART show.PRS Izidor on heads 3SM DUALknee 
'A painting shows Izidor on his knees.' (op. cit. p 28) 

In (IO)a., we have ur vrad a hiris 'a beautiful grille', the subject, while deur er len 'the 

water of the lake', the object has been implicitly introduced in the discourse about the mills. 

Here, the beautiful grille unique to the melin Boterh 'Boterti Mill' is the focus of attention. 

In (10)b, we have un daulenn livet 'a painting', the subject, while Izidor, the object, is the 

current topic of the discourse. Izidor on his knees has also been introduced. The legend has 

it that epad ma veze' deuhlinet e' laret e' chapebt ... 'while he was on his knees saying his 

chapelet ...'. L112 daulenn lidet 'a painting' can only be interpreted as focus, occun?ng after 

a series of five-stage-setting topics, as shown in (1 1). 

  he absence of a definite article before the attribute bidans en oll 'the food of all' does not mean that 
the noun is indefinite. In possessive constructions, the possessive phrase can be fully expressed, as in er 
bidans ug en of 'the food of all' where the head noun billans tzkes the definite article erlen 'the' and its 
complement en ol takes the preposition ag 'or. The possessive phrase can also only partially be expressed, 
as above bidans en ol. The omission of the preposition ag with the complement implies the omission of 
the article with the head noun. The presence or absence of determiners does not necessarily correlate to the 
distinction definitermdefinite or specific!non-specific. 



(1.1) A-drest en auter, en diabarh ag er chapel, 6 touCh penneu 6led dihachellet, 
above the altar in iaterior of the chapel among heads angels unwinged 
'Above the altar, inside the chapel, among the fieads of unwinged angels 

~hge i  a-gki hag a-xheu, 6 seiiet get deulegad bras ha divergent, 
attached of left and of right in watching with eyes big and arrogant 
hanging to the kej2 and to the right, watching with big and arrogant eyes, 

un daulenn liiiet ... 
a tableau colored 
a painting.. . ' 

Thus, ur vrad a hiris in (10)a., and un daulenn lidet in (1O)b. are instances of 

presentational focus. We can therefore state that the condition on definiteness is not really a 

condition on definiteness but rather a constraint on focality which is formalized as the 

second precedence rule given in (12). 

(12) Focus Precedence 
In a sentence containing two overt NPs, one d@nite and one indefinite, one 

preverbal and one postverbal, the preverbal NP mwt be the focus of the sentence if 
indefinite, regardless of its grammatical relation. 

These two precedence rules impose restrictions on the position of the topic if the two 

nominals are definite, and on the position of the focus if the two nominals differ in 

definiteness. However, they do not identify grammatical relations since both subjects and 

objects (or attributes) can -be topic and both subjects and objects (or attributes) can be 

focus. Hence Topic Precedence and Focus Precedence are rules constraining preverbal 

NPs. Ambiguity is likely to arise in a language which does not mark grammatical relations 

morphosyntactically. The linguistic or extralinguistic context may or may not help resolve 

ambiguities, as revealed by the study considered next. 

3.1.3. Referentiality as Constraining Preverbal NPs 

The two rules given atrove, Topic Precedence and the Focus Precedence, do not refer to 

grammatical relations. Topic Precedence involves preverbal definite NPs while Focus 

Precedence involves preverbal indefinite NPs, so that these two rules are independent of 



each other. A third possibility, not discussed above, is the presence of two indefinite NPs 

in the same sentence, which is not accounted for by Topic or Focus Precedence (but is 

accounted f ~ i .  5); Subjzct hcdence).  f i  seems therefore almost impossibie to give a 

general rule on the placement of NPs in preverbal position that will satisfy Topic 

Precedence, Focus Precedence, and the third rule not yet discussed. However, a 

referentiality constraint determines word order in Breton. It is given in (13). 

(1 3) Referentiality Constraint 
In a senteme containing two overt NPs, one preverbal and one postverbal, 

the preverbal ;W will be more referential, that is its referent will be m r e  
accessible in the discourse context. 

As for the other rules, the Referentiality Constraint rule does not make reference to 

grammatical relations. Unlike the other rules, this rule does not make reference to either 

topic or focus; thus potentially including both of them and potentially including the third 

rule as well. 

To support this Referentiality Constraint, a study involving sentences containing two 

overt NPs, one preverbal and one postverbal, has been carried out. The corpus consists of 

five texts written in the Gwenedeg dialect, each containing 60 sentences (or clauses) with 

the word order NP V NP. The first text is Yann ar Baluc'henn (Jaffi-6 1986), a collection 

of short stories first published in a local newspzper Ln Liberte' du Morbihan, then gathered 

and edited by D. Douget. The language used is rather informal. The second text is Hor 

Bara Padiek (Guilloux 1992). At the age of 70, Guilloux began to write of his childhood 

rnemorks in French first since he was illiterate in his native language, Breton. He then 

decided to learn to read and write in his first language, to write of his memories in the 

language of his childhood. Fiwo piissages of G d o u x  have k e n  selected for the study. The 

language used is atsc rather irhma!. The fo~rth text is Evit Ket ha Netra (Ar Mason 

1986), a historical novel. This is the only text not written in the accepted Gwenedeg 

spelling system and the language used is rather formal. The last text is Me'lanie, ur vuM e' 



Groay (Come 1991), an oral narrative. This text is a compilation of conversations recorded 

in 1983-84 as part of a 'travail de maitrise' and was phonetically transcribed. The informant 

wir3 one of ihe last native speakers of the variety of Gwenedeg spoken in the island of 

Groix. These texts represent a g o d  sample af the Gwenedeg dialect. 

The NPs, Subject (S), Q'lject (0). Attribute (At) and Left-dislocated (Ld) occur in the 

five word order patterns: SVO, SVAt, OVS, AtVS and LdVX (X may or may not be the 

subject). This study reveals that sentences/c;lauses with the order NP V N P  represent only 

8% of the 3732 sentences/clauses examined in order to obtain the targeted number of NP V 

NP tokens, 60 per text, 300 out of 3'732, and rank only 7th in the 1 1 word order patterns 

identified. From these 300 NP V NP sentences, 245 (83%) show the SV order; 18 (6%) 

shw the O W  order; 1'7 (5.73%) show the AtVS order; and 20 (6.7%) show the MVX 

order, as represented in (14). 

(14) Distribution of Word Order Patterns 

Referentiality is a complex phenomenon which may or may not be directly observable. 

When it is directly observable, it involves Definiteness and Referential Dependence. When 

it is not directly observable, the discourse context comes into play. The Cognitive Status of 

the NPs, as found in GHZ (1993), plays an important role in determining referentiality. 

Not all combinations of NP V NP tokens can be accounted for by Definiteness, Referential 

Dependence or Cognitive Status. As a final resort, the discourse functions Topic and Focus 

are available to account for the problematical cases. 



The first phase of the study involves coding the NPs for definiteness. Since definite NP 

tokens denote entities which are uniquely identifiable in the discourse context, they are 

inherently more referential than indefinite NPs which typically are not used to refer to 

identifiable entities. Definiteness is i ealized in Breton by personal pronouns, demonstrative 

pronouns and determiners, the definite article erlen 'the' in the singular and plural, the 

absence of determiners with proper names and in singular possessive constructions, and 

universally quantified Ms .  Indefiniteness is realized by the indefinite article urlun 'a/an' in 

the singular, and the absence of determiners with indefinite plural and predicative singular 

NPs, negative polarity items, existentially quantified and interrogative NPs. The 

distribution of definite and indefinite NPs is shown in (15). 

(15) Distribution of Definite and Indefinite NPs 

When one NP is definite and the other indefinite, the definite NP occurs preverbally 

72% of the time, or 119 tokens out of 166, as predicted by the Referentiality Constraint. 

However, 47 tokens show a preverbal indefinite NP with a postverbal definite NP, a 

combination which clearly violates the Referenti'ality Constraint. Moreover, when both NPs 

are definite (1 18 tokens) or when both are indefinite (16 tokens), definiteness alone cannot 

determine whether or not the Referential* Constraint is met. We thus have a total of 18 1 

tokens which are not autornaticaliy accounted for by definiteness. The next step is to code 

these problematical tokens for Referential Dependence. 



3 -1.3 2.  RejGerential Dependence 

The next phase of the study involves coding of the NPs in the 18 1 tokens problemadd 

for the Referentiality Constraint for Referential Dependence. Referential Dependence refers 

to one NP dependent on the other for interpretation of its referent. that is one NP is 

coreferential with the other. Coreferentidity is expressed by a possessive adjective carrying 

the person, number and gender features associated with the other NP. Of the 18 1 tokens, 

37 involve the case where one NP is referentially dependent on the othe~. The Referentiality 

Constraint predicts that the referentially independent NP will occur preverbally in such 

cases. This prediction is realized in all 37 cases, as shown in (1 6). 

(16) Distribution of Referentially Independent NPs: 

The table in (16) shows that only Subject and Left-Dislocated preverbal NPs bind 

referentially-dependent post?-erbd NPs, and that Referential Dependence accounts for 20% 

of the 181 cases problematical to the Referentiality Constraint. The sentences in (17) show 

examples of postverbal NPs which are referentially dependent on preverbal ones. 

(17)a. Ni hor boe & butun. 
1P 1P.have.PST IS tobacco 
'We had our tobacco.' (Guilloux 1992: 1 70) 

b. Unan en do6 savet 6 loj d'en dias ag en hent pras. 
One 3S have.PST built 3SM lodge to.the bottom of the road big 
'One tltad built his lodge at the bottom of the big road.' (op. cit. p 58) 

c. En eutru Prado e 06 6 ganbr a-gost6. 
the sir Riido PCT be.PST SSM room near 
'Mr. Pradu, his room was near.' (op. cit. p 46) 



In ( I  7)a. and b,, the postverbal object shows a possessive adjective coreferential with the 

preverbal subject. Sentence (17)~. shows an example of possessor ascension, where the 

possessed entity, the postverbal subject e' ganbr 'his room', is coreferential with the 

possessor en eutru P r u h  'Mister Prado', andysed here as a left-dislocated NP. 

From the 181 tokens problematical for the Referentiality Constraint, 144 are not 

accounted for by Referential Dependence. They need further consideration. The next step 

of the study involves coding the NPs for Cognitive Status. 

3.1.33. Cognitive Status 

As noted earlier, definiteness alone is insufficient for determining relative degree of 

referentiality in the 134 cases where both NPs are definite or both indefinite. In search of a 

more finely-tuned method for testing the Referentiality Constraint in such cases, the 

Givenness Hierachy framework of Gundel, Hedberg & Zacharski (1993) is applied to 

Breton, and expanded to cover quantificational and predicative NPs in addition to the 

definite and indefinite NPs discussed in the 1993 paper. The resulting tentative hi&archy is 

shown in (1 8). 

(18) Givenness Hierarchy postulated for Breton: 
uniquely '3W 

in focus> activated> f a rd i an  identifiable> referential> identifiable> predicative 

ctitics ean en N-st! en N henhen un N N 
hendh en N-hont N N henhont m a n  benak. 
henmn pep unan un N-man-N N-erbet 
en N-man ag -N 

In Gwenedeg, clitic pronouns (suffixed to the verb if the clitic pronoun is subject, 

prefixed to rhe verb if the ciitic pronoun is object, and affixed to a preposition if the ciitic 

pronoun is obliquej m s t  be at the center of attention in the discourse context, thus be in 

focus. Independent personal pronouns such as em'  hehim', demonstrative pronouns like 

hendh 'that one' or h e m n  'this one', and proximal demonstrative determiner phrases like 



en d&n-man 'this man' have to have k e n  just previously mentioned or activated in the 

discorrrse. P4ebia.E md distal dmonstra~ve demmher phrases like u~r i k h - . ~ ~  'that n;aii' and 

mz fi&~-bzn? '&bag man over thereq dank need EO be activate4 but do have to be k n o w  or 

familiar to the hearer. :n the case of definite articli: phrases like etr ti 'the house' or ur 

bautred 'the boys', bare singular possessive constructions like ntnmm Pier 'Peter's 

mother' and universal quantifiers like pep unan 'every one', the identity of the referent 

need not be k n o w  to the hearer but must be readily infernable in the discourse context, 

hence uniquely identifiable. Redupliuated demonstrative pronouns such as ttettkrn 'so and 

so, medial' and hvniroztr 'so a d  so, distal' and reduglicaid proxima: demonstiiitive 

determiner phases such as rur &h-man-&n 'such a man' are referential in that the speaker 

who uses one of them has a specific referent in mind which is not necessarily inferrable to 

the hearer. The indefinite article urlm %/an7, and existential quantifiers like utlatt bend 

'some one' are often used specifically in Breton, but they can also be used nonspifically 

as type identifiables. Ag-noun phrases and negative polarity items such as dkn erber 

'anyone' are always type-identifiables (see section 3.2). A seventh status is a d d 4  to the 

1993 hierarchy to account for Breton predicate NPs which do not always evoke concrete 

individual entities, like chonj 'thought'. 

The Referentiality Constraint predicts that the PTP with higher cognitive status will 

always occur preverbally in NP-V-NP claws.  That is, the cognitive status of the preverbal 

M, must be further to the left on the hrerarchy than the cognitive status of the pastverbal 

NP. The table in ( 3  9) shows that the Referentiality Constrabt is met in 88 of the remaining 

134 definite-definite and indefinite-indefinite tokens. Tokens where the preverbal NP has a 

higher cognitive status than the pastverbal NP account for a total of4996 of the 181 tokens 

problematical for the Refamtiality Cknftraint, defined solely on the basis of definiteness. 



(19) Distribution of Preverbal NPs with Higher Cognitive Status 

I 

definite definite 0 0 0 0 10 
J 

irrdefinite indefinite 12 0 0 1 1 13 
1 I 1 88 

The sentences in (20) show some exslmples of clauses in which the preverbal NP has a 

higher cognitive status than the postverbal NP. 

(20)a. Yii des t ben.61 pwarzek. 
he have.PRS done war fourteen 
'He did the War of 1914.' 

b. Ur bannig e rehe plijadur. 
a drup.RIM PRT give.COND pleasure 
'Some would give pleasure.' (JaffiC 1986: 4.8) 

c. Un dra aral em es gomet chonj anehon. 
a thing other IS have.PRS kept thought of-3SM 
'I remembered another thing.' ' (Guilloux 1 992: 159) 

In (20)a., the preverbal subject yd 'he' is an activated topic while the postverbal NP berzkl 

pwarzek 'the war of 1914' is familiar. In (20)b.' the preverbal subject ur bannig 'some' is 

referential while the postverbal NP plijadur 'pleasure' is predicative. Sentence (20)c. 

shows an example of left-dislocation where the left-dislocated NP un dra aral 'another 

thing' is coreferential with anehtln 'it7. While un dra aral is referential, the postverbal NP 

chortj 'thought' is predicative. In alf these sentences, the preverbal NP is more referential 

than its postverbal counterpart. 

To sum up, Referentiality including the concepts of Definiteness, Referential 

Dependence and Cognitwe Status together account for 81.3%, or 244 out of the 300 

tokens, as shown in (21). 



(2 1) NPs Accounted for by Referentiality 

The remaining 18.7% of the data, summarized in (22), cannot be accounted for either 

by Definiteness, Referential Dependence or Cognitive Status. 

(22) NPs Unaccounted for by Referentiality 

1 Preverbal I Postverbal I Initial NPs Total 
1s l o  IAt : M  

definite definite 110 1 1  I 1 0 11 
indefinite definite t 10 D 17 1 15 0 i 42 

I I 

indefinite 3 1 0  1 1 0  3 
I I 56 

A fourth study is required involving the discourse functions Topic and Focus. 

3.1 -3.4. Topic and Focus 

The last phase of the study involves coding the NPs for Topic and Focus. The 

summary results give 62 (20.66%) Foci, 236 (78.66%) Topics, and 2 (0.66%) of tokens 

not assigned a discourse function (which represent the narrator's intervention in the 

discourse). 

Of the 56 problematical tokens remaining, the 42 clauses with indefinite preverbal and 

definite postverbal NPs clearly violate the Referentiality Constraint. In all of these cases, 

the preverbal NP marks a focus of one sort or another. Listed and loosely defined in (23) 

are the primary subtypes of preverbal focus identified in the corps under investigation 

(Hedberg & Schapansky 1996). 



(23) Subtypes of Focus 
an inbemogative focus is expressed by a constituent question word 
an jnfomtion foe=: answers a constituent question 
a gxm-astivefg.: excludes alternatives 
a pesentatioreal fw: presents an important unactivated discourse referent 

presents interesting, surprising information 
an 911-comment sentence: presents an all-news 'what happened' report, has an 

extrasententid topic, or presents an aphorism 

The table in (24) shows the distribution of preverbal focus types in the 42 indefinite- 

definite NP-V-NP clauses which blatantly violate the Referentiality Constraint. 

(24) Distribution sf Preverbal Focus Types: Indefinite-Definite 

In (24), 10 of the 42 tokens have preverbal subjects, as in the emphatic focus in (25)a. and 

all-comment example in (25)b.; 17 have preverbal objects, as in the presentational focus in 

(26)a. and emphatic focus exampie in (26)b.; and 15 have preverbal attributes, as in the 

emphatic in (27)a and interrogative focus example in (27)b. 

(25)a. Un taolklezen en deus tteuzet ma c'halon. 
a thrust sword 3SM have.PRS pierced 1s  heart 
'A sword thrust pierced my heart.' (Ar Mason 198651) 

b. Un  emgann berr a I F  o diskar da benn. 
a fight short PRT send.PRS 3P defeat to end 
'A short jight brought about their jinal defeat.' (op. cit. p 48) 

(26)a. Ur h&r en do6 en Eutru Touz C Santez Anna. 
a sister 35 have.PST f k  sir Touz in Sainte Anne. 
'Mr. Touz had a sister in Sainte Anne.' (Guilloux 1992:48) 

b. Ha ke hor bo6 hon tri. 
and regret 1Phas.PST 1Pthree 
'And the three of crs regretted it.' (op. cit. p 175) 



(27)a. Ur gCr truhek 6 Karnasen-man. 
a village miserable be.PRS Karnasen-DEM 
'This Kurnasen is a miserable village.' (JaffrC 1986: 16) 

b. Piv eo ar plac'h yaouank-se? 
who be.PRS the girl young-DEM 
'Who is that young girl?' (Ar Mason 198651) 

The tables in (28)a. and (28)b. show the distribution of preverbal focus types in the 3 

indefinite-indefinite and 11 definite-definite tokens that cannot be accounted for by 

Referential Dependence or Cognitive Status. 

(28)a. Distribution of Preverbal Focus Types: Indefinite-Indefinite 

b. Distribution of Preverbal Focus Types: Definite-Definite 

Again, a11 14 of these preverbal NPs mark focus. Here, 11 are subject-initial, as in the all- 

T 

comment sentences (29)a. and (29)b.; 1 is object-initial, the emphatic focus in (29)c.; and 2 

definite - defmite 

are attribute-initial, as in the emphatic focus (29)d. 

Initial NPs I Total 
S 10 IAt ILd I 

(29)a. Unan bennag en do6 kollet ur p6h a pear real. 
one some 3s  have.PST lost a coin of four reds 
'Someone lost a coin offour reals.' (Jaffrb 1986:24) 

b. SonjoG ar c'hrouadur n' int ket sonjob un den yaouank, 
thoughts the child NEG be.PRS.3P NEG thoughts a man young 
The child's thoughts are not the thoughts of a young man' (Ar Mason 1 !J86:53) 



c. Eurusat ur paotr a gendalc h ar verdeadenn burzhudus-se. 
home-happy a boy PRT con tinue.PRS the navigation wonderful-DEM 
'May that won&r$ul navigation continue to make a man happy.' (op. cit. p 63) 

d. Er brasan aneh6 rah 06 hennen. 
the biggest of-3P aU be.PST this-one 
'This one was the most prosperous of them all.' (Guilloux 199258) 

All the NPs not accounted for by Definiteness, Referential Dependence and Cognitive 

Status are thus accounted for by reference to Focus. We therefore need to modify the 

Referentiality Constraint defined in (13) to account for focus. This is formalized in (30)- 

(30) Referentiality Constraint: Revised 
In a sentence containing two overt NPs, one preverbal and one postverbal, 

the preverbal NP will be more referential, that is its referent will be more 
accessible in the discourse context, unless it is a focus. 

This last study shows that all the problematical cases, the OVS and AtVS and the 

unaccounted for 17 SVO/At tokens, are accounted for by the discourse function focus. We 

can therefore state that Focus Precedence postulated in (12) overrides the more general 

Referentiality Constraint given in (1 3). 

The overall results of this study suggest that the Referentiality Constraint (hereafter 

REC) in (30) subsumes Topic Precedence in (7), Focus Precedence in (12) and the 

elucidated third rule given in (3 I), and which account for sentences like (20)c. 

(3 1 ) Precedence Rule n[I: 
In a sentence containing two overt indefinite NPs, one preverbal and one 

postverbal, the preverbal NP will have a higher cognitive status than its postverbal 
countelpart. 

The last issue remaining is that not all possible combinations are attested in the corpus 

under study. 



Some combinations of preverbal and postverbal NP types are not attested in the corpus 

under investigation. These are summarized in (32). 

(32) a. definite-indefinite OVS, AtVS 
b, indefinite-definite LdVX 
c . indefmite-indefinite OVS 
d . definite-defmite topic 0-V-S 
e. indefinite-definite focus S-V-topic 0 

The combination in (32)a., a definite object or attribute followed by an indefinite 

subject, is not attested in the corpus, although this combination obeys the Referentiality 

Constraint. It seems, howevcr, that sentences of this sort would tend to pose problems for 

interpretation in that the definite object or attribute would likely be misinterpreted as 

subject, since definites are more likely than indefinites to express topics, and topics are 

more likely to be expressed by subjects than by objects or attributes. To avoid such 

problems in practice, speakers might tend to avoid using these types of sentences. 

The combination in (32)b., an indefinite left-dislocated NP followed by a definite NP, 

is also not attested in the corpus. This combination would violate the Referentiality 

Constraint. Furthermore, since left-dislocated NPs normally express topics, they are 

normally definite. One abnormal instance of a left-dislocated indefinite NP is however 

found in the corpus. It is given above in (20)c. and is used in its discourse context to mark 

a presentational focus. A strict translation would be: "Another thing, I've kept thought of 

it". It is interesting that this case does not in fact violate the Referentiality Constraint, the 

postverbal predicate NP chonj 'thought' has a lower cognitive status than the left-dislocated 

referential indefmite. 

The combination in (32)c., an indefinite object followed by an indefinite subject, is also 

not attested in the corpus. Here as well, problems for interpreting such sentences would 

likely arise. Because there is no systematic morphosyntactic information available in Breton 

for identifying grammatical relations, such sentences are likely to be ambiguous, and thus 



avoided in practice. One example in the corpus shows a preverbal indefinite attribute 

followed by an indefinite subject, but the preverbal indefinite attribute is an interrogative 

pronoun in this case. It is given in (27)b. Thus, a preverbal interrogative object foilowed 

by an indefinite subject is also a possible combination. 

The other two possible combinations in (32)d. and e. exist but are not found in the 

corpus under study. They are discussed respectively in section 3.1 .l. 1 (cf. sentence (4)) 

and section 3.1.1.2. (cf. sentences (9)a. and (10)). 

3.1 J.6. Timm's Study (1991) 

In her study of The Discourse Pragmatics of NP-Initial Sentences in Breton, Timm 

(1991) analyses eleven texts concensafing on NP-initial sentences, whether one or two 

overt NPs (one preverbal and one postverbal) were present in the sentence. Out of the 388 

tokens of NP-initial sentences, 86.6% (336) are SVX, 6.2% are OVX and 7.2% are 

adverbial initial NPs. This is comparable to the results obtained for Gwenedeg: out of the 

300 NP V NP sentences, 83% are SVX, and 6% are OVS. Tirnrn's study (op. cit. 284) 

includes the coding of initial NPs as Topics (Topic Continuity, Topic Shift and Stage 

Setting Topic), Foci (Focus, Emphatic and Contrastive), and other. Out of 388 tokens of 

NP-initial sentences, 37.11% (144) of initial subjects are topics and 37.62% (146) of initial 

subjects are foci; 1.8% (7) of initial objects are topics and 4.12% (16) of initial objects are 

foci. This differs from our study where 88.88% (216 tokens out of 243) of initial subjects 

are topics while only 9.87% (24 tokens) are foci and all initial objects are foci. The 

relatively even distribution of topics and foci in Timm's data is expected since, in her 

corpus, many sentences exhibit only one overt NP, and are thus not subject to the 

Referentiality Constraint formulated in (30). 

From the study reported here it appears that, effectively, grammatical relati& such as 

subject, object or attribute, are secondary to Referentiality, Topic and Focus. The 



interpretation of these grammatical relations is dependent on the Referentiality Constmint, 

Topic and Focus. Their placement in preverbal and postverbal positions is also dependent 

on the Referentiality Constraint, Topic and Focus. Hence, topic NPs are $referred binders 

for the predicate domain. The Referentiality Constraint formulated in (30) presents some 

shortcomings. Although it predicts that Ag-NPs will occur in postverbal position, it does 

predict that Ag-NPs cannot appear in preverbal position as foci, as discussed next. 

3.2. REFERENTIALITY, BOUNDEDNESS AND AG-NOUN PHRASES 

In this section, we will discuss NPs that are not eligible to serve as binders for the 

predicate domain. These W s ,  marked by the preposition ag meaning 'of, f om, since', are 

found in partitive constructions.2 In languages with a rich case system like Finnish or 

Russian, one specific case, the partitive in Finnish and genitive in Russian, plays a similar 

role to that of the preposition ag in Breton. In Finnish, the partitive case is found in 

constructions involving non-specific NPs (sub,ects of state predicates and objects), as in 

(33), and in constructions with an irresultative (incompletive) reading, as in (34). 

(33)a. Kansa tuli torille. 
people.NOM came marketplace-to 
'The people came to the marketplace.' 

b. Torille tuli kansaa. 
marketplace-to came people.PART 
'People came to the marketplace.' 

c. Tuula tagaa vieraat. 
Tuula meets guests. ACC 
'Tuula meets the guests.' 

d. Tuda tappa vieraita. 
Tuula meets guests.PART 
'Tuula meets some guests.' 

(Karlson 1983:80) 

(op. cit,) 

(op. cit. p 77) 

(op. cit.) 

Ag-NPs associated with sentence negation will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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(34)a. V h o  rakansi talon. 
V h o  built house.ACC 
'Vain6 built althe home.' 

b. Viih-16 r&msi taloa. 
Wno  built house.PART 
'Vainii was building althe home.' 

(op. cit. g 80) 

(op. cit.) 

Heiniimaki (1994) relates the use of the partitive case in Finnish to unboundedness. 

Sentences invclving NPs in the partitive case describe unbounded situations. In this case, 

the event denoted by the predicate is not complete or has no endpoint. NPs, which can take 

the partitive case in Finnish, subjects of state predicates and objects, are found both in 

affirmative and negative sentences. In Russian, the genitive case is found in existential 

constructions in both affirmative and negative sentences. When associated with negation, 

the geistive case is also called "genitive of negation". in Breton however, the preposition 

ag cannot be called either "partitive" or "genitive of negation", since it is found in many 

other contexts. However, the partitive and negative contructs in which it is found show that 

ag is associated with non-referentiality. Therefore I will call ag 'non-referring ag'. Ag is 

also associated with the incompletive aspect. 

The preposition ag occurs in a wide variety of contexts, partitive as well as non- 

partitive. The partitive contexts refer to contexts in which the part/whole relationship is 

expressed, where the part is marked by the preposition ag, while the whole may or may not 

be expressed. The non-partitive contexts indicate spatial or temporal mouements, 

possession, indefinite reference or modality. All these contexts, partitive as well as non- 

partitive, relate to the basic semantics of the preposition ag, expressing the source, the 

origin of something. Indefinite reference and modality share with the part/whole 

relationship (or partitive meaning) another meaning inherent to the preposition ag, that of 

incompleteness. 

The syntax and semantics of the preposition tag are quite complex. The preposition ag 

can be subcategorized for by a verb or a predicate noun. In this case, ag indicates the 



source for some action or the source for some psychological state. The preposition ag can 

also appem only in the inflected form and serves as expletive subject pronoun or direct 

object pronoun. Tke best dialect to study the preposition rrg is Gweiiedeg. This dialect 

differs from the others in that, for most of its varieties, the preposition ag is not used as 

object pronoun. 

3.2.1. Non-Aspectual Uses of Ad; 

The non-aspectual uses of the preposition ag are of two kinds: non-pronominal and 

pronominal. The non-pronominal uses of ag relate to the primary meaning of this 

preposition associated with the source of something. It is used in contexts denoting a 

displacement from the source. It is subcategorized for by verbs indicating the source of 

some event. It is found in possessiv~ constructions indicating the source of something or 

an inanimate possessor. The pronominal uses of the preposition ag derive f?om the partitive 

use of this preposition. It is subject to the same cooccurrence restrictions as non-referring 

ag. It is used as a discourse-reference tracking device: as expletive subject pronoun and 

direct object pronoun. 

3.2.1 . I .  The Origin of AG 

According to Morris-Jones (1955:401), Breton ag (Cornish a, Welsh o) comes from 

British *a, itself coming from Aryan *apo. It is related to Greek a m ,  Latin ab, abs and 

Sanskrit apd,  and means 'from, of'. Furthermore, Breton ac'hanfahan, found in the 

inflected form of the preposition or in demonstratives, comes from *ap-sana 'away from'. 

We can thus claim that the primary meaning of the preposition a8 indicates the source, the 

origin of something. Hence, the preposition can serve to express movement from one point 

to another, either in space, as in (35)a., or in time, as in (35)b. 



(35)a. Erauk monet kuit ag er porh. 
before go.INF away from the yard 
'B@ore leaving the yard.' 

b.PLg ermintin e ved tud ad ar dro en deur. 
from the morning PRT be.IPF.HAB people there on tour the water 
'Since the morning, people were there around the water.' (op. cit. p 232) 

The preposition ag serves also to express possession in the form of a genitive marker 

equivalent to English of and is found in the full possessive construction, as in (36), or 

indicating an inanimate possessor, as in (37). 

(36)a. Er mab ag er mestr-skol 
the son of the master-school 
'The schoolteacher's son' 

b. En dew ag er lenn 
the water of the lake 
'The 1&kevs water' 

(37)a. Er penn anehi 
the head of.3F 
'Its head' 

b. er hreiz anehon 
the middle of.3SM 
'its middle' (op. cit. p 56) 

The preposition ag can also be subcategorized for by certain verbs or predicates such as 

konz 'to speak' in (38)a., derc'hel chonj 'remember7 in (38)b., and lan 'full' in (38)c. 

(38)a. Eit konz ag ou zreuigeu el ag ou bugale eiik merhat. 
for spe&.INF of 3P affairs.DIM like of 3P children also perhaps 
'To speak about their little buriness like, perhaps, about their children also.' 

(op. cit. p 114) 

b. Treu em es ddc'het chonj anehk. 
things 1 s  have.PRS kept thought of.%' 
'Things that I remembered.' (op. cit. p 113) 

c. Er gospreu d'anderii, Ian e veA en iliz a bautred. 
in. the vespers to afternoon full PRT be.H AB .IPF the church of guys 
'In the @termon vespers, the church was fill ofguys.' (op. cit. p 224) 



Note that, in the above examples, the phrase preceded by the preposition ag can occur both 

in preverbal as well as postverbal position, and is thus not affected by cooccurrence 

restrictions, unlike phrases bound by the partitive which must occur in postverbal position, 

as we will see shortly. 

The preposition ag to which personal morphemes carrying person, number and gender 

features are suffixed and which serves as a pronoun is a fairly recent innovation. The need 

to identify the subject in negative sentences was strongly felt. In this type of sentence, the 

subject third person singular cannot be expressed as an independent pronoun, since 

independent pronouns do not occur in postverbal position. It is rather reallzed as a personal 

morpheme suffixed to the verb, morphologically unrealized as third person singular. This 

lack of overt morphosyntactic information was compensated by the pronominal use of the 

preposition ag + personal su$& meaning 'as for X' which is always optional and emphatic 

in natme. In the dialects of Breton other than Gwenedeg, the preposition ag + personal 

susx serves as direct object pronoun, a compensation for the loss, in these dialects, of 

clitic object pronouns which were prefixed to the verb. Whether expletive subject pronoun 

or direct object pronoun, ag + personal suflx is found only in postverbal position, like 

non-referring ag. However, unlike partitive ag, pronominal ag cannot be replaced by a 

nominal counterpart marked by ag. This suggests that, when ag + personal suDx is used 

as a pronoun, it is devoid of semantic content. 

3 2.1.2. f . AG as Expletive Subject Pronoun 

The first pronominal use of the preposition ag in Breton is as expletive pronoun subject 

in negative sentences, as illustrated in (39) for Gwenedeg. 



(39)a. Nen d& ket koutand anehoupj. 
NEG be.PRS.3S G happy 3SM 
'He is not happy.' 

b. Ne lari ket nitra anehii/*j. 
NEG say.PRS.3S NEG anything 3SF 
'She says nothing.' (Guillevic and Le Goff 1986: 13 1) 

c. Er goulcou e Z O V ~  rned ne hra ket nChieu anehii/*j. 
the cuckoo PRT lay-eggs.PRS but E G  do.PRS.3S NEG nests 3SF 
'The cuckoo lays eggs but doesn't make nests.' (Herrieu 1 979: 1 34) 

In the above sentences, ag is used as expletive pronoun subject of a predicate adjective in 

(39)a., and of a transitive sentence in (39)b. and c. However, as expletive subject, the 

pronoun must occur in sentence-final position, as best observed in (39)c. where the direct 

object nkhieu 'nests' precedes amhi '(as for)her9. The expletive pronoun appears mosfly in 

the third person shgular since the third person singular personal morpheme bound to the 

verb is morphologically unrealized, hence does not carry gender features, unlike the 

expletive pronoun. Occasionally, the expletive pronoun is found in the plural, as in (40), 

possibly by analogy to the third person singular. 

- I (  

(40) Azk Ches un tiad bugale 
there PRT be.PRS.EXT a houseful children 
'There, t k r e  is a housefid of children 

ha ne dint ket disolit anehQ*j. 
and NEG be.PRS.3P NEC turbulent 3P 
and they are not turbulent.' (op. cit. p 134) 

The use of ag as expletive subject pronoun is contingent upon a subject previously 

mentioned in the discourse. It cannot refer to some other entity, as observed by the 

coindexing in (39)c. and (40). Thus the preposition ag used as expletive pronoun is a 

discourse device used in negative sentences which enables the listener to establish reference 

with an entity previously mentioned in the discourse. By analogy, the expletive subject 

pronoun can occur in affirmative sentences in the variety of Gwenedeg spoken at Sarzeau. 

This is illustrated in (41). 



(41)a- A p' en duai m i  achiwet ... 
and when 3S.have.PST 3SF finished 
'And wkrs she M_flmmskdri..' (Ernault 1878233) 

b . A  p' en due anou chcirret k h i  en duai ... 
and when 3S.have.lPF 3SM gathered all 3S.have.PST 
'And when he gathered all what he had...' (op. cit. p 59) 

c. 'Houian ket qigours i tei anou. 
know.PRS .1  S neg when PRT come.FUT.3S 3SM 
'I don't know when he will c u m  buck.' (op. cit.) 

Here as well, the expletive subject pronoun serves as a discouse-reference =king device 

carrying the gender and number features of the subject, which are not marked on the verb. 

3 2 -1 2 -2. A G as Direct Object Pronoun 

Lri the dialects which show a ~leuuaiizatiorn of the fmc~ons of rrg, we find this 

preposition used as a direct object pronoun, as illustrated in (42) for the variety of 

Gwenedeg spoken at GuCmen6-sur-Scorff which uses both ag + personal scrffu and clitic 

object pronouns optionally.3 

(42)a Em gasei ahanon de ger. 
3SM send.FUT 1s to house 
'He will take me home.' 

b. Laket anekou ar e hed. 
put.IFT.2P 3SM on 3SM side 
'Put it on his side.' 

c. Me hi helia ahmein. 
1s  dog follow.PRS IS 
'My dog follows me.' 

d. Ean oeska anehG 
3SM squeeze.PRS 3P 
'He squeezes them.' 

(op. cit.) 

(op. cit.) 

(op. cit.) 

seen in (43)a. like in the other varieties of Gwenedeg, such as in (43)b- 

Gwenedeg is the d y  dialect which preserves dK clitic object pmms. 



f43)a. M' en guelei tuchant. 
IS 3SM see.FUT soon 
'I will see him shortly.' 

b, ivIe er gueE lies. 
f S 3SM see.lPF often 
'I saw him om.' (Guilloux 1992: 103) 

In (43), we find the infixed pronoun enler for 3rd person masculine singular prefixed to the 

verb guelet 'to see.' In contrast in (42ja.-d., we find the object pronoun following the 

verb. Ag + personal suffix is restricted to occur in postverbal position, hence the 

(44)a.*Ahanon gisei de ger. 
1s  send.FUT.3S to house 
'He wil! tkfke me hm,~,' 

b.*Anehou Met  ar 6 hed. 
3SM put.lPT.2P on 3SM side 
'Put it on his side." 

c.*Ahanein helia me hi. 
IS follow.PRS IS dog 
'My dog follows me.' 

d.*Anehk oeska. 
3P squeeze.PRS.3S 
'He squ&zes them.' 

fn this type of construction, the preposition ag cannot cooccur with nouns, as seen in 

Ean gasei (*a& ervugale de ger. 
3SM send.FUT of the children to house 
'He will tak the chiMren howte.' 

Met (*a@ erhi arc hed. 
put.IPT.2P of thedog on 3SM side 
'Put the bag on its side,' 

Me hi helia (*ag) erpautrig 
IS dog follow.PRS of the b o y . ~ k  
'My hgfoI1ows the little boy.' 



d. Ean oeska (*a& en avaleu. 
3SM squeeze.PRS of the apples 
'He squeezes the apples.' 

To sum up, the pronominal uses of the preposition ag as expletive subject or direct 

object pronoun reflect the needs for overt morphosyntactic information in a language which 

avoids concordance affixes. 

3.2.2. Aspectual Uses of AG 

The aspectual uses of the preposition ag involve partitive constructions, the 

incompletive aspect and the modality of necessity. Partitive constructions relate to the 

part/whole relationship where a part is extracted from the whole. In Gwenedeg, the part i s  

indicated by a noun phrase preceded by the preposition ag (hereafter Ag-NP). Ag-NPs are 

restricted to occur in postverbal position and are associated with subjects of state predicates 

and objects, as opposed to subjects of event predicates which cannot take the partitive. 

Although Ag-NPs are type-identifiables in the sense of GHZ (1 993) (cf. section 3. I ) ,  they 

cannot appear in preverbal position for focussing purposes. This is not accounted for by 

the REC. They are associated with unboundedness. As such, they are not eligible to serve 

as binders for the predicate domain, which must be bound. Similar restrictions apply to Ag- 

BIB associated with the incompletive aspect and the necessity reading. 

32.2 -1. Rejierentiality and AG 

Perhaps the most pervasive use of ag is in constructions involving the part/whole 

relationship, as exemplified in (46). 

(461% ... Ch an de gas un douseniad anehi: genein. 
PRT go.PRS. IS to send.u"t'% a dozen of.3P with. 1 S 
'1 will take a dozen of them with me.' (Herrieu 197993) 

b. Reit dein ag er bara hont. 
give.IPT.2P to. l S of the bread.DEM 
'Give me some ofthat bread over there.' (Guillevic and LR Goff 1986: 163) 



c. Chetu chistr, evet anehoii. 
here cider drink.IPT.2P of.3SM 
'Here is cider, drink some.' 

This use of the partitive relates to existential quantification and the extraction of a part from 

the whole, a dozen mepes in (46)a. where crepes is previously mentioned in the discourse 

(see Hemeu 1979:93); a piece of bread in (46)b. where bread represents a quantity of a 

particular kind (eg., shape, size, colour, flour); or a glass of cider in (46)c. The partitive 

cannot occur with a definite quantity, as seen in (47). 

(47)a. Reit dein (*a@ er bara hont. 
give.IPT.2P to. 1 S of the bread.DEM 
'Give me that bread over there.' 

b. Chem er chisti, evet ("anehoii) ea.n. 
here the cider drink.IPT.2P of.3SM 3SM 
'Here is the cider drink it.' 

The partitive is found in a certain number of constructions, with subjects of state 

predicates, as in (48), of existentials, as in (49), of locatives/possessives, as in- (501, of 

passives/statives, as in (51), and with direct objects, as in (52). 

(48)a. Monet e hr6 eii6 ag er voasined tostan ... 
go.INF PRT do.IPF.3S also of the neighbors close.SUP 
'Some of the closest neighbors went also.. . ' (Guilloux 1992:2 1 1) 

b. Pe gou6h6 aneh6 a ,  en douar. 
when fall.IPF.3S of.%' on the ground 
'Whm some of them fell on the ground.' (op. cit. p 207) 

(49)a. Bout e 04 ag en tokeu-s6. 
be.INF PRT be.PST.3S of the hats.DEh4 
'There were some of those hats.' (op. cit. p 145) 

b. Bout e 06 aneh6 ar en dad. 
be.INF PRT be.PST.3S of.3P on the table 
'There were some of t h  on the table.' (op. cit.) 

(50)a Bout e 06 ag er bizeuier-s6 ged lod aral. 
be.INF PRT be.PST.3S of the rings.DEM with some other . 
'Some other Cfellows) had some of those rirrgs.' 



b. Bout e 06 ag er boutoneu-s6 genomb. 
be.iNF PRT be.PST.3S of the buttons.DEM with, 1 B 
'We had some of those buttons.' 

(5 1)a. A-hend-arat guerhet e vez6 aneht gee ur voez gouh, 
otherwise sold PRT be.HAB.IPF of.3P by awornanold 
'Otherwise some of them were sold by an old lady.' (op* cit. p 164) 

b. Laket e vezk pep bl6 ag er bareu-sC doh en tier. 
put PRT be.HAB.IPF every year of the branches.DEM on the houses 
'Every year, some of those branches were put on the houses.' (op. cit. p 237) 

(52)a. Guelet em es ag er hizellerion-s6 6 labourat. 
seen 1 S.have.PRS of the chiselers.DEM in work 
'I have seen some of those chiselers working.' (op. cit. p 54) 

b. Mes er goulieu-st5 en des kollet ag ou brabite. 
but the feasts.DEM have.PRS lost of 3P beauty 
'But, those festivities have lost some of their beauty.' (op. cit. p 264) 

However, Ag-NPs are not found preverbally, as in (53)-(57). 

(53)a.* Ag er voasined tostan e y6 eh6 ... 
'Some of the closer neighbors went also. .." 

b." Aneh6 gou6h6 ar en douar. 
'Some of them fell on the ground.' 

(54)a.* Ag en tokeu-s6 e 06. 
'There were some of those hats.' 

b.* AnehC e 06 ar en daul ... 
'There were some of them on the tabit 

(55)a.* Ag er bizeuier-sC 06 ged lod a d .  
'Some other uellows) had some of those rings.' 

b.* Ag er boutoneu-st e 06 genomb. 
'We had some of those buttons.' 

(56)a.* A-hend-ad anehk e vez6 guerhet get ur voez gouh. 
'Otherwise some of them were sold by an old lady.' 

b.* Ag er bareu-s6 e vezC laket pep blC doh en tier. 
'Every year, some ofthose branches were put on the h o w . '  

(57)a* Ag er hiidlerion-s6 em es guelet 6 labourat. 
'I have seen some of those chiselers working.' 



b,* Mes ag ou braiiit6 en des kollet er goulieu-s6. 
'But, thosefestivities have lost some of their beauty.' 

This contrasts with other uses of the preposition a(g), as illustrated in (58). 

(%)a, Ag errnintin e ved  tud a x  arcllroendeur 
of the morning PRT be.HAB.IPF people there on tour the water 
'Since the morning, people were there around the water.' (op. cit. p 232) 

b. Ag er Gruyere e fa1 d'ein-me konz. 
of the gruyere PRT must to. 1 S- IS speak.INF 
'I must talk about the Gruyere (Swiss cheese).' (op. cit. p 90) 

In (58)a., we have ag er mintin, a time adverbial headed by the preposition ag indicating 

movement in time from the source. In (58)b., we have ag er gruyere, subcategorized for 

by the verb konz 'to speak'. 

The fact that Ag-NPs associated with the partitive cannot occur preverbally is not 

predicted by the Referentiality Constraint (hereafter REC) formulated in (30). The 

difference between Ag-NPs which are type-identifiables and other indefinite NPs is that 

Ag-NPs cannot occur preverbally for focussing purposes. Thus, they cannot serve to 

saturate the predicate domain. One possible reason for this state of affairs relates to 

boundedness (cf. H e i n m a  1994). The sentences in (48)-(52) describe situations where 

Ag-NPs represent subsets of entities that are not defined in the discourse context, therefore 

not bounded, while the superset is discourse activated, as evidenced by the demonstrative 

particle -se' suffixed to the noun. Hence these sentences describe situations which have, in 

some sense, no proper bound or endpoint. Since saturation of the predicate domain implies 

that the predicate domain must be bound, Ag-NPs, which are unbounded, cannot serve as 

to bind t!!e prdiczte domain. Hence, they cannot occur preverbdy . In contrast subjects of 

event predicates, which are referential, thus representing sets of entities well defined in the 

discourse context, are not eligible to take the partitive which is associated with 

unboundedness. We need to revise the REC in order to account for Ag-NPs. This is given 

in (59). 



(59) Referentiaiity Constraint II (REC fl) 
In a sentence containing a preverbal NP, that N;P will be referential, imbess it is 

a focus and is not unbounded. 

This new formulation will rule out preverbal Ag-NPs but allow other preverbal indefinite 

NPs in affirmative sentences. However, negative sentences may potentially challenge the 

explanation for this rule in negative sentences since preverbal NPs do not serve as 

saturators for the predicate domain and negative sentences are associated with unbounded 

situations, as we will see in the next chapter. 

3 2.2 2 .  AG and Incompletive Aspect 

Inherent to the partitive use of the preposition a(& is the incompletive aspect.4 Often it 

is difficult to differentiate the partitive in the strict sense of the term from the incompletive 

aspect associated with it. In Gwenedeg however, clitic pronouns are used to indicate that an 

event is complete, has reached an endpoint. Alternatively, the use of ag indicates that the 

same event is not complete, has not reached an endpoint. Here as well, Ag-NPs, subjects 

of state predicates and objects, are restricted to occur after the predicate. Consider the 

following. 

(60)a. Ur voez hag en do6 urn lakeit de huerhein 
a woman and 3S have.PST REFL put to sell.INF 
'A woman who began selling periwinkles ... 
Ha eh i6 er bautred, bras and bihan, 
and PRT go.IPF the guys big and small 
And the guys, big and small, one ajler the other went 

d frenein geti. 
to.3P buy.INF with.3SF 
to buy them from her.' 

b. Ur lod de huerhein seud ha moh, lod d' a 
a lot to hjr.INF cows md pigs s o m  to.3P 
'Some to sell pigs and cows, some to buy them.' 

bigorned.. . 
periwinkles 

unan arlerh un aral, 
one after the other 

(Guilloux 19%: 142) 

fieinein. 
buy.INF 

(op. cit. p 152) 

In Finnish, sentences associated with an inresultative (m incompletive) reading have their objects 
marked by the partitive case. See Karlsson (1983). 
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c. Er hu6h-d en do6 goulennet hon iondr geti lampen 
the tiPne,DEM 3S.have.PST asked 1P uncle with.3SF prepare.IW 
'That time, our uncle had mked her to prepare 

6- ur p i~k&.  Dew e oe, bei genomb fitet get chis@ bouchet. 
a fish.P eaten PRT-be.PST.3P been with. l P  fried with cider corked 
some fish. We ate them fried with corked cider.' (op. cit. p 198) 

In (60)a., bigorned 'periwinkles' represents an indefinite quantity of periwinkles sold 

by the woman, and er bautred 'the guys' bought all the periwinkles that were for sale. This 

is expressed by the direct object clitic pronoun ou 'them'. Alternatively, we could have had 

de breinein anehe' 'to buy (of) them'. The use of anehe' here would have indicated that not 

all the periwinkles would have been sold, or alternatively that each man bought some of 

them; thus, the selling and buying event, at the collective or individual level, would not 

have been completed to the end. In (60)b., traders are buying and selling pigs and cows. 

Here seud 'cows' and moh 'pigs' have a plain indefinite reading. The use of the object 

clitic ou 'them' in d'oufieirtein 'to buy them' indicates that the pigs and cows that were for 

sale are effectively sold at the end of the fair. The use of the partitive aneM instead of ou in 

de breinein aneM 'to buy (of") them' would have signalled that not all the pigs and cows 

would have been sold. Finally, in (60)c., we have ur pisked 'some fish' where the 

indefinite article ur preceding a plural noun has an existential quantifier reading. In this 

environment, ur signals that only a few of the fish caught in the afternoon will be prepared 

to be eaten right away. In debret e oent bet genomb 'they were eaten by us', the subject 

plural suffix -nt in oent 'they were' indicates that all the fish that were prepared have been 

effectively eaten. Using the partitive instead as in debret e oe' bet anehe' genomb 'some of 

them were eaten by us', would have indicated that not all the fish that were prepared would 

have been eaten. 

In the above examples, the fact that the event of buying and selling periwinkles or gigs 

and cows, and the event of eating fish are carried out to the end is signalled by the use of 

object and subject ciitics, respectively. In case those events had not been carried to an end, 



this would have been signalled by the partitive, as evidenced in (S2)b. where the event of 

losing beauty is not complete. In these sentences, Ag-NPs have a low referentiaiity, Since 

they are associated with an incomplete or unbounded situation, they must appear after tine 

predicate. In contrast, clitic pronouns, which are referential, are associated with rs complete 

event or bounded situation. Hence, they can appear immediately to the left or to the right of 

the predicate according to their grammatical relation. That the partitive in Breton can convey 

incompleteness is not too surprising. The partitive case in Finnish plays a similar role, as 

shown in (61).5 

(6 l)a. Lapsi juoksi kilomtrin. 
child ran kilometre.ACC 
'The child run a kilometre.' 

b. Lapsi juoksee vietii kilometria. 
child runs still kilometre.PART 
'The child is still running the kilometre.' (op. cit.) 

In Finnish NPs taking the partitive case are subject to similar restrictions, as seen in 

(33) and (34). This will be further discussed in the next chapter with respect to the so- 

called genitive of negation, which is another instance of the partitive. 

3 2.2.3. AG and Necessity 

Associated with the incompletive aspect inherent to the partitive use of the preposition 

ag, we find a(g) expressing necessity in negative constructions involving the verb 'to be'. 

This type of sentence yields an impersonal reading and the Ag-phrase is found only in 

postverbal, position in the scope of the predicate, as shown in (62). 

(62) a. P4e 06 ket gamzar de gd. 
NEG be.PST NEG of time to 1ose.INF 
'There was m time to h e . '  

In Ergative languages, the antipassive consrructior. can serve similar purposes, 
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a'. *ghamzer ne 06 ket de gol. 
of h e  NEG be.PST NEG to lose.INF 
'There was no time to lose.' 

b. Ne oC ket II: hortoz. 
NEG be.PST NEG of wait.INF 
'We should not wait.' (op. cit.) 

b'.*A hortoz ne 06 ket. 
of wait.INF NEG be.PST NEG 
'We should not wait. 

c. Ne vC Ecet mui a dostat dehC. 
NEG be.HAB.PRS NEG more of approach.INF to.3P 
'One could no longer approach them.' (op. cit. p 260) 

c" *A dostat deh6 ne vC ket mui. 
of approach.INF to.3P NEG be.HAB.PRS NEG more 
'One could no longer approach them.' 

In (62), the association of ne 06 ket 'there wa.s not9 and a(g) yields a modality reading 

for the sentence, modality expressing necessity. Lose time in (62)a., wait in (62)b., and 

approach them in (62)c., are no longer permissible given the contextual constraints. 

Sentences (62)a. and b. are extracted from the same context. Lose time and wait is out of 

the question for a young boy when the mass he is supposed to serve has already started and 

he is still home. In (62)c., you could no longer approach them, the baby chickens, when 

the mother, enraged, is about to poke you in the eyes with its beak. Therefore, the action or 

event has to be abruptly brought to a close, thus yielding some incompleteness reading as 

well. This is further evidenced in (63). 

(63) a, En overenneu e 06 6-kours 
the masses PRT be.PST in progress 
'The masses were in progress 

ha ne 06 ket de go1 ... 
and NEG be.PST NEG of time to lose.fNF 
and there was no time to lose ... 
Rekiz e 06 monet 
required PRT be.PST go.INF 
Going was required 



ha hanter kousket hoah e riden d'en iliz 
and half sleepy still PRT run.1BF.lS to the church 
and ha@asleep I ran to the church.' (op. cit. p 203) 

b . N e  06 ket d'ein B lare1; 
NEG be.PST NEG to, 1 S of say.IiW 
'I h ~ d  not to say 

"Nann, n' em es ket amzea".., 
No, NEG 1S be.PRS NEG time 
"No, I don't hove time". .. 

Ur hourhemen e 06 a-berh me xad. 
an order PRT be.PST of-part my father 
It was an order from my father's part.' (op. cit. p $84) 

The small text in (63)a. gives the context for (62)a., while (63)b is new. Were the father 

asks his son who is leaving the house to join his friends, to fetch insects for the fishing 

party the next morning. The son had no other option but to comply with his father's 

request. Note here that the subject is expressed as an oblique, d'ein 'to me' in ne 06 krr 

d'ein a laret ' I  had not to say'. In (63), we find the necessity reading expressed by rekia 

'required' in (63)a. and hourhemen 'order' in (63)b. 

The constructions involving Ag + necessity can be seen as describing unbounded 

situations. For some reason, the expected state of affairs is suddenly changed, thus it 

cannot be carried out to an end. 

To sum up, Ag-NPs, found with the partitive, incompletive aspect and necessity 

reading, are associated with unboundedness. Therefore, they cannot appear prevabally and 

serve as saturators for the predicate domain. Hence, thej must occur in pestverbal position. 

The distribution of Ag-Ws follows the absolutive axis with subjects of state predicates and 

objects behaving alike, as opposed to subjects of event predicates which cannot take ug, 

being referential and being associated with boundedness. We will see in the next section 

that both unboundedness and the absolutive axis are also found in relation to auxiliary 

selection. 



3.3. REFERENTIALITY, BOUNDEDNESS AND AUXILIARY SELECTION 

in this section, we wiii discuss how airxifiay selection restricts tbe sei of possible 

binders for the predicate domain and how this interacts with referentiality. Auxiliary 

selection, involving the verbs endout 'to have9 and bout 'to be9, follows the evengstate 

di~tinction.~ The distinction evedstate has been widely discussed in the literature (see 

Davidson 1980, Parsons 1992, Verkuyl 1992), Since this distinction prevails in Breton and 

influences auxiliary selection, further subclassification of events and states is of little 

interest for this study. The term event refers here to some activity that is occurring whether 

associated with animate beings, as it is usually the case, or with inanimate entities. The 

term state refers to a lack of activity, to a resulting state after the activity has taken place, 

The term auxiliary has been associated with a wide range of phenomena observed in the 

world's languages. It has been widely discussed in the literature (for an overview see 

Heine 1393). The term auxiliary is used here as a convenient label for a verb that is 

dependent on another one (the main verb) and marking tense. The tense/aspect/mood 

system in Breton is composed af what is traditionally called simple and complex tenses. 

Simple tenses include the indicative present, imperfect, definite (simple) past, future, 

conditional, (ancient) past conditional, and imperative, as illustrated in (63) for the 

synthetic declension of the Gwenedeg verb karein 'to love'.7 

"e other Breton auxiliaries are mont 'to go' in mont de vout 'go to be = become, future9, dont 'to 
come' in h n f  de vout 'come to be = become, present or past', chom 'to stay' in chom heb 'stay without = 
iioi to', aid g&sr 'to do' in infinitive verb t gobet. Breton auxiliaries fall within the i-iiah patems foi. 
grarnmaticalization of tense and aspect: endout 'to have, formerely to be present at' is associated with 
location, as well as chom 'to stay'; mont 'to go' and dont 'to come' are associated with motion; and gober 
'to do' is associated with action (for more details, see Heine (1993:31)). 

The synthetic conjugation, also known in Gwenedeg as the personal conjugation, refers to the use of 
personal suffu marking the person and number of the subject when the subject is not overtly expressed in 
the sentence. 



(64) Present Imperfect 

karan 'I love' 
kares 'YOU love' 
kar 'He/she loves' 
kararnb 'we love' 
karet 'you love' 
karant 'they love' 

Definite Past8 

karezan . - 'I loved' 
karezous 'you loved' 
kar as 'he/she loved' 
karezamb 'we loved' 
karezeh 'you loved' 
karezant 'they loved' 

Conditional 

kuehen 'I would love9 
karehks 'you would love' 
kareh6 'he/she would love' 
karehemb 'we would love' 
kareheh 'you would love' 
karehent 'they would love' 

S 2 kar 'love!' 
3 karkt 'let him love! ' 

P 1 kmmb 'let us love! ' 
2 karet 'love! ' 
3 karent 'let them love!' 

karen 'I loved' 
kar& 'you loved' 
kar6 'nejshe loved' 
karemb 'we loved' 
kareh 'you love' 
karent 'they loved' 

Future 

kareh '1 will love' 
h e i  'you will love' 
karou 'helshe will love' 
kareemb 'we will. love' 
&are& 'you will love' 
kareint 'they will love' 

(Ancient) Past Conditional 

karezen 'I would have loved' 
kixrezb 'you would have lovedy 
karezk he/she would have loved' 
karezemb 'we would have loved' 
karezeh 'you would have loved' 
karezent 'they would have loved9 

(Guillevic &. Le Goff 1986:43) 

Complex tenses includes the indefinite past (present perfect), pluperfect, past (anterior) 

future and past conditional, as illustrated in (65) for active verbs (op. cit.). 

(65) Indefinite Past: em es karet/karet em es 'I have loved' 
Pluperfect: em boC karetkaret em bo6 'I had loved' 
Past Future: em bou karetfkaret em bou 'I will have loved' 
Past conditional: em beh6 kaset/karet em behe 'I would have loved' 

Today, the definite past is used in Gwenedeg only in the analytic conjugation, also known as the 
impersonal conjugation. The analytic conjugation refers to the lack of personal suffix marking the pmn 
and number of the subject on the verb when the subject is overtly expressed in the sentence. The analytic 
form of the verb is similar to that of the third person singular which is unmarked on the verb. 



The verbs bout 'to be' and endout 'to have' do not appear in the definite past. They 

show two additional aspectual declensions, the habitual present and the habitual imperfect, 

as exemplified in (66). 

(66) Habitual Present 

bout 'to be' endout 'to have' 

S 1 ben 'I am used to be9 ern M 'I am used to have' 
2 bes 'you are used to be' ha p6 'you are used to have' 
3M M 'he/she is usesd to be' en devC 'he is used to have' 
BF hC devC 'she ic used to have' 

P 1 bemb 'we are used to k' hur bC 'we are used to have9 
2 bet 'you are used to be9 hou pC 'you are used to have' 
3 bent 'they are used to be' ou devt 'they are used to have' 

Habitual Imperfect 

S 1 bezen 'I: used to be' em bez6 'I used to have' 
2 beds 'you used to be' ha pezC 'you used to have9 
3M be& 'he/she used to be' en devez6 'he used to have' 
3F hk devezi5 'she used to have' 

P 1 bezemb 'we used to be' hur bed  'we used to have' 
2 bezet 'you used to be' hou pezk 'you used to have' 
3 bezent 'they used to be' ou devezt 'tey used to have' 

Complex tenses also show these two aspectual declensions in the indefinite past 

(present perfect) and ptuferfect. 

Auxiliaries are known in traditional grammars of Breton as harpverb 'helping verb' 

(see Kervella 1976). Modern Gwenedeg displays two auxiliaries, endout 'to have' which 

demands a referential subject whether definite or indefinite, and bout 'to be' which is 

associated with a strong definiteness effect. The choice of the auxiliary is determined by the 

eventlstate distinction. The event/state distinction is realized by the classification of 

predicates as event or state predicates. Event predicates, also known in Breton traditional 

grammar books as active (Guillevic & Le Goff 1986) or strong (Kervella 1976)' take the 

auxiliary endout 'to have', and state predicates, also known in traditional grammars as 

neutral (Guillevic & Le Goff 1986) or weak (Kervella 1976)' take the auxiliary bout 'to be' 

in the perfect. While event predicates are associated with boundedness, state predicates are 



associated with unboundedness. As noted by Heinamaki (I994:209f for Finnish, 

derivation can change the aspectud character of a non-derived verb. In Breton. ausililiry 

selection can achieve the same effects. Event predicates can take the auxiliary h~ut 'to be' if 

a stative rather than eventive reading of the predicate is emphasized, thus yielding an 

unbounded-situation description for the sentence. State predicates can take the auxiliary 

endout 'to have' in the perfect if an eventive rather than stative reading of the predicate is 

emphasized, thus yielding a bounded-situation description for the sentence. However, the 

eventive reading of state predicates is obtained only with referential subjects, and is 

contrastive. 

Before we consider auxiliary selection in modern Gwenedeg, a brief sketch of the 

historical evdution of the system is newssay. 

33.1. Historical Background 

Among the Celtic languages, Breton is unique in that it shows an auxifiary 'to have' 

used, as in other Indo-European languages, with past participles. Gwenedeg anticrut 'to 

have' (endevout in the other dialects) comes fiom Old Breton dobut 'to be present' to which 

possessive clitics have been prefixed to convey possession (Fleuriot 1 Yfi4:323). Ettd~u! 

literally means 'be present at him'. During the middle Breton period, it began to fill the role 

of the auxiliary 'to have'. In Cornish, we fmd a verb 'to have', am h a ,  the counterpart of 

Breton endout (Smith f 981 j9. However, Cornish am biis is used only with verbal nouns 

like its Welsh counterpart cael, a reduction of c&il 'to get', a cognate of Latin hbeo and 

capio (Moris Jones1955:157), and a cognate of Breton kavet 'to obtain, to find.' Irish (and 

perhaps the other Gaelic languages as well) does not show a verb or auxiliary 'to have'. 

Why is it that Breton deveIoped a fully fledged auxiliary 'to have' whife the other Celtic 

languages did not? The first answer that comes to mind is that Breton was influenced by 

French. However, the other Celtic languages could well have been similarly influenced by 

Cornish am biis comqcds to Breton em edam eus and means 'I have' (lit. 'me is'). 
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English having an auxiliary 'to have'. The answer is more complex. It involves influence 

of the neighbring language without any doubt, but also the purposes the auxiliary serves 

33.1.1. VoiceinC&c 

All the Celtic languages had the potential to develop the countergart of Breton endevout. 

Although all the elements necessary for the creation of an auxiliary system were present in 

the old period (e.g,, Old fish, Old Welsh, Old Cornish and Old Breton), the auxiliaries 

themselves did not exist. broke in Celtic appears to have k e n  a semantic notion working 

on a continuum rather than a morphosyntactic reality (Schapansky 1993b). No complex 

tenses are found. No active/passive alternation as we know it today is attested. The passive 

interpretation of sentences is given by the -r inflection suffixed to the verb in the present 

tenses which indicates an unspecified subject argument. Therefore the sentences showing 

the -r inflection could be interpreted as either impersonal or passive according to the 

context, as shown in (67)a for Breton, (67)b. for Welsh, and (67)c. for Irish.Io 

(67)a dodiprer 
eat.PRS .IMP 
'One eats.' 

b, canotor 
sing.PRS.IMP 
'is sung' 

c. togair 
go.IPT.IMP 
'Let pecrptelsompre go (lit. let be gone).' 

meuriot l964:303) 

(Evans 1989: 120) 

(op. cit. p 328) 

Moreover, in Old Irish and in Old Welsh, the verb 'to be' could be constructed with 

infixed pronouns to convey possession, as illustrated in (68)a- for Welsh and (68)b. for 

Irish. 

lo For more details, see Fife (1985) for Wetstr, Stenson (1989) for Irish and Schapansky (1993b) for 
Bretan 

For more details on the -r inflecdon, see Kmoleewia 1975; for more debils on voice in Celtic, see 
St irrha-m 1977. 



(68)a. chwiorydd a' m bu hefyd 
sis t e s  PRT. 1 S be.PRS.EXT also 
'There were sisters to me/I had also sisrers.' 

b. rob. bia 
PRT.2P be.FUT.3S 
'To you shall be/You shall have.' 

(Evans 198957) 

(Thurneysen 1980:26 1 ) 

Given the scarcity of Old Breton data and the subsequent gap in the historical records 

(Even 1987), examples of infixed pronouns used as indirect objects are not available." 

Nevertheless, *this specific use of the verb 'to be9 will serve as the basis for the creation of a 

verb 'to have' in Breton and Cornish. 

All the Celtic languages except for Welsh have a past participle. Welsh uses a verbal 

noun or a -verbal adjective as past participle. Irish shows a past participle ending in -ite and 

Cornish also shows a past participle ending in -ys, thus corresponding to Breton past 

participle ending in -et, which is derived from an old verbal adjective ending in -ell 

(Fleuriot 1964314). The creation of past participles from old verbal adjectives meant that 

complex tenses could be constructed, first with the verb 'to be' used as auxiliary, as 

attested in the modern Celtic languages. The first distinction emerged on a split-tense 

system. The simple tenses are associated with the active voice while the complex tenses are 

associated with the passive voice, since they are constructed with the auxiliary 'to be', as 

shown in (69)a. for Welsh and (69)b. for Irish. 

(69)a yr oedd y ferch we& marw. 
PRT be.PST the girl after die.INF 
'The girl has died.' 

b. T6 an leabhar leite agarn. 
be.PRS thebook read at.1S 
'3 have read the book.' 

(Thorne 1993:338) 

( 0  Siadhail l98WCH)) 

" Old Breton, for which few documents are attested, covers the period from the 8th t the 1 1  th 
century. Middle Breton covers the period from the 15th to the 17th centmy. Modern Breton begins roughly 
with the 18th centmy. For the period covering the 12th to the 14th century, or early Middle Breton, no 
dxK:umentSareatteste& 



Although a passive construction in the form be + pastparticiple is attested, Cornish did 

not develop the split-tense system observed in the other Celtic languages. This explains 

why Cornish am biis, the exact counterpart of Breton endevout, never developed into an 

auxiliary. No complex tenses are found in Cornish.12 Therefore, there is no need for an 

auxiliary 'to have.' 

3.3.1 2 .  Voice in Bretorl 

In Breton, however, the need for an auxiliary 'to have' was felt. The simple/complex 

tense-split may have weakened the semantic basis of the voice system by creating a 

morphosynbctic distinction between the active and stative voices. Since not all the 

predicates in the perfect are stative, a need to distinguish the predicates (in the perfect) 

which are active from those which are stative, may have led to the creation of an auxiliary 

'to have' derived from a possessive construction. 

In modern Breton, possession can be expressed in two ways, as seen in (70). 

(70)a. Er levr ' zo genein. 
the book (PRT) be.PRS with. 1 S 
'The book is with met I have the book (on me).' 

b. Er levr em - es. 
the book 1 S.be.PRS 
'The book me-is/I have the book.' 

The a-sentence refers to the book that I c m y  but I may or may not own. The b-sentence 

can only refer to the book I own. By analogy to the possessive constructions, the verb 'to 

have' could be constructed as an auxiliary in the perfect, as also attested in modern Breton, 

as illustrated in (7 l).l3 

The perfect is m h d  in Cornish by the perfective particle re prefmed to verbs in the past tense. 
l3  ThiS gave rise to the so-called ergative construction in Breton (see Andemn 1992355-57). 
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(7 l)a. Er heveleg 'zo tapet dehon. 
the bittern be.PRS caught to.3SM 
'He caught the bittern.' 

b, Er hevekg en des tapet. 
the bittern 3SM have.PRS caught 
'He has caught the bittern.' 

With the creation of a new auxiliary, a second distinction emerged, also known as split 

intransitivity. All intransitive predicates considered as active are constructed with the 

auxiliary 'to have' and all intransitive predicates considered as stative are constructed with 

the auxiliary 'to be' in the perfect. With minor changes, the split intransitivity system was 

still in existence in the late 19th century in Breton (cf. Le Bayon 1878 and Hingant 1868). 

3.3.2. Auxiliary SePwtion and the IEvenO/Shte Distinction 

In modem Gwenedeg, auxiliary selection is determined by the event/state distinction, 

whether the predicates are event or state predicates, and whether a stative reading for event 

predicates or an eventive reading for state predicates is obtained. Therefore, auxiliary 

selection in Gwenedeg no longer has the split intransitivity distinction. Split intransitivity is 

also referred to in the literature as Unaccusativity. Intransitive verbs divide into two 

groups, unergative and unaccusative. The subject of ant unergative predicate is typically an 

agent, thus behaving like subjects of transitive predicates. The subject of an unaccusative 

predicate is typically a theme or patient, thus behaving like the subject of a predicate in the 

passive, which is usually equated with the object of the corresponding active sentence. 

Auxiliary selection in Gwenedeg is no longer determined by the distinction between 

unergative and unaccusative predicates. The auxiliary endout 'to have' is associated with 

event or boundedness whatever the type of the predicate. The auxiliary bout 'to be9 is 

associated with state or unboundedness whatever the type of the predicate. Moreover, bout 

'to be' presents, in the present indicative, five forms which carry aspectual or semantic 



information. Some forms do not appear in negative sentences, and some others are 

sensitive to the position and definiteness of subjects. 

3 3.2.1. Split Intramitivity and D&niteness 

Split systems are best known for their association with ergative languages (cf. Dixon 

1594), also known as split ergative languages. One possible source for split ergativity is 

the tense system. Non-perfect tenses may be associated with an accusative morphology 

while perfect tenses may be associated with an ergative morphology. The Unaccusative 

Hypothesis proposed by Perlmutier (1978) sparked a renewed interest in the study of split- 

tense system. A notorious example is provided by Georgian (cf. Harris 1982, Anderson 

1984 and Van Valin 1990). Tense systems tend to split along the intransitive line. Certain 

types of intransitive verbs may be found with an active morphology while certain other 

types of intransitive verbs may be found with a passive morphology. In languages with a 

poor verbal morphology (encoding of the subject/object or agentlpatient, encoding of 

transitivity, etc.), auxiliaries may play a similar role. 

3.3.2 2. The Umccusative Hypothesis 

First proposed by Perlmutter (1978) within Relational Grammar, the Unaccusative 

Hypothesis provides the first theoretical account of auxiliary selection. Providing evidence 

from Italian data, Perlmutter shows that intransitive predicates are classified according to 

whether they are unergative, taking an initial subject, or to whether they are unaccusative, 

taking an initial object. Unergative predicates take the auxiliary avere 'to have' while 

unaccusative predicates take the auxiliary essere 'to be' in the perfect, hence behaving like 

predicates in the passive voice. Predicates with initial objects are usually associated with 

passive sentences (i.e., subjects in passive sentences are considered as direct objects in 

their active counterparts), Rosen (1984) further supports this claim for Italian. The 



Unaccusative Hypothesis has also been posited for French (cf. Olier 1984 and Legendre 

1990), and for Breton (Schapansky 1992b, 1993b, 1995).14 

According to Guiiievic & i e  Go@ ji986), Hefken (i936), i e  2 i e r ~  ji986) and 

Kervella (1976), Breton predicates are classified according to whether they are active or 

strong or to whether they are neutral or weak. Active predicates refer to verbs that art3 

transitive, as in (72)a., ditransitive, as in (72)b. and to active intransitive verbs, as in (72)~. 

(72)a. M a d  a goulennas ar pred. 
myfather PRT ask.PST themeal 
'My father ordered the meal.' (Ar Mason 1986: 14) 

b. M a d  a zispleg d'an Intron Fur lod ag e veajoii 
my father PRT explain.PRS to the Mrs Fur some of 3SM trips 
'My father tells Mrs Fur of some of his trips.' (op. c h  p 50) 

c. Visant e sell5 doh er bed. 
Visant PRT watch.IPF from the world 
'Visant was watching the world.' (Jaffr6 1986:'?6) 

Neutral predicates refer to the intranstive stative verbs, as exemplified in (73). 

(73) Mem breuder e zas d6h. 
1S brother PRT come.PST yesterday 
'My brothers came yesterday.' 

Following Guillevic & Le Goff and others (op. cit.), active predicates take the auxiliary 

endout 'to have' in the perfect, as in (74), whereas neutral predicates take the auxiliary 

boud 'to be', as in (75). 

(74)a. M a d  en deus goulenne t ar pred. 
myfather 3SM have.PRS asked themeal 
'My father has ordered the meal.' 

b. Ma zad en deus diqdeget d'm Prttron FIX lod ag e veajob. 
my father 3SM have.PRS ew~lained to the Mrs Fur some of 3SM trips 
'My father has toid Mrs Fur of J ome of his trips.' 

l4 For an overview of unaccdvity within GB, see Levin & Rappaport &vav 1995. 



c. Visant en des sellet doh er bed. 
Vimt  3SM have.PRS watched from the world 
Visant watched the world.' 

(75) -Mem breuder e zo deit dSn. 
IS brothers PRT be.PRS come yesterday 
'My brothers have come yesterday.' 

In his Breton-French dictionary of the Gwenedeg dialect, Ernault (1919) records all 

verbs as being a. or n. or a combination of these, a. et n. and n. et a. However, Ernault 

does not provides a list of abbreviations. In comparing intransitive verbs like bidein 'to 

live' or kreskat 'to grow', a verbs, and intransitive verbs like donet 'to come9 or mewel 

'to die9, n verbs, it becomes clear that a. signifies active and n. signifies neutral. This 

information, unique in its kind, must have been strongly felt by Ernault at the time his 

dictionary was first published in 1919. Today however, this classification does not make 

much sense given that the changes that have occurred have made the distinction between 

active and neutral predicates opaque. However, from Ernault 's dictionary, a more or less 

complete list of verbs considered as neutral can be drawn. They fall into different classes. 

Starting with verbs of motion, we have the following, for example. 

(76) achapein 
arrtl2ein 
boiajein 
dansal 
deridein 
dimamein 
dinaouein 
distrimpein 
divarkein 
doarein 

'to escape' 
'to arrive' 
'to travel' 
'to dance' 
'to run' 
'to step back' 
'to flow' 
'to run away' 
'to disembark' 
'to land' 

donet 'to come' 
drivein 'to derive' 
flokin 'to float9 
galopein 'to gallop' 
gourneijal 'to fly' 
houizein 'to walk backwards' 
kantreal 'to walk' 
kkrat 'to come home' 
dighien 'to go out' 
kiiein 'to step back' 

Then we have the class of verbs indicating a change of state, as in (77). 

(77) anedein 'to ripen' fatein 'to faint' 
blekin 'to flow' flourein 'to soften' 
blodein 'to soften' frostat 'to lighten (ground)' 
boarat 'to become deaf' groahein 'to age' 



breinen 'to decompose' habuskut 'to soften, diminish' 
&ladein 'to grow leaves' kdi&in 'to germinate' 
cfefoendein 'to unswell' k l a ~ a t  'to fall sick' 
d o  'to germinate, grow' kervodein 'to get drunk' 
dilignezein 'to degenerate' kowkikin 'to npen' 
dismuniein 'to perish' krazein 'to dry, get dried up' 
. . e 

The next class of verbs involves verbs relating to noises. Many of these verbs take the 

infinitival ending -al, associated with noise (Ernault 1991)' as in (78). 

(78) bleijal 'to howl9 
bondal 'to buzz' 
boudal 'to buzz' 
bruhellat 'to roar' 
brundellut 'to snore' 
d~sonal 'to resound9 
difTOnka.1 'to cry one's eyes out' 
grognal 'to grunt' 
hiquetal 'tohiccup' 
. . . 

kaketal 
kistal 
klotal 
leiiilal 
miaiinal 
h h a C  
skriqal  
hwkl 
huchd 

'to chat' 
'to complain like sick animals' 
'to gobble' 
'to cry' 
'to rniaw' 
'to snore' 
'to neigh' 
'to cry, yowl' 
'to cry, yowl' 

Another class of verbs, also known as psych verbs, is associated with psychological 

states, as in (79). 

(79) bloahein 'to shiver' 
bourein 'to please' 
brouilhein 'to confuse' 
chifein 'to wony ' 
demantein 'to complain' 
desesperein 'to despair" 
dihetein 'to displease' 
displij 'to displease' 
distemperein 'to be furious' 

Qoutein 'to doubt' 
follein 'to be mad' 
hetein 'to please' 
hirisein 'to shiver' 
irnurein 'to vex' 
kunvein 'to lament' 
languisal 'to languish' 
lobwin 'to get angry' 
mohein 'to pout' 

The next class of verbs involves verbs associa'd with speech ac&//cognitive proc=e%ses, 

(80) anbrket 'to be delirious' debatal 'to debate' 
arbennein 'to contradict' devizein 'to speak' 
asentein 'to consent' distoiinein 'to disagree' 



atropein 
blusfemin 
bourdul 
bretat 
chikziinak 
chipotal 
chanjd 
keinal 

'to negotiate' goalbedein 'to swear9 
'to blaspheme' goalgomz 'to speak badly of 
'to joke9 guerzein 'to versify' 
'to plead' ingennein 'to dispute' 
'to quarrel' overenraein 'to say the mass' 
'to bargain' partantein 'to separate' 
'to think' gaterat 'to pray' 
'to complain' ... 

The last class of verbs comprises performance verbs, as in (81). 

(8 1 ) hunvezein 
blingal 
bobhein 
bokein 
bourdein 
bragal 
brezelat 
brodein 
chubein 
dijakin 
. . . 

'to feast' 
'to close zn eye' 
'to vote' 
'to kiss' 
'to stop short' 
'to parade' 
'to fight' 
'to embroider' 
'to sweep' 
'to get rid of  

foeiinat 
gironkat 
golzrein 
huibanal 
jardenein 
bleat 
merdeilaliein 
rnerennein 
skolietat 
trichein 

'to cut hay' 
'to bathe' 
'to fight' 
'to whistle' 
'to garden' 
'to carry salt' 
'to maneuver' 
'to dine' 
'to hold school' 
'to cheat' 

Verb classes of lesser importance are the class of verbs of shining like fufennein 'to 

sparkle', luhedein 'to make lightning', sklingernein 'to glitter' ...; the class of verbs of 

quest like behinai 'to fetch kh in  (a kind of kelp)', eistrenat 'to catch oysters', huiletui 'to 

catch insects' ...; and the class of verbs of birthing like kolineda 'to give birth to puppies', 

oeinein 'to lamb', alein 'to give birth, to calve' ... 
The classification of Breton verbs into active, neutral or a combination of the two is not 

surprising even in Celtic. In his discussion of fluid intransitivity in Middle Welsh, Manning 

(1995) establishes three classes of verbs, based on the type of marking the subject gets in 

non-finite clauses. The first class comprises verbs like ymlad 'fight', bwyta 'eat', gwylaw 

'watch'. In non-finite clauses, thei  subject is mmked by th:: prepsition o 'of', the 

equivalent of the Breton preposition rrg 'of' discnssed earlier. This class of verbs 

corresponds to Breton active verbs. The second class of verbs comprises verbs like eisted 

'sit down', tPygyaw 'stay', dysgynnu 'dismount'. In non-fiite clauses, their subjects can 



be marked either by the preposition o or by possessive adjectives, which we usmalty 

associated with objects. This class of verbs shows the fluid intransitivity and corresponds 

to Breton verbs classified as active or neutral depending on the context. The last class sf 

verbs comprises verbs like m a w  'die', diangk 'escape', dysgwydcsw 'fall down'. In non- 

finite clauses, their subject is uniquely marked by possessive adjectives, associated with 

objects. This class correspond to Breton neutral verbs. However, the class membership of 

the verbs varies from one language to the other. 

Breton neutral predicates behave like Italian unaccusative verbs, which occur with the 

auxiliary essere 'to be' in the perfect (see Rosen 1984: 44-45). Thus, the distinction 

unergativelunaccusative also holds in Breton with the activelunergative predicates taking the 

auxiliary enhut 'to have' and the neu~.rd/unaccusative predicates taking the auxiliary h o d  

'to be'. This is further supported by the way participial absolutes behave in Breton. Rosm 

(1984:48) shows that, in Italian, participial absolutes from initially unaceusative predicates 

taking the auxiliary essere 'to be' are well formed, whereas participial absolutes from 

initially unergative predicates taking the auxiliary avere 'to have' are not. In Breton, we 

find similar effects in discourse contexts (cf. Schapansky 1992b, 1993a, 1993b). The 

discourse particle chew, equivalent to French 'voici' or 'voilh' can introduce participial 

absolutes, as exemplified in (82). 

(82) Chetu me lon astennet heb fichal ar en aoter bras. 
here 1s animal lid without move.INE; on the altar great 
'Here my beast (was) lying without moving on the great altar.' (Jaffr6 1986: 10) 

However, participial absolutes of active transitives, as in (83)a., ditransitives, as in 

(83)b.' and active intransitive predicates, as in (83)c., are not possible in the language. 

(83)a.*Chetu Bwhej dasturrfit p q  bki. 
here Bechej gathered each wolf 
'Here Bechej (having) gathered each wag' 



b.*Chetu ean kollet e b n n  6 pHdon ag er hoed. 
here 3SM lost 3SM head in.the depth of the wood 
'Here, him (having) lost his head in the mi& of the wood.' 

c.*Chetu en @bet / pellgomzet / kannet 
here 3SM sinned / telephoned / sung 
'Here, him (having) sinned, telephone, sung.' 

In (83), the subject is not allowed to appear. In contrast, participial absolutes of neutral 

predicates are perfectly acceptable in the language as shown in (84). 

(84)a. Chetu kousket er jibouesour endro. 
Plme slept thehunter agah 
'Here the taunter (being) asleep again.' 

c. Chetu me degoehet geti, ... 
here 1S arrived with.3SF 
'Here, me (having) reached it.' 

(op cit. p 32) 

(op. cit.) 

Similarly, participial absolutes constructed from the direct object are acceptable in 

Breton, as in (85). 

(85)a. Chetu pep blei dastumet. 
Here each wolf gathered. 
'Here every wolf( being) gathered.' 

b. Chetu 6 benn kollet Q pelldon ag er hoed. 
Here, 3SM head lost h t h e  midst of the wood 
'Here, his head (being) lost in the midst ofthe wood.' 

The distinction between active and neutral predicates underlies a distinction agent/non- 

agent with the non-agents, subjects of state (neutral) predicates and objects behaving alike 

with respect to participial absolute constructions. This provides further evidence for the 

absolutive axis, where subjects sf state predicates and objects are treated a U e  from a 

morphosyntactic point of view. Whereas participial absolutes constructed from subjects of 

state predicates and objects are well formed, participial absolutes constructed from subjects 



of event predicates are not. Similarly, subjects of state predicates and objects can take ag 

while subjects of event predicates cannot (cf. section 3.2). 

3.32.3. BOUT and Definiteness 

Although the Unaccusative Hypothesis can characterize auxiliary selection in Breton, it 

represents only one aspect of a more complex system. Breton auxiliary bout 'to be'is 

unique in that it presents five different forms in the present indicative. Some of these foms 

do not occur in negative sentences, and some of them are sensitive to the position andfor 

defmiteness of NPs. One form e ve (a vez), the habitual predicate, is insensitive to the 

position and definiteness of the nominals. It need not be reviewed here. The other forms 

belong to a paradigm and cannot be studied separately. Thus, we find a first series of 

oppositions given in (86) (see also Urien 1989a, 1989b). 

(86)a. Er vugal6 e zo (*C/*6 ma/*Ch es) fur. 
the children PRT be.PRS wise 
'The children are wise.' 

b. Vugale e zo (*6/*C ma/*Ch es) 
children PRT be.BRS 
'There are children.' 

c. Er vugal6 6 (*zo/*6 ma/*Ch es) 
the children be.PRS 
'It is the children.' 

h (86) the preverbal subject precedes e zo. The form e zo (a zo), formerly the relative 

form of the verb 'to be', occurs with preverbal subjects only, whether definite, as in 

(86)a., or indefinite, as in (86)b. For historical reasons (zo was not found in negative 

relative clauses), it does not occur in negative sentences. The difference between (86)a. and 

b. lies in the definiteness of the subject, definite in (86)a., indefinite in (86)b. The 

indefinite subject in (86)b. yields an existential interpretation. Schapansky (1993a) argues 

that sentences like (86)b. show that, although existentiality, syntactically realized by the 

existential predicate when the subject occurs in postverbal position (see (87)b), is 



neutralized when the subject is in preverbal position with only one f o m  e zo 'is9 appearing 

whether the subject is definite or indefinite, it is not neutralized from a semantic point of 

view. However, Urien (pc) suggests that it is also semantically neutralized, which is 

possible since the preverbal indefinite subject in (86)b. can yield a generic reading 

'Children exist'. The form e zo is the only form demanding that the predicate be bound by 

the subject. 

In (86)c., a preverbal noun precedes e'. The form e' (eo) is used with a preceding 

attribute and a following definite subject which may or may not be overtly expressed. Thus 

the preverbal noun in  (86)c. cannot be the subject. In this sentence, the subject is not 

overtly expressed and the third person singulax is morphologically unmarked. This 

contrasts with nouns appearing in postverbal position, as illustrated by the second series of 

oppositions in (87). 

(87)a. Tretoh eo (*zo/C ma/Ch es) eget me eil gedour. 
thin-COMP be.PRS .3S than 1s second fighter 
'He is thinner than my second assailant.' (Ar Mason 1986:48 ) 

b. Aze 6h es (*zo/*C maP6) ur sorbienn. 
there PRT be.EXT.PRS a tale 
'There, there is a tale.' (J&C 1986: 176) 

c . En Want C ma(*zo/*k/*6h es)er vatezh d'ober war dro an ti. 
in Lorient PRT.be.PRS the servant to do.INF on tour the house 
'The servant is in Lorient taking care of the house .' (Ar Mason 1 986:7 1) 

In (87)a., the preverbal adjective tretoh 'thinner' precedes e'. In (87)b., the existential 

predicate kh es 'there is' follows the adverb aze' 'there7. The form e'h es (ez em),  the 

existential form of the predicate, can precede indefinite NPs only. In (87)c., the locative 

phrase en Oriant 'in Lorient' precedes e' ma. The form e' ma ( e m  ), a cognate to Welsh y 

mae and Cornish yma, contains the locative word ma. In these languages y m / y m a  may 

be followed by definite or indefinite nouns, and may not appear in negation. In Breton 

however, h ma precedes only definite subjects. In Gwenedeg, e' ma is not found in 

negation, like its Welsh or Cornish counterpart. Furthermore, it is used to convey a 



progressive meaning or to denote a situation (locative, temporal or moral) (Herrieu 

1979:33). In (87)c,, we see the primary use of e m  indicating a geographical location of a 

person or thing. However, this does not represent the only me of erna. Emu can also 

signal certainty or a psychological state, as iflustrated respectively ki (88). 

b. Elriafi e nemm h a b k  ha laouen, 
PRT.be.PRS.3S 3SM fm f i  md happy 
'His face was sofi and happy.' top, cit. p 70) 

Nevertheless, we can occasionally find an indetinite NP following d ma, as iflustrated 

in (89). 

However, this inddmite NB cannot be interpreted as a subject since this would violate 

the semantics of k Expletive sub_iectS never surface in he language an8 the thifd p e r s n  

which tells that the predicate domain must not. bound by a prevehf subject Hence, the 



for the predicate domain. Hence, it cannot appear preverbally, in the internal preverbal 

position (see preceding chapter). It must remain ii postverbal position, as shown in (90). 

(90)a. N(e) C (*zo/*k maf*kh es) ket eiirus ma brew Hem. 
NEG be.PRS NEG happy my brother Herri 
'My brother HemM is not happy.' 

b. A z  ne des O W )  ket ur sorbienn. 
there NEG be.PRS.EXT NEG a tale 
'There isn't any tafe there,' 

c .  En Oriant n(e) 6 (*zo/-% maP6h es) ket ar vatezh d'ober war dro an ti. 
inhrient WEG be.PRS NEG the servant to do on tour the Rouse 
' In Lorimt, the servant is not taking care of the house.' 

In (90)a., only L precedes a definite subject. In (90)b., only des (the negative counterpart 

of kh es) precedes an indefinite subject and in (90)c., e' replaces e' ma and precedes a 

definite subject in Gwenedeg. For the Gwenedeg dialect, beside the habitual, only two 

forms of the of the verb bout 'to be' can occur in negative sentences, e' and e'h es. This is 

summarized in (9 1). 

(91) BOUT and DgSniteness 

]I BOUT SUBJECTS I S E N T E N C E S ~  

AIl the forms discussed above also occur as auxiliaries. This is illustrated in (92) 

(921% N' 6 ket ar 'r blancheris? 
KEG 'w.PRS.3S NlEG sit on the floor 
'Isn't she sitting on rheffoor?' (Herrieu 1979:42) 



b. Fall desavet C bet get2 
bad raised be.PRS.3S been with.3P 
Yf (ih &g) has been badly raised by them.' 

(93)a .A.rl?r gad& 6 a&t. 
on a chair PRT be.PRS.3S sit 
'She is sitting on a chair.' (op. cit. p 42) 

b. Ha l a m  C ma bet disk&it Breiz 
and say.PRS.IMP PRT be.PRS been shown Brittany 
'And it is said that Brittany is recognized 

$1 bro er gunehdu. 
as country the wheat-black 
as the country of tkd buckwheat.' 

(94)a. Veo ne66 rn faotr zo oeit getoii. 
bike new my boy be.BRS gone with.3SM 
'He took away my boy's new bike.' (Herrieu 1979: 98) 

b. &bed e UJ bet kampennet d'om aveit kement-st5 
the world PRT be.PRS been arranged to. 1 P for all.DEM 
'The world was arranged to us for all that 

get an Aotrou Doue. 
by the Lord God 
by the Lord.' 

(95)a Nen des ket kou6het erh. 
NEG be.PRS.EXT NEG fallen snow 
'No snow fell.' (Herriem 1979: 121) 

b. Perak 6h es bet lakeit bandenneu gwenn ha du amehoii? 
why PRT be.PRS.EXT been put stripes white and black on.3SM 
'Why were black and white stripes put on it?' (op. cit. p 159) 

(96) Ean e zou urn lahet. 
3SM PRT be.PRS REEX. killed 
'He killed hime&' (Guillevic and Le Goff 1986: 50) 

Through (92) to (95), the a- sentences illustrate the definite past (present perfect) while the 

b- sentences exemplify the passive. The last sentence exemplifies the reflexive. Note that 

sentence (93)a. is the answer to sentence (92)a. As said earlier e' ma cannot occur in 

negation in Gwenedeg. h that, Gwenedeg departs from the other dialects, which admit the 

combination ne + e' ma. 



To sum up, the distinction between active and neutral predicates in Gwenedeg underlies 

a distinction between event and state predicates where event predicates take the auxiliary 

er&~i 'i~i have' aiid &tie predicates '&e the auxiliary Eio~ii 'to be' in the perfect. Whereas 

the form e zo, incorporating the particle e, demands that the predicate domain be bound by 

a subject and appears only in affirmative sentences, the other forms, incorporating the 

particle &, tell that the predicate domain must not be bound by the subject, and one of these 

forms appears only in affmative sentences. 

333.  Auxiliary Selection and Wefesentiality 

Auxiliary selection in modem Gwenedeg is not only determined by the event/state 

distinction but is also dependent on the referentiality of subjects. The definite article is 

usually associated with high referentiality while the indefinite article is usually associated 

with low referentiality. However, referentiality can also be contextually determined. Thus 

an indefinite subject can be referential in context. 

3.3.3.1. BOUT and Event Predicates 

As mentioned in the introduction of section 3.3, a change in the aspectual behavior of a 

non-derived verb can be achieved, in Gwenedeg, via auxiliary selection. Thus, event 

predicates, which are usually associated with the auxiliary endout 'to have'., can be 

constructed with the auxiliary bout 'to be' when they describe a state or unbounded 

situation. Similarly, state predicates, which are usually associated with the auxiliary bout 

'to be', can be constructed with the auxiliary endout 'to have' when they describe an event 

or bounded situation. Therefore, the auxiliaries endout 'to have' and bout 'to be' cannot 

serve to distinguish event from state predicates. They rather serve to distinguish events 

from states, or bounded fiom unbounded situations. Similar observations can be made for 

Italian where certain unaccusative predicates can take the auxiliary avere 'to have' in their 

eventive reading, as discussed next. This is supported by participial absolute constructions 



in Breton which can also be obtained from the stative reading of event predicates, as is 

demonstrated in section 3.3.3,1.2. 

3.33.1 .I.  The Umccusative Hypothesis Revisited 

As seen in section 3.3.2.1, the Unaccusative Hypothesis proposed by ~brlrnutter 

(1978) can account for auxiliary selection according to whether intransitive predicates are 

unergative or unaccusative. However, this is not without problems. As noted by Rosen 

(1984), certain unaccusative predicates in Italian can take both auxiliaries, as shown in 

(97). 

(97)a. Ugo ha corso rneglio ieri. 
Ugo have.PRS.3Srun better yesterday 
'Ugo ran better yesterday.' (Rosen f984:66) 

b. Ugo & C O ~ S O  a casa. 
Ugo be.PRS.3S run to home 
'Ugo ran home.' (op. cit. p 67) 

Rosen (op. cit.) argues that a few Italian verbs of motion like correre 'to run' take an 

initial subject when denoting an activity, and take an initial object when the tiajectory 

covered is emphasized. However, there is no reason to postulate two predicates correre, 

one unergative and one unaccusative. It seems rather that an eventive reading of correre is 

obtained in (97)a. in contrast to (97)b. where the sltative reading of correre prevails. Thus, 

for this type of predicate, the evenvstate distinction can, in Italian, determine auxiliary 

selection as well. In Gwenedeg, matters are more complex. All predicates considered as 

event predicates can be constructed with the auxiliary bout 'to be' when they are associated 

with a stative reading. Most of the predicates considered as state predicates can be 

constructed with the auxiliary endout 'to have' when they are associated with an eventive 

reading, as demonstrated below. 



3 3.3 -1.2. Participial Absolutes and the EventlState Distinction 

To support the Unaccusative Hypothesis, one test provided by Rosen (1984) for Italian 

and adapted by Schapansky (1993a) for Breton has been discussed earlier. Participial 

absolute constructions of transitive, ditransitive and unergaeive predicates are not available 

in Breton, as seen in (84). However, these participial absolute constructions become 

possible if the subject is realized as an oblique argument of the form de X 'to X', as 

illustrated in (98). 

(98)a. Chetu pep blei dastumet dehon. 
here every wolf gathered to.3SM 
'Here (is) he (having) gathered each wolf.' 

b. Chetu C benn kollet dehon Q pelldon ag er hoed. 
h e  3SM head lost to.3SM inthe midst of the wood 
'Here (is) he (having) lost his head in the midst ofthe wood.' 

c. Chetu pehet/ pellgomt/ k m e t  dehon. 
here sinned/ phoned1 sung to.3SM 
'Here (is) he (having) sinnedlphonedlsung .' 

This is further illustrated in (99). 

(89)a. Chetu lipet ur podad deh6. 
here drunk apityher to.3P 
'Here (are) they [having) drunk a pitcher.' 

b. Chetu groeit d'ein tro er vorh. 
here made tome tour the village 
'Here (am) I (having) made a village round.' (op. cit. p 16) 

Thus, participial absolute constructions can also be constructed from the stative reading of 

event predicates, which demands that the subject be realized as an oblique argument. 

Therefore, participial absolute constructions do not present a test for the Unaccusative 

Hypothesis, but rather present a test which supports the event/state distinction. Since the 

above sentences describe unbounded si&?:tions, participial absolute constructions present a 

test for the distinction between bounded and unbounded situations. 



The stative reading of event predicates is also observed in sentences conkining. a tensed 

predicate, as shown in (100). 

(100)a.Ar en hent e veze kempemet deh6 erp6h ... 
on the way PRT be.HAB.IPF arranged to.3P thepiece 
'On the way, they used to agree on what ...' (op. cit. p 18) 

b. Trezet 6 d'om douareu En Nenerzh. 
crossed be.PRS to.lP lands the Nenerzh 
'We crossed the l a d s  of Le Nenerzh.' (op. cit. p 10) 

c. ... e vo gwerhet d'ein me hi k o h  eget mem buoh, 
PRT be.FUT sold to. IS my dog expensive.COMP than my cow 
' I  will sell my dog for a better price than my cow.' (op. cit, p 22) 

This contrasts with the eventive reading of the same predicates, as seen in (1 0 1). 

(101)a.h peb unan en doe kanpennet er meliner ur fagodenn koed. 
on each one 3S have.PST arranged the miller a faggot wood 
'On everyone, the miller has put a wood faggot.' (Guilloux 1992:92) 

b. Un taol klezen en deus treuzet ma c'halon. 
a thrust sword 3SM have.PRS crossed my heart 
'A sword thrust pierced my heart.' (Ar Mason 1986:s 1) 

c. Guerzhet o deus re axFur ti kae an Indez. 
sold 3P have.PRS ones le Fur house quai the Indies 
'The Le Furs have sold their house on the quai of the Indies.' (op, cit. p 113) 

Whereas the sentences in (100) describe unbounded situations, the sentences in (101) 

describe bounded situations. The endpoint or bound is reached when every X has a wood 

faggot on it in (101)a, when pain is felt in (101)b., and when X bought the house in 

To sum up, the Unaccnsathe Hypothesis can not only account for the evgntlstate 

predicate &st i rdon but also for the stative reading of event predicates. Furthermore, 

participial absolute constructions can not only distinguish event from state predicates but 

also the eventive from the stative reading of event predicates. Thus, they can distinguish 

between bounded and unbounded situations. 



3.3.3.2. Referentiality , State Predicates and END0 UT 

While it is possible to obtain a stative reading for event predicates, it is also possible to 

obtain an eventive reading for state predicates. While there are apparently no constraints on 

the stative reading of event predicates, the eventive reading of state predicates is subject to a 

referentiality constraint imposed on the subject. 

3.3.32.1. ENDOUT and State Predicates 

State predicates can be constructed with the auxiliary bout 'to be9, as in (102) or the 

auxiliary e h u t  'to have', as in (103). 

(102)a. Koehet e o t  intan. 
fallen PRT be.PST.3S widower 
'He b e c m  ti wi&wer.' (Guilloux 1992:92) 

b. Troeit 6 en treu a-oudt er bleieu paset. 
turned be-PRS the things since the years passed 
'Things have changed since past years.' (op. cit. p 59) 

(103)a. Get en droug-galon en do6 ko6het. 
with the pain-heart 3 s  have.PST fallen 
'He feu from a heart-attack. ' (op. cit. p 46) 

b. Kalavern ma ou des troeit en treu ag er ftson-st. 
it-does-not-matter that 3P have.PRS turned the things of the way-DEM 
'It does not matter whether the things changed that way.' (op. cit. p 268) 

The only difference between (102) and (103) is a semantic difference. The sentences in 

(102) describe unbounded situation and the auxiliary boud is used to indicate that the 

subject is not actively involved in the event. The sentences in (103) describe bounded 

situations and the auxiliary endout is used to indicate that some event is taking place, 

whether the subject is animate, as in (103)a., or inanimate, as in (103)b. The endpoint or 

bound is reached when the man fell sick on the ground and required immediate medical 

treatment in (103)a., when the changes took a certain direction determined by 

modernization in (103b). This is W e r  illustrated in (104).15 

l5 See Kerveb (1976) for examples from the other dialects. 



(104)a. Kerhet em bo6 a m W g  gut%. 
walked 1 S have.PST on a piece.DIM glass 
'I stepped ~n a piece of glass.' (Guilloux 1992:24 1) 

5. Ed& em es 6r parkeuier. 
walked I s  have.PRS in.tRe fields 
'I walked in the fields.' 

c. Neijet en des buan. 
flown 3S,have.PRS quick 
'It (the rooster)flew quickly away.' 

(op. cit. p 11) 

These sentences as well describe bounded situations. The endpoint or bound is reached 

when the boy cut his foot in (104)a., when the boy walked through all the fields in 

(104)b., and when the rooster escaped free in (104)~. 

From the above data, it appears that auxiliary selection is not determined by an absolute 

distinction between event and state predicates since all the predicates in (103) and (104) are 

state predicates taking the auxiliary endout 'to have' usually associated with event 

predicates. It is rather determined by the avaihbility of an eventive reading for the state 

predicates, which is associated with boundedness. 

The availability of an eventive reading far state predicates appears to be dependent on 

whether the subject is definite or indefinite. The sentences in (103) and (104) show a 

definite subject. However, an eventive reading for state predicates is impossible if the 

subject is indefinite, as evidenced in (105). 

(105)a*KoChet en des un den. 
fallen 3s have.PRS a man 
'A man felb.' 

b. *K6ret en des ur plah iouank koh. 
went-home 3s have.PRS a girl young old 
'A spinster went back home.' 

c. *Neijet des ur hog. 
flown 3s have.PRS a rooster 
'A roosterflew.' 



This leads Schapansky (1992b, 1995a) to argue that, based on data drawn from 

Kewella (1976) and involving animate subjects only, the shift in the auxiliary selection is 

triggered by the notion of Conoo! as discussed in KJaiman (1991). Control, an intrinsic 

property of animate beings which allows them to survive, is associated with definiteness 

and animacy. This notion of control predicts that we should not find an eventive reading of 

state predicates associated with indefinite animate subjects, definite inanimate subjects, and 

indefinite inanimate subjects.16 Although the sentences in (105) seem to confirm this 

prediction, we can nevertheless find data which do not behave according to the prediction, 

as in (103)b. where the subject is inanimate. This is further illustrated in (106). 

(106)a. En do6r6 en do6 ridet bum dr6 er ma6zieu. 
the new 3S have.PRS run fast through the lands 
'The news ran fast through the country.' (9&6 1986:46) 

b. Ur safar hemb par en do6 sahet breman 6r sal. 
a tumult without equal 3SM have.PST risen now in.the room 
'An unprecedented tumult has arisen now in the room.' (op. cit. p 213) 

In these sentences, whether the inanimate subject is definite, as in (106)a., or 

indefinite, as in (106)b., the auxiliary endout 'to have' appears signalling that some event 

has taken place, therefore being bound. The endpoint or bound is reached when all the 

people heard the news in (106)a., and when the noise reached a point of saturation in 

(106)b. In all these sentences, the subject gets a referential interpretation from the context. 

This is best illustrated in (106)b. where the subject is indefinite inanimate and obtains its 

reference from the context in which the speaker intends to refer to a particular noise, 

therefore being referential in GHZ's terms (1993). Hence, the eventive reading of state 

predicates is determined by the referentiality of subjects, which is contextually bound. 

When the subject is non-referential, as in (105), the eventive reading of state predicates is 

not available. When the subject is referential as in (103), (104) and (106), the eventive 

reading of state predicates becomes available, as expressed by the presence of the auxiliary 

l6 This was brought to my attention by Lori Morris, at the 21st LACUS Forum, Vancouver, B.C. 



enhut  'to have', which indicates the situation described by the sentence is bound, This 

type of sentence however, yields a contrastive reading which can only appear under the 

scope of metdinguistic negation (cf. section 4.3.2.1). 

Pn Gwenedeg, reflexive predicates are also constructed with the auxiliary endout 'to 

have' in the perfect. 

3.3.3 2.3. ENDOUT and Rejlexive Predicates 

In the Relational Gramnaar literature, reflexive predicates showing a reflexive particle 

(also known as multiattached reflexives) are considered as passive, taking the auxiliary 'to 

be' in the perfect, as illustrated in (107)a. for Italian, (10'7)b. for French and (107)~. for 

Breton (sentence (96) is repeated here for convenience). 

(107)a. II bottone si i? staccato. 
the button REFL be.PRS .3S detached 
'The button came 08"' 

b. Les enfants se sont regard& sans rien dire. 
the children MEX be.PRS.3P looked.3P without nothin say.INF 
'The children looked at each other without saying anything.' 

c. Ean e zo urn lahet. 
3 s  PRT be.PRS REFLkilled 
'He killed himself.' (Guillevic & Le Goff 1986:50) 

In Breton however, we find reflexive predicates constructed with the auxiliary endout 

'to have' with an animate subject as in (108) or an inanimate subject as in (109).'7 

(108)a. Ean en des urn lahet. 
3SM 3 s  have.PRS REFL.killed 
'He killed himself.' (Guillevic and Le Goff 198650) 

b. En daouzek kiujaf en do6 urn vodet ar ur bar. 
the twelve grouse 3s have.PST PCEFL.gathered on a branch 
'The twelve grouses gathered on a branch.' (Jaffr6 198654) 

Kervella (1976) notes that reflexive verbs can be constructed with the auxiliary bout 'to be'. This 
suggests that, in some contexts, the stative reading of reflexive predicates still prevails. However, Kernella 
does not provide any example and I was unable to find any in the literature surveyed. 



c ,  Ean en des um astennet ar ur bern gran segal. 
3SM 3S have.BRS WFL, lain.down on a pile grain rye 
'He laid down on u pile of rye grains.' (op. cit. p 34) 

( 109) En he01 en do6 laket de blomein su ar 6 boulikil. 
the sun 3s  have.PST REF% put to heat.INF red on 3SM neck 
'Th4 sun began to burn his neck.' (og. cit. p 20) 

It seems therefore that reflexive predicates are reandysed in Breton as event predicates, 

thus having an endpoint. The endpoint is reached when the man dies in (108)a, when the 

twelve grouses are on the same branch in (108)b., when the man is waiting on the pile of 

grain in (108)c., and when the neck is sunburned in (109). 

In summary, we can give the following table (110) for auxiliary selection in 

Gwenedeg . 

( 1 10) Auxiliary Selection in Gwenedeg 

Auxiliarv rn Situation 
I 4 ' 

event +referential bounded I 

The evenustate distinction reflects the distinction between bounded and unbounded 

situations. Therefore, it is semantically based. The distinction event/state will be further 

discussed in the next chapter in relation to negative sentences which, according to 

HeinWliki (1994:222), describe unbounded situations. Furthermore, subjects of state 

(neutral) predicates and objects are treated alike in participial absolute constructions, as seen 

in section 3.2.3.2, thus providing evidence for the absolutive axis in Breton. However, 

this interacts with referentiality effects involving auxiliary selection. 



To sum up, auxiliary selection is no longer characterized by the distinction eventistate 

(active/neutral) predicates in modem Gwenedeg. The stative reading of event predicates has 

been present in the language since the perfect/non-perfect split discussed in section 3.3.1, 

However, since the late 19th century, changes have taken place. The auxiliary endour 'to 

have' is increasingly used, making available the eventive reading of state predicates and the 

reanalysis of (multiattached) reflexive predicates as event predicates. Hence, the auxiliary 

endout makes explicit the availability of bounded-situation descriptions. One possible 

trigger for the change is the loss of the definite (simple) past, used only in the analytic form 

in Gwenedeg, i.e. in the 3rd person singular. 

One can object that the shift is rather due to a French influence. However, this objection 

is not well grounded since the active/stative distinction in French is more rigid, as shown in 

(1 11). 

(1 1l)a. Je silis (*j 'ai) partie. 
1s be.PRS. 1 s  1s  have.PRS.1S 1eft.FS 
'I left.' 

b. J' ai (*je suis) couru. 
1S have.PRS.1S 1s  be.PRS.1S run 
'I ran.' 

c. Je rn suis (*je m' ai) l ad .  
1 s  REFL be.PRS.1S 1s  REF have.PRS.1S washed.MS 
'I washed myself.' 

Whereas French adsnits only one auxiliary to the exclusion of the other according to the 

lexical verb, and uses exclusively the auxiliary &re 'to be' with reflexive verbs, Breton 

admits one or the other auxiliary on a semantic basis with all weakheutral verbs including 

reflexive verbs, depending on whether or not eventhood is stressed in the sentence. 

That the shift in the auxiliary selection is associated with ati ~ventive reading is not 

surprising. Pn a stwey of two Middle Breton texts, the Miroer de la Mort ( M M )  (Mirror 

of Death) written in verses and Buhez Santez Kate11 (BSK) (Life of St Catherine) written in 

prose, the use of the auxiliary endevout (= endout 'to have') implies some strong 



commitment from the subject's point of view, as illustrated in (1 12) for the first text, and 

(1 13) for the second. 

(1 12ja Ha pep 1 an pechet ah eux gruet en 
and every p b  the sins PRT.2S have.PRS made h t h e  
'And everywhere, the sins you b e  committed in the world.' 

b. prested en deues dit. 
lent 3SM have.PRS to.2S 
'He has lent to you.' 

c. An donaesonotl man ameux breman hanuet. 
the gifts IlEM PRT. iS.have.PRS now named 
'The giJ9.r that I have now mrreed.' 

(1 13)a. Ha trebuchet hez deues en edifice a orguell. 
and ruined 3 SF. have.PRS the edifice of orgueil 
'And she has mined the "edjice de I'orgueii" .' 

b. Lequeat am eux ma poan ha ma sourcy. 
Put PRT. 1 S have.PRS l S effort and 1 S care 
'I have put my @OH and my care ...' 

c. Yuit ce ollt e mew Y dispriset. 
for DEM all PRT. 1S.have.PRS 3P despised 
'Despite t k  fact that I have despised them all.' 

bedeu. 
worlds 
(MM:670) 

(MM: 11%) 

The use of the auxiliary to have in Middle Breton asserts the subject's commitment with 

respect to the predicate, thus emphasizing the eventive reading of the sentence. This is 

extended in modern Gwenedeg to all contexts associated with events and bounded 

situations. The eventlstate and boundedness/unboundedness distinctions will be further 

discussed in the next chapter with respect to negation. 

3.4. CONCLUSION 

To conclude, semantic[p~agnatic asy_metl;_es dlswssed in this c,h,apter relate to the 

choice of the binder for the predicate domain. This choice is determined by referentiality. 

When two overt NPs are present in the same sentence, the preverbal NP has to be more 

referential mkss it is the focus of the sentence. Hence, topic MPs are preferred binders for 



rhe predicate domain. However, as seen in the preceding chapter, the internal preverbal 

position is not available in negative sentences, thus reducing the range of application of the 

Referentki6t-y Constraint Fmthemu~. Ag-NPs (subjects of state predicates and objects), 

which are non-referential, are restficted to occur in postverbal position. Since they are 

associated with unboundedness, they cannot serve as binders for the predicate domain 

which is required to be bound. This is also true for Ag-NPs found in negative sentences. 

Whereas the auxi1i;uy endotu 'to have', associated with boundedness, shows no preference 

in the choice of the binder, the auxiliary bout 'to be' displays, in the present tense, one 

form, which demands that the predicate domain be bound by the subject and which appears 

in affirmative sentences only, and three fonns which demand non-subject binders, and one 

of these forms appears in affirmative sentences only. Finally, referential subjects of state 

predicates can take the auxiliary endout 'to have' in the perfect in sentences describing 

bunded situations. However, as we will see in the next chapter, they have a contrastive 

reading, which remains under negation and yields a metalinpistic reading for the negative 

sentence. 

Tf?e Givenness Hierarchy #mework of GHZ (1993) adapted for Breton and expanded 

to cover quantifiers and predicate nouns provides a refined procedure to determine 

referentidity, which is context dependent, The Givenness Hierarchy plays a crucial role in 

ascertaining the existence of the Referentiality Constraint in contexts of opaque 

referentidity when the two NPs are. either definite or indefinite. The Referentiality 

Constraint appears to be insufficient to account for the distribution of Ag-NPs in 

aEmat ive  sentences. The Referentiality Constraint 11 will also appear equally 

pobIe~ltittical in accounting for the distribution of Ag-NPs versus M I S  in negative 

seIiteixes, since pxever5;;f Nfs do no: sei-iw to tifib the predicate dorain in these 

sen*mces- 



CHAPTER FOUR 

NEGATION, REFERENTIALITY, AND BOUNDEDNESS: 
MARKEDNESS AND ASYMMETRY 

Negation has fascinated philosophers, logicians aqd linguists since ancient times. From 

a phifosophicaf. point of view, negation has k e n  left out of the discussion on events 

(Davidson 1980). Horn (1 989) in linguistics assumes that there are no negative events, 

with however, some reservations. From a formal logic point of view, negation is an 

operator affecting the truth value of propositions. Therefore, negative propositions are 

symmetrical to their positive counterpa.. This symmetry however, is not found in natural 

languages. As seen in chapter two for Breton, the negative particle binds the predicate 

domain, whereas its positive counterparts do not. This means that preverbal NPs serve as 

binders for the predicate domain in affirmative but not in negative sentences. We saw in 

chapter three that preverbal NPs which bind the predicate domain must not be unbounded. 

This means that these NFs can potentially occur preverbally in negative sentences since the 

predicate domain is already bound by negation. Negative sentences involve another aspect 

of referentiality, which demands same explanation. In Breton, the universal quantifier with 

a wide scope reading and the ex&enM quantifier with a narrow scope reading are repaced 

by NPJs in the scope of negation. 

This chapter is organised as follows. Section One provides an account for the 

association ~f negation wieSr unboundedness, adapting Croft's Causal Chains (1991b). It 

shows that arcs associated with negation are undirected like stative arcs, whether negation 

of the initiator, endpoint, tfansmission force, or causal chain is intended. Supporting 

empirical data is provided. Section Two discusses negation of the initiator and @point, . 



which are associated with referentiality. Following Giv6n (1984), indefinite 'NPS are 

interpreted non-referentially in the scope of negation, which is associated with the irrealis 

modality. rule is flmher applied to the universal and existentid quantifiers which ar, 

replaced by NPIs in Breton. These WIs can appear preverbdy whereas Ag-NPs cannot. 

And Section Three offers an account for the markedness of sentence negation. Negation is 

marked morpho-syntactically by word order restrictions relating to the V2 requirement in 

Breton, semantically by its association with unboundedness and irrealis, and pragmatically. 

The pragmatic markedness of negation relates to presupposition. While the discourse 

presupposition is maintained under negation, the presupposition sf subjects may be 

suspended. The different scopes of negation can be interpreted metalinguistically. 

MetaSinguistic negation is associated with boundedness. 

4.1. SUSPENSIVE PJEGATION 

From the fiterame reviewed, some tendencies emerge. For example, the disassociation 

of negation and events present in Horn (1989) finds support, for example, in Verkuyl 

(1993) and Forest (1993). It becomes clear that negation affects some semantic components 

of a sentence: the went structure (Schapansky 1995), the temporal structure (Verkuyl 

1993, Wein 1994), and modality (GivCin 1984), or other aspects like affectedness (Forest 

1993). Furthermore, according to Payne (1985:223), the choice of the negative particle (or 

particular negation process) can be determined by tense, aspect, mood or by the 

grammatical category of the predicate, verbal or non-verbal. However, not all  sentences are 

affected equally by negation. Some sentences involving event predicates, as discussed in 

the preceding chapter, are more deeply affected than sentences involving state predicates. I 

wift calf this type of negation affecting some components of a sentence, suspensive 

negation, a term borrowed from Forest (1993). In the remainder of this chapter, I will 

concentrate on suspensive negation since it interacts with the eventlstate distinction and 



referentiality. Other types of negation are found in the literature: contrastive negation 

(Verkuyl 1993), metalinguistic negation (Horn 19893, or recusative negation (Forest 

1993). They will be discussed %hen ri:levmi. 

4.1.1. The Hypothesis 

The relation between negation and the eventhtate distinction is addressed in Horn 

(1989). In his discussion of negative events, Horn (op. cit. p 54), quoting Stockwell, 

Schachter and Partee (1973:250-51), states that, in certain cases, the negation of an event 

may be itself an event like not paying taxes, as in (l)a., or not getting up early, as in (1)b. 

(1) a. He o m  hasn't paid taxes. 
b.  I don't get up early at home. 

Horn notes that, in these cases, the "event" seems to be the breaking of an habitual or 

expected pattern of activity, semantically speaking. As he mentions, these exceptions ought 

to be explained. However, he provides no explanation for these exceptional cases. 

Furthermore, based on examples like (2) (op. cit.), 

(2) a. John slowly walks. 
b.* John is slowly tall. 
c.* John slowly does not walk. 

Horn (op. cit. p 55) cites Thomason & Stalnaker's conclusion (1978) that the negative 

counterpart of an event is a negative state, slowly being defined only for events and 

actions. According to the author, the question of whether there are negative events cannot 

be answered directly by invoking the evidence of natural language, especially in the 

absence of a consensus as to what constitutes an event. 

me ~ l a h ~  5e;weeii riegation, aspect mci referemtiaiity is addressed in Verkuyi (1993). 

In his theory on aspectuality, Verkuyl (op. cit. p 163) states that the aspectual behavior of 

sentences having a terminative aspect (eventive reading in the sense developed in the 



preceding chapter) changes under negation. The terminative reading becomes a dwslfive one 

pertaining to a state or an unbounded situation. Furthermore, the nature of a negated NP 

without reference to a specific quan&y (e.g., no one, nobody, ...) makes it impossibk to 

express terminative aspect (op. cia. g 164). That is, negated NPs represent empty sets, 

Since the set represented by the negated NP is empty, the event or action denoted by the 

predicate cannot take place if the negated NP is subject, or the event or action denoted by 

the predicate cannot be completed if the negated NP is object. Negation and terrninative 

aspect cannot go together: there is no domain for a possible mapping between atemporal 

(negation, unbounded) and temporal (terminative aspect, bounded) smcture. However, as 

he notices, this d ~ e s  not apply to contrastive (or metalinguistic) negation. Giv6n 

(1978b:105-06) sees events/actions (agented events) as changes in the state of the universe 

across a certain time axis (see also Chung & Timberlake 1984 for a similar view). 

However, the negative event is a background at which no change in the state of the 

universe has occurred. Thus negation behaves like a state. 

Similarly, Giv6n (1984) classifies negation with the irrealis modality with respect to 

predicting the referentiality of nominal arguments. Referential indefinite nominal arguments 

are not allowed in the scope of negation while non-referential arguments are permitted. 

Klein (1994:43) states that it is not clear what is actually negated in the lexical content of a 

sentence like he didn't come, in particular whether the temporal features of the man's 

moving are somehow affected by negation. Moreover, negation affects the linkage of the 

lexical content to time. In this case, it resembles modality since it qualifies the assertion 

made by the utterance. 

From this, we can deduce that negation affects some components of the tense, aspect, 

mood system or TAM following Giv6n (1984). However, which of tense, aspect, or mood 

is affected by negation is unclear. This essentially depends on the language system. For 

example, Tzotzil, a Mayan Language, adds an irrealis marker -u- in negative sentences, 

thus showing that mood is affected by negation (Aissen 1992). Another Mayan language, 



Mam, displays different negative particles which are associated with certain aspects, thus 

showing that the aspect system is affected by negation (Collins 1994). In languages like 

French or English, the TAM is not morphsiogicafly marked as affected by negation. 

According to Chung & Timberlake (1 9842061, the different temporal locations of an event 

(past, present, future) are inherently correlated with differences in mood and aspect. A 

consequence of this correlation is that temporal distinctions may be expressed by 

morphosyntactic categories that have wider modal or aspectual functions. Therefore, 

negation of one component of the TAM affects other components as well. This suggests 

that, since TAM is essentially a feature associated with predicates, negation of the predicate 

will affect TAM as well even though we may not see any morphological realization of this 

in certain languages. 

4.1.2. Suspensive Negation and Causal Chains: Towards a Theory 

4.1.2. I. The Paradox 

The idea of explaining suspensive negation using Causal Chains theory appears to be 

paradoxical. While causal chains represent events or activities that are causally related to 

one another, negation represents the absence of, or lack of, events or activities, and 

therefore no causal relation can take place. This is the viewpoint held by Davidson (1980), 

Parsons (1990), Verkuyl(1993) among others. This viewpoint is compositional in nature, 

akin to the view of negation in formal logic. If one segment of thp, chain is negated, the 

chain as a whole is negated since the negative operator changes the truth value of the 

proposition. Nevertheless, the Causal Chains approach taken by Croft (1 99 1 b) is 

decompositiond in nature. Therefore it should be and it is possible to negate one segment 

of the chain without negating the whole chain. However, the negated segment may affect 

other segments of the chain, as we wil l  see. 



4.1.2 2. Negation and Causal Chains 

How can we represent negation within the Causal Chains approach'? Obviously we 

cannot use a negative operator like that found in ibmd logic for the reasons mentioned 

above. Therefore, no new elements are introduced in the causal structure proposed by Croft 

(1991b) and presented in the introduction of this work. As seen in (18) p 24 chapter one, a 

causal chain consists of arc-linking nodes, , representing participants in the causal chain. 

These arc-linking nodes may appear in parentheses, ( ) when not attached to an endpoint, 

as in (21)c. p 26 chapter one. Thus empty parentheses, ( ), are used here to indicate that 

the segment of the chain is negated, being either negation of the initiator or negation of the 

endpoint. As also seen in the introduction, two kinds of arc are available, the directed arc, 

->, associated with causation directed towards the endpoint, and the undirected arc, 

, associated with states. The undirected arc is used here to indicate negation of the 

predicate since the activity or process represented by the predicate cannot be carried out to 

the end. Hence, the distinction between directed and undirected arcs is neutralized in 

negative sentences in favor of the undirected arc, thus reflecting the change in the aspectual 

behavior of the negated predicate. 

4.1 2 2.1.  Negation of the Initiator 

Negation in the causal chain may be conceived as a missing link or technical deficiency. 

The missing link can be a deficient initiator X. In this case, the transmission force cannot 

be generated and therefore cannot reach the endpoint Y, as shown in (3). 

The deficient initiator is indicated by parentheses with an empty arc-linking node. The 

undirected arc, - , represents the transmission force which cannot be generated. 

Therefore it cannot be directed towards the endpoint. In that, it is similar to an undirected 



stative arc (see (21) p 26). Languages may choose to mark negation of the initiator, which I 

call type I negation. In this case, special personal affixes may appear on the predicate, as in 

Cliickaai~ (cf. Forest (!993:!2), accoidhg to 3 q n z  (1982)). Payne (op. cii. p 359) s@ties 

that if the Chickasaw verb in the non-negative form takes agent subject affixes, these 

affixes are replaced by negative agreement affixes in the negative forms, as illustrated in 

(41.' 

(4) ak - rnali'lo- ka'chi. 
I S .NEG run.NEG FUT-NEG 
'I won't run.' (Payne 1982:359) 

In contrast, if the non-negative form of the verb takes patient or dative subject-affixes, 

these affixes are retained in the negative, and the third person negative affix ik- is prefixed 

to them, as seen in (5). 

(5)a. ik - sa - llo. 
3.NEG 1 .Subj.PAT die.NEG 
'I did not die.' 

b. ik - chim - allrkani'yo. 
3.NEG 2S.NEG forget.NEG 
'You do not forget.' 

(op. cit.) 

(op. cit.) 

The change in the aspectual behavior of the verb run, considered as active and the subject 

of which is negated, is realized here by the special negative agreement of the agent-affix 

subject, thus signalling that negation of the subject affects the aspect of the verb. From 

active, it becomes stative. Since agenthood and stativeness are incompatible, the agent affii 

takes the negative agreement, as in (4). fn contrast, a verb like die, seen as stative, does not 

hsye its zpt  changed wder aegatior?, heace its pztient subject does not need a negathe 

agreement as s e a  LQ ((5). 

In additon, a gtottal stop is inked aftet the pendtimate vowel of the verb root, and the final vowel of 
the verb r o ~  is replaced by -0; ki- or k- is infixed befoae any tense marker. 
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Negative agreement may represent one way of realizing type I negation. Negation of the 

initiator can also be expressed by a case difference in languages with a rich case system, 

nominative versus partitive in Finnish, as see-n in (6). 

(6)a. Kadulla on auto. 
in.the.street be.PRS .3S car.NOM 
'There is a car in the street.' 

b. Kadulla ei ole auto-a. 
in.the.street not.3S is car-PART 
'There is no car in the street.' 

(Karlsson 198352) 

(op. cit, p 78) 

Negation of the initiator can also be realized by the use of an adposition like a8 'of' in 

Breton (see section 4.2.2), or by the use of negated quantifiers, negative polarity items or 

other non-referring expressions (see language survey). 

4.1 -2 2 2.  Negation of the Endpoint 

The missing link can also be conceived as a deficient endpoint Y. In this case, the 

transmission is generated by the initiator X but cannot reach the endpoint Y, as shown in 

(7). 

In (7), the initiator X is realized therefore, generating the transmission force. However, the 

transmission force stops short, having no endpoint Y to causally relate to. In this case, the 

generated transmission force that does not reach the endpoint is indicated by the undirected 

arc. Languages may opt to mark negation of the endpoint, which I call type N negation. 

Here, the eirdpkt gets a spzia! mbg .  fimish is m e  exawple. Aaodirrg to Kwlsson 

(!983), &e c m  be d Lz ~axtt, contexts with wbiprts J=- of state pdicates (as 

seen in the last chapter for Breton) and objects of event predicates, as illustrated in (8). 



(8) a. Silja joi maido-n. 
Silja drink milk.ACC 
'Silja drinb the milk.' 

b, Silja o maito-a. 
iiilja drink mikPART 
'Silja drinks milk' (op. cit. p 79) 

In negative sentences however, the distinction accusative/pa.rtitive is neutralized in favor 

of the partitive, as shown in (9). 

(9) Silja ei juonut maito-a. 
Silja not.3S drank miik.PART 
'SiQa did not drink thelany milk.' (op. cit.) 

The partitive case in Finnish negative sentences correlates with the absence of an endpoint.' 

Similar phenomena are observed in Romance languages, as exemplified in (10) for 

French. 

(10) a. Nancy a a c h d  des limes 
Nancy has bought books 

b. Nancy n' a pas achet6 de livres. 
Nancy not has not bought of books 

In (10)a., des represents the plural indefinite article while in (10)b., de represents the so- 

caIled "genitive of negation". 

Negation of the initiator or the endpoint may also be realized by negative polarity items 

or negated quantifiers (see section 4.2. I), or it can be realized by negation associated with 

nominds, as illustrated in (1 1) for Wayarnpi, a Tupo-Guarani language spoken in northern 

Brazil (fensen 1994:355). 

negative marker ei 'not' is a negative auxiliary marked only for the perscn and number of its 
subject in the present tense in Finnish. In other Fiio-Ugric languages, e can be also marked for other 
tmses (see l€ahm f 983). negttt;ive atdiay  in Firtnish may be refated to E v a  negative auxiliary e 
(see Nedydkov 1994). 



b. Tam5 k5-rug je e9i 
grandfather P-NEG VRF 3:say 
'It was not our grandfathers who said it.' 

In Wayampi, when the purpose of the sentence is to make an assertion, the noun in focus 

in the sentence is fronted. When the assertion is negated, the negative morpheme rla& is 

affiixed to the fronted noun (op. cit. p 354). 

Negation of the initiator or the endpoint may also be realized by word order change (see 

(19) for Bikol and (20) for Russian below). 

4.1.2 2.3. Negation of the Transmission Force 

The technical deficiency can also be conceived as a faulty transmission force. The 

initiator and the endpoint are both realized. However, for some reason, the transmission 

force cannot be generated, hence the undirected arc, as shown in (12). 

Languages may opt to mark negation of the transmission force, which I call type III 

negation. In this case the predicate takes a special marking, as for example in Waorani, an 

Amazonian language. According to Peeke (1994:272), one way of realizing clausal 

negation in Waorani is to negate the head verb by the negative deverbalizing suffix -ddbai. 

The deverbalized element functions as a predicate complement with the copula i- 'to be' 

which is inflected for tense, mode, person, number, etc, as seen in (13). 

(1 3)a. WEyG-d5di idiidi-te odGE-g8 EySdiidi-pa. 
child-3P be-3P-ing show-3S hear-3P-Assert 
'He teaches the children.' (Peeke 1 994:272) 

b. We"yG-d5di idW-te t?iEg8 od6Ediibai i-gii -pa. 
cMd-3P 'be-3F-hg heishe show-NEG be-3s-ksmt 
'He/she is not teaching the children.' (op. cit. p 275) 



c. T6Egii oddb6-yd-gii 6yi5 diibai i-diidi -pa. 
he/she show- while-3S hear-NEG be-3P-Assert 
'Although &/she teaches, they do not listen.' (op. cit.) 

The sentences in (13) show a cause-action construction in Waorani where od6b8'show7 is 

the cause verb and ZyZ 'hear' the action verb, the head verb of the sentence. Sentence (13)a. 

can be represented as (14). 

In (1 4), gd is the initiator and wZya2-d~di the endpoint. The verb 'teach' is composed of a 

cause arc 'show' and an action arc 'hear9. Thus in Waorani, the verb 'teach' reflects the 

two-way relationship involved in the process. These relations, one of showing and the 

other of listening are causally related. However, it is possible to negate only one of them, 

as in (13)b. and c. When the cause relation 'show7 is negated, as in (13)b., the action 

relation 'hear' is not realized for obvious reason. When there is no showing, there is no 

listening. This can be represented as (15). 

(15) GEgii wEy%-dM 
4 0 ( 0 )  

show hear 

When the action relation 'hear' is negated, the cause relation 'show' is still realized, as in 

(13)c. This can be represented as (16). 

(16) t6bEgii wZy%-diidi 
0 > *  ( * I  

show hear 

This is possible since the initiator of the cause relation 'show' is not the initiator of the 

action relation 'hear', as indicated on b e  cause verb ado'b6-yo-ga" by yo', a switch reference 

marker meaning 'while.' Whereas w@a"e-&i is the endpoint of the cause relation 'show7, 

it is the initiator of the action relation 'hear'. The difference in the negated segment 



correlates with differences in meaning. The presence of the inflected copula i- 'to be' at the 

end of the negative sentefices shows that negation is perceived as stative. Waorani is one of 

the few languages which overtly marks negative sentences as stative. Thus, Waorani 

provides empirical evidence for the semantic decomposition of verbs into a series of 

causally related events, and supports the hypothesis that negation of event predicates resuits 

in the stative interpretation of the predicate. 

These three ways of realizing negation may represent different scopes of negation. In 

languages like English which do not overtly mark negation scope, standard negation, 

usually associated with predicate negation, serves in different contexts. A sentence like 

Nancy did not buy books may have the different interpretations in (17). 

(17) a. NANCY did not buy books, but DICK did. 
b. Nancy did not buy BOOKS but JOURNALS. 
c. Nancy did not BUY books but BORROWED them. 

This is known as contrastive negation. In (17)a., Nancy represents a case of deficient 

initiator, which is corrected by the effective one, Dick. In (17)b., books represents a case 

of deficient endpoint which is corrected by the effective one, journals. And in (17)c., the 

deficient force of transmission buy is corrected by the effective one, borrow. The scopes of 

contrastive negation can be represented as (1 8). 

(1 8)a. Dick Nancy books 
( 1  

e > 
buy 

b. Nancy books journals 

0 

( 1  
> *  

buy 

c .  Nancy books 

buy > 
borrow 



In (18), the negated segment appears on the first line, whereas the contrastive segment 

appears on the second h e .  

In other languages, the contrastive rzdiig of the scope of negation can 3e realized by 

word order changes, as seen in (19) for Bikol, a Philippine language (Giv6n 1984: 339- 

(19)a. Nag - gad6n ' ang - lal&e ning - kanding. 
AGT kill TOP man ACC goat 
'The man killed a goat.' 

b. Da'i nag - gad611 ' ang - laliike ning - kanding. 
NEG AGT kiii TOP man ACC goat 
'The man didn' t kill a goat.' 

c. Da'i ' ang - lal&e nag - gad& ning - kanding. 
NEG TOP man AGT kill ACC goat 
'The didn't kill a goat.' 

d. Da'i 'ang - kanding g - in -gad6n kang - lal&e 
NEG TOP goat ACC kill AGT man 
'The man didn't kill w.' 

In Bikol, when the subject gets a contrastive reading, it appears between thc negative 

marker and the verb, which takes the agent suffix, thus agreeing with its subject, as in 

(1 9)c. However, when the object gets a contrastive reading, it is topicalized and appears 

between the negative marker and the verb, which agrees with the topic noun rather than the 

grammatical subject, as in (19)d. Similar phenomena are observed in Russian with respect 

to word order changes (Giv6n 1984:341), as in (20). 

(20)a Ivan jego ubil. 
Ivan Plim killed 
'Ivan killed him.' 

c. k g 0  ubii ne Ivan 
him killed NEG Ivan 
'W d i h '  t kill him.' 



d. Ivan ubil ne jego. 
Ivan killed PEG him 
'Ivan didn't kill b.' 

Dif3krent languages have different strategies to encode the scope of negation. 

4.1 -22.4. Negation ofthe Carnal Chain 

These scopal relations can be thought of as partial suspensions where negation bears 

only on one segment of the clausal chain. Partial suspension may or may not be associated 

with contrastive negation, as illustrated in (17) and (18). Total suspension of' the causal 

chain may occur when no segment of the causal chain can be connected with another one, 

as shown in (21). 

In (21), we have X and Y; however, they are not identified as initiator or endpoint, 

therefore no arc-linking node appears under each one. Furthermore, the transmission force 

cannot be generated since there is no hitiam. Languages may opt to mark negation of the 

causal chain, which f call type I V  negation, One such language is Sentani, a Papuan 

language spoken on tbe island of New Guinea. According to Hartzler (t994:52), a simple 

Sentani verb consists of an initial root folfowed by a series of affixes marking the person 

and number of the clause subject and object, and aspect, as illustrated in (22). 

(22) Neyae u -ke - tw - mi- le 
hte say-PPERF- 3SSR- 3P-0 VE 
'Me said to them.' 

However, wben the verb is negated, all affixation is dropped md replaced by a non- 

temporal maker -iy. This -s that the negative verb is not differentiated for subjec-t 

or object person and number, realis or aspect, as illustrated in (23). 



(23)a. 0 - boro - i. 
NEG h w  Nt 
'I/youlwe/kJsfse/t@ didn' tfaren'tlwiii not fsear.' 

b. E - b!ike - -. i 
NEG m - b a c k  Nt 
'I/yoUlweihe/she/they isn't/aren' tlwitl not turn back.' (op. cit. p 53) 

Negation is achieved by prefixing a vowel homogenous to the vowel in the f is t  syllable of 

the verb root to the root, and suffixing -i to this root. When the verb begins with a vowel, 

the prefixed vowel is elided (op. cit.). The suffixation of the non-temporal marker to a 

negated Sentani verb shows that tense is affected by negation, thus providing empirical 

support for Verkuyl(1993) and Klein (1994). 

Another language showing negation of the entire causal chain is Waorani. As seen 

d i e r  in (15) and (i6), each verbal segment of a cause-action verb can be individually 

negated in this language, yielding different interpretations for the sentences. However, the 

whole causal chain can be negated as well. According to Peeke (1994:287), irrealis 

constructions serve to negate the totality of certain compound verb phrases, especially 

motion-action, cause-action or motion-cause-action, as illustrated in (24) for a motion- 

cause-action verb complex 

(24) TiSEgii gli od6K - gii EYE- - yaa. 
helshe enter show - 3s hear - 3P - IRREAL 
'Heishe enters and teaches am! they learn- not so! 
'He/she doesn't enter and teach and therefore they do not learn-' 

Thus Waofitni provides e q i d  evidence for the association of negation with the irrealis 

mom!. The relation ;between negation arid h e a l i s  d l  be further discussed in section 4.2 

Megation of the entire causal chain can also be realized by negative concord, well 

attested for Hungarian, as shown in (25). 



(25)a. Sehal nem lht - t - am senki - t. 
nowhere NEG see.PST. 1 S nobody.ACC 
'I didn't see anybody anywhere.' 

b N volt wha sen01 sen-! se. 
NEG be.PST.3S never nowhere nobody NEG 
'There was absolttteby nobody there.' (de Groot 1 994: 1 56) 

However, when negation does not bear on the whole causal chain, non-negated quantifiers 

may appear, as seen in (26). 

(26)a. Valaki- t nem 16t - t - am. 
somebody.ACC NEG see.PST. 1 S 
'There was somebody I did not see.' 

b. Nern valaki - t I& - t - am hanem valami - t. 
NEG somebody.ACC see.PST. 1 S but something. ACC 
'I didd t see somebody but something.' (op. cit.) 

In (26)b., negation has a contrastive reading (cf. section 4.3.1.2). 

4.1 2 3. Negation Types and Twology 

The four types of negation proposed here, negation of the initiator, as in Chickasaw, 

negation of the endpoint, as is Fisish, negation of the transmission force, as ill  Waorani, 

or negation of the causal chain, as in Sentani, represent the basic types of negation found in 

the world's languages. They show that, when one segment of the chain is negated, it 

fiects other segments as well. The main effect is a change in the behavior of the causative 

arc. From a directed causative arc it becomes an undirected arc, which is stative-like. This 

ikstrates the fact that negation affects the aspect of a sentence. 

The four types of negation also provide a basis for typological research. Which types of 

negation can co-wmr in hgwges? If a Imgwge does not mark one type of negation from 

a morphological point of view, will it use periphrastic means to achieve that type of 

negation? We can provide some p'efiminary answers. Although I do not have relevant data 

for Chickasaw, relevant data far the other languages are available. For example, Finnish 



partitive case morphologically marks the negation of the initiator or endpoint. In this 

language we also find negation of the transmission force, which is marked by the negative 

itaxiliafy e. On the basis of Ehisk and other languages, we can posit that if a language 

exhibits type I or type If  negation, it will also have type 111 or type N negation, The reverse 

may not hold. In the language survey carried out, all 30 languages exhibit Type DI or Type 

IV negation. Only one language, Mandarin, shows Type III negation without overtly 

marking Type I or Type If negation. No langu~ge shows Type I or Type 11 negation 

without displaying Type B? or Type IV negation as well (see appendix B). English does 

not have the equivalent of Finnish partitive case nor the equivalent of French de. However, 

type I and type 11 negations are achieved in English by the use of negated quantifiers like no 

one, nothing, etc... or by the use of negative polarity item such as any. Furthermore, 

languages exhibiting type N negation can achieve type I, II or B? negation by means of 

periphrastic contructions, as shown in (27) for Sentani. 

(27) Neyae na malo ban orayeke. 
they their clothes NEG they :always: walked 
'They used to walk around with no clothes all the time.' ( H d e r  l994:58) 

In Sentani, ban represents the negation associated with non-verbal elements and negates the 

item immediately preceding. Another language exhibiting type IV negation is Nadeb, a 

Maku language spoken in the northwest Amazonas state, Brazil (Weir 1994:291). We 

should note that NadEb is an OSV language. One way of realizing negation in this language 

is by using dooh, a negative nominal which could be translated as 'something non- 

existent', As noted by Weir (op. c i t  p 2941, dooh appears to be a nominalization of the 

root of the verb ba-doh 'be non-existent'. The sentence being negated becomes a non-fite 

noinhalizeb clause which is often marked by bai 'ablative'. The form of the verb root 

changes from indicative in stffinnative main clauses to non-indicative in the negative fop. 

cit, g 295), as illustrated in (28). 



(28)a. Kalap& a - 66t. 
child Form cry.hdic 
'The child is crying.' 

b. Dooh Map% a - 6d M. 
neg child Form cry-Non-hdic Abl 
'The child is not crying.' 

Other types of negation are found in Nadeb, as shown in (29). 

(29)a. &w a - w ~ h  doo. 
grandfather Form eathdic Ref 
'What graMather eats.' 

b. 66w na - wsh doo. 
grandfather Neg eatIndic Ref 
'What grandfather dues not eat.' (Weir 1994: 304) 

In (29)b., a negative particle na- is prefixed to the verb and does not affect the modality of 

the verbe3 

From the thirty languages surveyed, nine present type TV negation and twenty one 

show type III negation as the main negation. However, no languages use type I or type 11 

negation if they do not have type 111 or type IV negation (See language survey in the 

appendix). Not enough data is available at the moment on Chickasaw to make a,positive 

judgment on this language. 

4.1 2 -4. Suspensive versus Recusative Negation 

As seen earlier, suspensive negation (negation which affects the TAM system of a 

language) is a term borrowed from Forest (1993). Forest distinguishes between recusative 

and suspensive negation. Recusative negation is a 'type de procklure de rnarquage nCgatif 

td que l'6nonc6 neatif se divise en d e w  parties distinctes: l'une dont la fonction se raui t  

au marquage nCgatif lui-mEme; l'autre &ant identique B ce que pourrait &re un 6noncC 

positif autonome complet' (type of process for marking negation such that the negative 

3 Sentence (29)b. may repsent a case of contrastive (or metatinguistic) negation. In this case n;, change 
in the verbal morphology is expected (cf. section 4.3.1.2). 



proposition divides into two parts: the first part being the negative marking itself; the other 

part k i n g  identical to what could be considered as a complete independent positive 

proposition) (op. clt. p 145). Thus, a sentence like I1 a plut la nuit de rn ih  'It rained last 

night' can be considered as the independent positive counterpart to I1 a pas plut la nuit 

dernikre 'It didn't rain last night'. This distinction between suspensive and recusative 

negation is based on morphosyntactic properties of the two types of negation. According to 

Forest, recusative negation, the simplest of the two from a morphosyntactic point of view, 

tends to be the most symesical  to a positive statement, as in French J'aipas lu le livre 'I 

have not read the book' versus J'rzi lu le livre 'I have read the book'. Recusative negation 

tends to be associated with sentential scope (la nbgation incidente ct tout I' bnoncb ) (op. cit. 

p 32) and negation of subordinated clauses, as in (30) for French (op. cit. p 34). 

(30)a. Il s'est cachC pour pas quyon le voit. 
he self is hidden for not that one him sees 
'He hid in order not to be seen.' 

b. Il s'est cache pour qu'on le voit pas. 
he self is hidden for that one him sees not 
'He hid in order that one does not see him.' 

The relation between negation and subordinate clauses should be understood as 

resulting from the fact that the utterer tends to see only propositional content in its globality 

without paying attention to factuality or assertability (op. cit. p 35). Furthermore, 

recusative negation is also associated with interro-negation N'as-tu pas lu ce livre ?'haven't 

you read this book?', with complex coordination Je n'ai lu ni entendu parler de ce livre 'I 

haven't read nor heard of this book' (op. cit.); or with prohibition (op. cit. p 36). 

In contrast, some languages mark negation by a change in the verb morphology. This is 

what Forest calls suspensive negation. Some languages require the obligatory use of a 

specific aspect, tense or mood in negative sentences. Other languages see the modification 

or distantiation of the personal affixes paradigm. Other languages may mark suspensive 

negation by the addition of interrogative, dubitative or testimonial marks to signal the 



refusal to take responsibility for the content of the negative utterance (op. cit. p 51). 

Fhaliy, suspensive negation can increase the degree of stativity of a negative utterance (op. 

4 cit. p 52). 

Although recusative negation appears to be the most symmetrical to a pcsitive statement 

from a morphosyntactic point of view in languages like French, it involves the main way of 

realizing negation, type EI in French. However, from a semantic point of view, the alleged 

symmetry becomes problematical. If we compare the sentences in (3 1 j ,  

(31)a. J' ai encore lu ce livre. 
f have again read that book 
'I read that book once more.' 

b. J' ai pas encore lu ce livre. 
I have not again read thzt book 
'I didn't read that book yet.' 

the semantic difference is strongly felt. Whereas (31)a. means that I read the book once 

more, (31)b. means that I have not read the book yet (I have not started or I have not 

finished reading it). Similar phenomena are observed in (32). 

(32)a. J' ai lu Gvre plus d'une fois. 
I have read that book more of a time 
'I read this book more than once.' 

b. J' ai pas lu ce lime plus d'une fois. 
I have not read that book more of a time 
'I did not read this book more than once.' 

Whereas (32)a. means that I read that book often, (32)b. means that I read that book at 

most once. The alleged symmetry becomes even more problematical when quantifiers are 

involved in the sentence, as seen in (33) and (34). 

f33)a. 3' a i  vu quelqu'un. 
I b e  seen somebody 

4 It is in this sense that suspensive negation is used in this work. 
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b.* J' ai pas vu quelqu'un. 
*I hrrve not seen somebody 

c. J' ai vu personne. 
I b e  seen nobody 

(34)a. Quelqu'm m' a donne ce livre. 
somebody me has given that book 
'Somebody gave me that book.' 

b.*Quelqu'un m' a pas donn6 ce livre. 
somebody me has not given that book 
*'somebody didn't give me that book.' 

C. Personne m' a donnC ce livre. 
nobody me has given that book 
'Nobody gave me t h t  book.' 

The referential indefinite quantifier quelqu'un 'somebody' is not allowed in the scope of 

negation, as in (33)b, nor outside the scope of negation, as in (34)b. However, the non- 

referential quantifier personne 'nobody' is allowed to appear after the verb, as in (33)c. or 

before it, as in (34)c. Since it incorporates negation, no negative particle occurs in (33)c. 

and (34)c. Therefore, recusative negation is a type of suspensive negation which affects 

semantic components of a sentence, as expected according to our approach. The presence 

of modifiers like encore 'again' or plw d'une fois 'more than once' in French, or the 

presence of quantifiers like somebody supports the view advocated here. This leads us to 

consider referentiality and negation in Breton. 

4.2. REFERENTIALITY AND NEGATION 

The purpose of this section is to discuss referentiality associated with negation of the 

initiator and negation of the endpoint which are expressed by negated quantifiers, negative 

poiarity items, or by a case or adposition. The issue of the relationship between 

referentiality and negation has been treated from various points of view. Negative Polarity 

Items @PI) have received the bulk of attention. For example, Ladusaw (1980) views NFIs 



as a pure semantic phenomenon which is licensed by expressions that have the logical 

property of being downward entailing with respect to expressiocs in their scope. Thus 

NPIs such as English any are not only found in negation but also in questions, 

conditionals, relative clauses, etc. Linebarger (198'7) proposes a syntactico-pragmatic 

account of NPIs. M I S  are licensed by negative implicature and must occur within the 

immediate scope of that negative implicature. Progovac (1992, 1994) proposes within GB 

a semanti co-synlactic account for NPIs. NPfs are subject to the principle A of the Binding 

Theory. They are locally licensed by a polarity operator which is overtly realized in 

negative senknces. The polarity operator is covert in sentences other than negatives and is 

licensed in the COMP position of non-upward entailing clauses. When the language 

displays non-local (= long distance) NPIs, these NPIs raise at the Logical Form to be 

bound locally by the operator. In this work, NPIs are quantifiers associated with non- 

referentiality. In the Givenness Hierarchy proposed for Breton (see (1 8) section 3. I ) ,  NPTs 

are considered as type-identifiables which depend on the inealis modality for their 

interpretation, that is negation, questions, conditionals, etc. In that, I follow Giv6n (1 984). 

Furthermore, the relationship between referentiality and negation has been studied with 

respect to the determiner system, for example Giv6n (1984) for English, or with respect to 

the case system, for example Babby (1980) for Russian, Lisaukas (1976) for Lithuanian, 

or Moravscik (1978) for a typological perspective. However, no attempt has been made to 

relate these various phenomena 

In this section I will provide a unified account of these phenomena within &he theoretical 

approach presented in section one. 

42.1. Negation and QuaniiGaiim 

Giv6n (1!J8&Ui j nom that under the scope of the irra!is modality9 noun arguments 

may receive a non-referential interpretation. Thus a three-way contrast is obtained, as 

shown in (35). 



(35) a. Mary was looking for the book. 
b. Mary was looking for a book she lost yesterday. 
c. Mary wm hoking for a book to read. 

h (35)a., the nominal book gets a referential definite interpretation as indicated by the 

definite article the. In (35)b,, book gets a referential indefinite interpretation, where book 

represents a specific entity. And in (35)c., book gets a non-referential interpretation where 

no book in particular is targeted. However, when the sentences under the scope of the 

realis or irrealis modality are negated, the referential indefinite interpretation is no longer 

available (op. cit. p 332), thus (35)b. does not have a negative counterpart. Let us call this 

a constraint on the referential interpretation of indefinites formulated in (36). 

(36) Constraint on tbe Referential Interpretation of Indefinites (CRII) 
in the scope cfnegail'on, itzdefirri'ies are interpreted a;f iton-rejerential. 

I take this constraint to be relevant for quantifiers, as seen in (33) and (34) for French 

and English and for the marking of nominal arguments (see section 4.2.2). However, 

quantifier scope may interact with negation scope. Co-occurrence restrictions may thus 

apply, as will be demonmred next for Breton. 

Thus, a sentence like I didn't see a car in the street can only mean I saw no car in the 

street as opposed to there is a speciJic car and I didn't see it in the street. In Breton, we 

atso find referential indefktes either marked by the indefmite article urlun '&in' in the 

singular, as in (37)a., or unmarked in the plural, as seen in (37)b. and c. 

Hennen e zalhC undachennig kr vorh. 
this-one PRT hofd.fPF a lotDIM in.the village 
'This one held a smdl lot in the viihge.' (Guilloux 1992: 165) 

Unan aneh6 e stlei$ pousined ar he lkh. 
one 0f.W PRT drag.IPF baby-chicken after.3SF 
'One ofthem dragged baby-chicken @er it.' (op. cit. p 172) 

e zisko un nebed ag er mirakleu 
tableaus colored PRT show.PRS a few of the miracles 
'Paimkgs s h w  some of the miracles 



groeit get St. Izidor. 
made by St Izidor 
made by St Izidor. ' (op. cit. p 28) 

According to our approach, we should expect that, in Breton negative sentences, 

indefinites are interpreted as non-referential, as seen in (38)a. for a direct object and (38)b. 

and c. for subjects. 

(38)a N' emes guelet ur voutheilhad Q g6r. 
PEG 1s have.PRS seen a bottle wine in.the house 
'I have not seen a bottle ofwine at home.' (op. cit. p 133) 

b, Eitein-me ne 06 k& l6hieu bounusoh. 
for. 1 S- 1 S NEG be.PST NEG places enjoyable-COMP 
'As for me, there were no places m r e  enjoyable,' (op. cit. p 63) 

c. Ne vez6 ket kleuet ur gelionen. 
W G  be.HAB,IPF NEG heard a fly. 
'No fly was heard (i.e. no noise was heard).' (op. cit. p 47) 

Although bottles of wine and enjoyable places and flies exist in the Breton world, their 

referents are denied in the above context. 

To sum up, indefinite NPs are interpreted as non-referential in the scope of negation in 

Breton. 

42 -1 -1. NPIs and Neutralization of UniversaltExistentiaI Quantification 

Breton has a set of quantifiers, peb 'every', the universal quantifier, un X bennuk 

'some', the existential quantifier, and erbet 'any', a type-identifiable quantifier or NPI. As 

noted by Schapansky f1991), in Celtic, when everyone not means no one, then the 

quivafent of nu one is used and when not someone means no one then the equivalent of no 

one is used as well. Thus the universal quantifier with a wide scope reading, and the 

existential quantifier with a narro.~ scope reading do not appear in negative sentences. They 

are repfaced by NPIs, since English no one does not have a Celtic counterpart. Thus, in 



Breton, the universal quantifier peb 'every' is replaced by the NPI erbet 'any' in negative 

sentences, as shown in (39). 

(39)a. E h  6 helle peb unan Hewt er Nehier. 
yesterday PRT can.lPF everyone hear.INF the bells 
'Yesterduy, everyone could hear the bells.' 

b.*Dkh ne helle ket peb unan kleuet er hlehier. 
yesterday NEG can.IPF NEG everyone hear.INF the bells 
'Yesterday, everyone couldn't hear the bells.' 

c.* Peb unan ne helle ket kleuet er hlehier. 
everyone NEG can.IPF NEG hear.INF thebells 
'Everyone couldn't heur the bells.' 

d. Wn erbet ne helle ket kleuet er hlehier. 
man any NEG can.lPF NEG hear.INF the bells 
'No one could hear the bells.' 

The fact that the universal quantifier peb unan 'everyone' with a wide scope reading cannot 

appear after the negated verb in (39)b. nor before the negative particle in (39)c. suggests 

that it cannot receive a non-referential interpretation. Therefore, it is replaced by the non- 

referential quantifier &n erbet 'anyone', as in (39)d. Similar phenomena are observed for 

the existential quantifier m a n  b e m k  'someone', as in (40). 

(40)a. Guelet em es unan bemak. 
seen 1 S have.PRS one some 
'I saw someone.' 

b.*N' emes ket guelet man bennak. 
NEG 1 S have.PRS NEG seen one some 
* ' I did not see someom.' 

c.* Unan benn& n" em es ket guelet. 
one some NEG 1s  have.PRS NEG seen 
*'I didrz't see someone.' 

In (40), the existential quantifier umn b e d  'someone' is not allowed after the negated 

verb, as in (40)b., nor before the negative particle, as in (40)~. In contrast, the non- 



referential quantifier &n erbet 'anyone' is allowed after the negated verb, as in (40)d. How 

can we expIain the fact that the universal quantifier with a wide scope reading and the 

existential quantifier with a nmow scope reading are repiaced in riegative sentences by 

MIS? In Breton, both the universal quantifier with a wide scope reading and the existential 

quantifier with a narrow scope reading are perceived as indefinite quantifiers in the scope of 

negation. Thus they are replaced by non-referential counterparts, as suggested by the CRIl 

if the CRIT applies to quantifiers. However, this analysis creates a problem. 

As observed when comparing (39)d. with (40)d., the distributior! of the NPS din  erhct 

'anyone' appears to be subject to occurrence restrictions according to whether it is the 

subject or the object of the sentence. As subject, dkn erbet tends to occur in preverbal 

position, as in (39)d. As object, de'n erbet tends to occur in postverbal position, as in 

(40)d. How can we explain the contrast in the distributional properties of subject-NPIs and 

object-MI? Schapansky (1991) proposes a semantic constraint, the Empty Subject Set 

Constraint (ESSC) defined as, in a negative sentence, the set of subjects must be non-null. 

This relates to the notion of presupposition. When the subject-NPI is presupposed, a set. of 

entities which it quantifies over has already been established in the discourse context. In 

this sense presupposed subjects are referential. In this case, the subject-NPI in (39)d. does 

not represent an empty set but indicates that the event or action described by the predicate 

cannot be initiated by any member of the presupposed set. In order to be interpreted as 

presupposed, the subject-NPI tends to occur in preverbal position, where it is left- 

dislocated and thus can be coindexed with the personal morpheme bound to the verb, as 

shown in (41). 

(41) E n  erk~  en deb% ket gellet kavoued 6 boued. 
man any NEG.3S have.COND h'EG could find.INF 3SM food 
'iiiob& wmid b e  k e n  aEik to find his food' (JaErk I985 :. 176) 



Since the preverbal subject-NPI is left-dislocated, it appears in the external position, the 

position associated with presupposition. TKis is further supported by the fact that non- 

presupposed subjects appear in postverbal position, as evidenced in (42). 

(42)a. Ne O6 ket ti-post e rk t  C Melrand. 
NEG be.PST NEG house-post any in Melran 
'There wasn't any post-ofice in Melran.' (Guilloux 199253) 

b. Hernb ma vehC bet fondet blank erbet. 
without that be,COND been spent blank any 
'Withut my nickel hrlving been spent.' (op. cit. p 20) 

c . N e  O6 ket tam bara erbet get& 
NEG be.PST NEG piece bread any w i t h 3  
'They didn't have anypiece of bred.'  (op. cit. p 72) 

d. Betak nezk ne 06 ket arrih droug erbet genein. 
until then NEC be-PST ket arrived harm any with. 1 S 
'Until then, I didn't get hurt at ail.' (op. cit. p 36) 

In (42)a., we have the subject of an existential sentence, in (42)b. the subject of a passive 

sentence, in (42)c. the subject of a possessive-locative sentence, and in (42)d. the subject 

of a state predicate. In these sentences, the subject is not presupposed. Hence, the subject- 

NPI represents here an empty set, and thus is not presupposed. To be interpreted non- 

refereniially, the subject-NPI occurs in postverbal position, in accordance with the 

Referentiality Constraint (REC If) (cf. section 3.2). 

Similar phenomena are observed for another NPI, h a h i  (hani) 'anyone', as shown in 

(43)a. Hani nen des gellet kavout er housket. 
anyone NEG.3S have,PRS could find.INF the sleep. 
'No one was d i e  to deep.' (J&C 1986:46) 

b. Ha biskoah h&ni W o m b  nen dC 'bet hoantus.. . 
and never anyone of. l P  NEG be .PRS -3s been envious 
'And never h a  anyone of us been envio us...' (op. cit. p 133) 

c. Ne vehk ket bet tapet hahi .  
NEG he.COND NEG been caught anyone 
'No one would be caught.' 



d. Ne gar6 kt% hah i  gober er labour poenius-s6. 
NEG like.lPF NEG anyone do-INF the work painhi-DEM 
'No one likes ro & thtpaimi job.' (Guilloux 1992255) 

When hahi  (hanil is presupposed, it occurs in preverbal position, as in (43)a. and b. 

When han'ni ( h i )  is no$ presupposed, it occurs in postverbal position, as in (43)~. and d. 

Further evidence that non-presupposed subjects occur in postverbal position is 

provided hiow. 

The sentence in (44) shows bow the Referentidit). Contraint (REC I) formulated in (30) 

fly' is the preverbal abject while the postverbal M )  dluzhemt erbet 'any trout' is the 

subject. The literal meaning of the sentence is Thatfly, no trout will catch while the 

intended m i n g  is That girl, rn man will have. Following GHZ (I  9931, er gelronenn-se 

'that fl y7 is an activated topic wide dluzhenn erbet 'any trout' is a type-identifiable, where 

There dso appears to be a constraint on the position of objects quantified by NPIs 

fop. cit. p 2 16) 

c. Ed' mbd gorrEenneP nitr;t get haiini- 
BEG IS have,PST asked an,ytbg with anyone 
'J tdid mt ctsk mJwne mything," (Guifloux 1992: 19 1 ) 

Nevert-fieless, preverbal object-Wls are allowed if they have an emphatic focus 



(46)a. Fusuhem erbet n ' em boe. 
rifle any NEG 1s have-PST 
'No npe, I M.' 

5 - Mes resirond abet n' ou des bet biskoah geton. 
but response any NEG 3P have.PRS been never with.3SM 
'But t h y  m e r  got any response from him.' (Guilloux 1992:29) 

C. Nitra n' embod de houlen get hafini. 
anything NEG 1 S have-PST to ask.INF with anyone 
'Nothing I mkd to no one-' (op. cit. p 189) 

The sentence in (46)c. provides a nice contrast with sentence (45)c. Preverbal object-NPls 

are, in principle, avoided. A pragmatic constraint seems to be at work. Since objects are 

normally part of the assertion, they appear in postverbal position in negative sentences. 

m e n  the object is a NPI, it is interpreted non-referentially and is subject to the REC 11. 

These examples discussed so far are crucial to establishing the scope of negation in 

Breton. If non-presupposed NPTs occur in postverbal position, they appear in the syntactic 

scope of negation, which is determined by the predicate domain. If WIs  can occur in 

preverbal position, they appear in the semantic scope of negation. If we take the CWI, a 

semantic rule, to apply to quantifiers, it can explain the fact that NPIs can occur preverbally 

in Breton unlike in English, but only if the semantic scope of negation includes the 

preverbal positions in Breton. If presupposed NPIs occur in the external position, then this 

position is not included in the pragmatic scope of negation. Although NPIs are non- 

referring expressions, presupposed NFIs quantify over sets sf entities which have been 

established in the discourse context. Hence the only position where they can get a 

presupposition reading is in the external position, the position associated with 

presupposition. 



(47) Scope of Nqption 

Preverbal Positions NEG Postverbal Position 

ex&- I.xxiw 
presupposition emphatic focus non-presupposition 

syntactic scoDe 
mamatic sco-pe 

semantic scoDe 

The distributional pattern of the NPI nitra 'anything' differs from that of &n ferbet) 

'anybody7 or haiini 'anyone', As object, it occurs mostly in postverbal position unless 

marked for emphasis, as seen by the minimal pair of sentences (46)c. and (47). As subject, 

it is found only with subjects of state predicates and can occur preverbally or postverbally, 

as illustrated in (48). 

Ne 06 ket nitra. 
NEG be.PST NEG anything. 
'It was nothing.' 

Nitta ne 06 d' ober. 
anything NEG be.PST to do.INF 
'There was nothing to do.' 

(op. cit. p 162) 

(op. cit. p 35) 

Nitra e 06 oukuelet 6n devalen. 
nothing PRT be.PST 3P see.INF in.the descent 
'It wm nothing to see them going downhill.' (op. cit. p 45) 

When tlitra occurs preverbally, it may acquire a negative interpretation, as seen in (49)c. by 

the absence of the negative particle ne and the presence of the positive counterpart e. Nitra 

is a reduced form of *nep tra 'nothing', with nep the old negated quantifier coming from 

fE "nekwe. Nep is a NPI in modern Breton. However, it is no longer used with human 

arguments in Gwenedeg, where it is replaced by dcin (erbet) or hahi, as seen above. The 

form nitra is still used with inanimate arguments and may preserve its negative meaning 

sentence initially only. Similarly, the NPIs &n (erbet) and h5ni came to acquire a negative 



meaning and may be found sentence initially without the negative circumlocution ne ... k t ,  

as evidenced in (49). 

(49)a.  ha^ en des goulet a-oudC ma ou do6 kavet mat en tri deioh. 
no one3S have.PRS known since that 3P have.PST found goodthe three trouts 
'No one knav since if they liked the three trout.' (op. cir. p 94) 

b. Den oa kotiit de vonet d' er brezel. 
nobody be.PST happy to go-INF to the war 
'Nobody was happy to go to the war.' (Come 1 99 1 :4) 

Other NPIs are found uniquely in postverbal position: ur bram 'a fart' in (50)a., grik 

'word' in f50)b., gir 'word' in (50)c., and tam 'piece' in (50)d. 

(50)a. Get pehedeu ne dalent ket ur brarn. 
with sins NEG be.worth.IPF.3P NEG a fart 
"With sins which were mi worth afart .' (Guilloux 1892:9 1) 

b. Ne v& kleuet grik erbet. 
NEG be.HAB.IPF heard word any 
'No word was heard.' (op. cit. p 120) 

c. Ne laran ket gir. 
NEG say.PRS.1S NEG word 
'I don't say a wordlcf. F je ne dis mot.' 

d . N e  06 ket t m  tan erbet, 
NEG be.PST NEG piece fxe any 
'There was no fire at all.' (op. cit. p 1 19) 

Note that these NPIs can be doubled by erbet. The NPIs bram 'fart', grik 'word', gir 

'word', and tam 'piece' have a nominal origin and are still used as independent nouns 

while erbet 'in the world' has a prepositional origin (see Schapansky 1994a). 

To sum up, Gwenedeg presents a three-way contrast with respect to NPIs and 

i- Subject-NPIs which are presupposed must occur preverbally 
ii- Subject-NPIs which are not presupposed must occur postverbally 
iit Object-NPIs, which are asserted, must occur postverbally unless marked for 

emphatic focus 



Therefore, in Breton, there is a causal relation between preverbal position and 

presupposition, and postverbal position and assertion. The distribution of NPIs also 

i i i 4 ~ ~ 6  ~ i i h  f k  E C  and k 3 o n  sentcnce s='Uct.tt?. 

4.2. f 2. Nun-Neu&alized Quant$ication 

The universal quantifier pep 'every' with a narrow scope reading 'not everyone' is 

allowed to appear in negative sentences, as seen in (5 1). 

(51 )a. Mes pep tra n' en des ket kollet 
but everytiring NEG 3S have.PRS NEG lost 
'But not everything has fosf 

ag er pCh en des groeit dein. 
of the piece 3 s  have.PRS done to. 1 S 
their rneanin@ness for me.' 

b. Ne 06 kzt hoah peb unan. 
NEG be.PST.3S NEG yet everyone 
'It was not yet everyone.' (op. cit. p 90) 

In (51 ), the universal quantifier with a narrow scope reading is allowed to appear 

preverbally, as in (51)a., or postverbally, as in (51)b. This suggests that pep tra in (5l)a. 

and peb unan in (51)b. quaqtify over a set of entities which has been established in the 

discourse context and negation indicates that a subset of entities did not take part in the 

event in (51)a. and that a subset of entities was not concerned with something in (51)b. 

The existential quantifier un bennak 'someone' with a wide scope reading is allowed to 

appear in negative sentences. In this case it appears preverbally, as shown in (52). 

(52) Unan bennak n' en des ket kavet 6 choej. 
one some NEG 3 s  have.PRS NEG found 3SM choice 
'Sormorw didn'i'firid his choice.' (h.fFfr6 !980:218) 

In this case, the speaker intends to refer to a particular person. In the context of (52), a set 

of young men and women dating each other is established in the discourse. Almost 

everyone found a partner with the exception of one person. Hence unan bennak quantifies 



over a subset of entities that is presupposed. The only place it can be interpreted 

referentially is in  the extemd position, the position associated with presupposition. 

we also fimd a a m n l ~ s  Y- of a narrow scope existential q~antifier an YP eaiztg after the 

negated verb, as in (53). 

(53)a Ne vez6 ket prizet un arrest benak epad er labour. 
NEG be.HAB.1 PF NEG appreciated a pause some during the work 
'Breaks were nut welcome during the work.' (Guilloux 1992: 180) 

b. Biskoahn' emes ket kavet unan benak a r6 er Saus 2ir me hent. 
never NEG IS have.PRS NEG found some one of those Le Sauce on my way 
'Never, I found someone of the Le Sauce on my way.' (op. cit. p 162) 

These sentences create a problem for our claim that in the scope of negation the existential 

quantifier with a narrow scope reading is replaced by a non-referential NPI. One possible 

explanation is that un X bennak is not in the scope of negation but in the scope of the 

following phrase epad er labour in (53)a. and a re' er Saus in (53)b. In the context of 

(53)a, a combine was rented collectively by farmers during the harvest. Workers had no 

control over the machine and had to keep up with the mechanical rhythm. Thus, no one 

cot4d take a break, not even a five-minute one, while the machine was working. In 

contrast, when the harvest was done manually, people could take breaks, have a glass of 

cider, throw a joke or two. Therefore, the work in (53)a. refers to a highly specific; type of 

work and un arrest benak 'some break' is in its stop. In the context of (53)b., the 

narrator whose parents shared an attic with the Le Sauce, went in the attic to fetch wood, 

Each time he did it, he took two or three apples of the Le Sauce without being ever seen by 

one of them. Here as well, man benak 'someone' is in the scope of the modifier and refers 

to any member of the family le Sauce. 

When the existentid quantifier with a nanow scope reading is no longer in the scope of 

its modifier, its gets a wide scope reading, as evidenced in (54). 



(54)a. Un arrest benak ne v d  ket prizet epad er labour. 
a pause some NEG 1 S havePRS NEG found during the work 
'Some break was mt welcome dtcring the work.' 

b. Unaq l?Pynafk n' em es kt kavet ag r6 er Sans 
some one NEG IS have.PRS NEG found of people Le Saux 

triskoah &me hent. 
never on my way 

'I never found someone of the Le Sauce family on my way.' 

Sentence (54ja. means that there Is a specific kind of break which was not allowed during 

the work. Sentence (54jb. means that there is a specific member of the Le Sauce family that 

the narrator never saw on his way, Hence the existential quanwier in (54)a. and b. gets a 

referential interpretation in its wide scope reading. 

To sum up, the universal quantifier with wide scope reading and the existential 

quantifier with a narrow mpe reading are replaced in negative sentences by non-referential 

NPIs. The distribution of NPIs is subject to word order restrictions according to whether 

they are presupposed, thus appearing in preverbal position, or non-presupposed, thus 

appearing in postvabal position. In contrash the universal quantifier with a narrow scope 

reading and the existential quantifier with a wide scope reading are allowed to appear in 

negative sentences. 

4.2-2. Referentiality, Negation, and AG-NPs 

Referentiality effects associated with negation are also observed with respect to the 

marking of nominal arguments. As seen in the preceding chapter section 3.2, Breton 

preposition ag 'of, from', is used to indicate the non-referentiality of subjects of state 

predicates and objects. As seen in section 4.1.2.2.2, the partitive case in Finnish is used to 

indicate the non-referentiality of subjects of state predicates and objects in negative 



sentences. In languages which do not have a rich case system. a preposition is used to 

achieve the same effect as the preposition de 'of' in French, as in (55) and (56). 

@)a. 3' a i  vu des (*d) oiseaux migrateurs. 
I have seen INDEF-P of birds migrating-P 
'I saw migrating birds.' 

b, Je n' ai pas vu (*des) d'oiseaux migrateurs. 
I NEG have PEG seen INDEF-P of birds migrating-P 
;I did not see migrating birds.' 

(56)a. I1 est venu du (*de) monde. 
it is come IN3EF.S.M of people 
'People came.' 

b. II n' est pas venu ("du) de monde. 
it NEG is NEG come INDEF.S.M of people 
'People did not come.' 

In (55)' we have a regular transitive sentence, while, in (56), we have an existential 

sentence. In affirmative sentences, only the indefinite article &cs, as in (55)a. or du, as in 

(56)a. can appear. In this case, the NP gets a referential interpretation in the sense of GHZ 

(1993). In negative sentences, only de 'of' can appear, as in (55)b and (56)b. In this case, 

the NP gets a non-referential interpretation. 

Furthermore, subjects of event predicates cannot follow de, as in (57), nor can subjects 

of state predicates not involved in an existential construction, as in (58). 

(57)a. Des (*d7) oiseaux migrateurs ont survol6 le pays. 
INDEF.P of birds rnigrating.P have.P flown.over the country 
'Some migrating birds flew over the country.' 

b. Des (*d7) oiseaux migrateurs n' ont p survol6 le pays. 
ENDEF-P of birds migrating.P NEG have.P NEG flown.over the country 
'Some migrating birdr didn'tfty over the country.' 

f58)a k (*de) gens smt  ventls. 
1ENDEF.P of people are come 
',c,m,&? popk cm,~.' 

b. Des (*de) gens ne sont pas Venus. 
INDEF.P of people NEG are NEG come - - 
'Some people didd t come.' 



In these .sentences, the subject is presupposed, hence it is not allowed to take de associated 

with non-referentiality. Note that, in French, presupposed subjects occur befare the verb, 

as in (57) and (581, whereas non-presupposed subjects occur after it, as in (56). 

We find similar phenomena in Breton with Ag-NPs, as illustrated in (59)a. and b. for 

subjects of state predicates, in (59)c. and d. for existentials, in (59)e. and f. for 

possessives/locatives, and in (59)g. and R. for passives. 

(59)a. Ne vank ket a <<ram pious>> barh en davarn-man. 
NEG 1ack.PRS NEG of rum excellent in the tavern-DEM 
'Excellent rum is not lacking in this tavern.' (JaffrC 1986:214) 

b.hfe  chom nameit ag en delohed-sC desaiiet ... 
NEG stay.PRS except of the trout-DEM raised 
'There remain only those trout raised ...' (Guilloux 1992:266) 

c. Hzg & bruietr-A ne & k a gehier-jibou6sourien. 
and in. the countries-DEM NEGbe.PST.EXT NEG of cats-hunters 
'And in those countries, there were no mousers.' (JaffrC 1986:46) 

d . N e  oe ket ag er loiinedigeu-sC C ruieu er vorh. 
NEG be.PST.EXT NEG of the animals-DEM in streets the village 
'There were no such animuls in the village streets.' (Guilloux 1992: 184) 

e. Ne v& ket genemb ag er hoarieu-s6. 
NEG be.HAB-IPF.3S NEG with. l P  of the games-DEM 
'We didn't have those games.' (op. cit p 161) 

f. Ne vezk ket g& ag er glustreu kizellet. 
NZG be.IPF.HBT.3S NEG with.3P of the furniture chiselled 
'They had no chiselledfivni~re.' 

g. Ne ved ket guelet ag er boutuneu-st5 C nep 16h. 
NEG be.HAB.IPF.3S NEC seen of the buttons.DEM in any place 
'Those buttons were mt seen anywhere.' (op. cit. p 161) 

h. Ne vou ket mui kavet ag en tier-d. 
NEG be.FUT.3S NEC more found of the houses-DEN 
' T h e  houses will no longer be found.' 

However, they are not &owed to appear preverbally, as in (60). 

(@)a,* A u o m  plotis> ne vank ket barh er davarn-man. 
of rum excellent NEG 1ack.PRS 3 S  NEG in the tavern-DEM 
'Excellent nun is ,wt hcking in t h  tavern.' 



b.* Nameit ag en delohed-se' ne chom desaDet ... 
except of the trout-DEM NEG stay.PRS raised 
'There remains only t h e  trout raised ...' 

c.* A gehier-jibou6sou.e~ ne 02? ket kr broieu-sk. 
of cats-hunters NEG be.PST.3S NEG in.the countries-DEM 
'There were no mousers in those countries.' 

d.* Ag er loiinedigeu-sk ne oe ket C ruieu er vorh. 
of the animals-DEM NEG be.PST.EXT NEG in streets the village 
'There were no such animals in the village streets.' 

e.* Ag er hoarieu-s6 ne v d  ket genemb. 
of the games-DEM NEG be.HAB.IPF.3S NEG with. 1P 
'We didn't have those games.' 

f.* A3 er glustreu kizdlet. ne vezk ket get6 
ofthefurniturechiseUed NEG be.IPF.HBT.3S NEG with.3P 
'They had no chiselledfirniture.' 

g.* Ag er boutoneu-sC ne v d  ket guelet C nep lCh. 
of the buaons.DEM X%G be.HAS.PF.3S W G  seen in any place 
'Those buttons were nct seen anywhere.' 

h.* Ag en tier-s6 ne VOU ket mui kavet. 
of the houses-DEM NEG be.FUT.3S NEG more found 
'Those huses will no longer be found. 

Here as well, the Referentiality Constraint on the preverbal position provides an 

explanation for the impossibility of the sentences in (60). Subjects of state predicates taking 

the preposition ag associated with non-referentiality cannot appear preverbally. The same is 

true for objects, as exempWied in (61). 

(61)a Ne huerhamb ket anehe. 
NEG seU.PRS.1P NEG of.3P 
'We don't sell any of them.' (Guilloux 1 W2:64) 

b. N' emes ket guelet ag er boutoneu-s6 C nep iCh. 
NEG 1 S have.PRS NEG seen of the buttons-DEM in any place 
'I didn't see any of those buttons anywhere.' 

c. N' endes ket kollet er gofieu-se ag ou braiiitk. 
N!EG 3S have PRS NEG lost the festivities-DEM of 3P beauty 
'Those festivities didn't lose any of their beauty.' 



They are allowed to appear after the negated verb but not before the negative particle, as 

shown in (62). 

(62ja." AnehC ne tiuerhamb ket. 
of.3P NEG sell-PRS. 1P NEG 
'We don' t sell them.' 

b.* Ag er boutoneu-s6 n' em es ket guelet CneplCh. 
of the buttons-DEM NEG IS have.PRS NEG seen in any place 
'1 didn't see t h e  buttons anywhere.' 

c.* Ag ou brauitk n' en des ket kollet er gouilieu-sC. 
of 3P beauty NEG 3S have.PRS ,NEG lost the festivities-DEM 
'Those festivities didn't lose their beauty.' 

Subjects of event predicates cannot follow ag either in postverbal position, as in (63)a. 

or in preverbal position as seen in (63)b. 

(63)a. Ne zant ket (*a@ ur hi bihan. 
NEG bite.PRS NEG of adogsmall 
'A small dog doesn't bite.' 

b. (*Ag) ur hi bihan ne zant ket. 
of a dog small NEG bite.PRS.3S NEG 
'A small dog doesn't bite.' 

The notion of presupposition seems to account for this fact. It seems that subjects of event 

predicates are always presupposed, hence they are referential, and therefore, they cannot be 

marked by ag. 

One problem remains to be solved. Although Ag-NPs are non-referential, they should 

be able to appear in preverbal position as foci such as object-NPIs do, since preverbal NPs 

do not serve to bind the predicate domain in negative sentences. The REC II accounts for 

the difference between NPTs and Ag-NPs. NPIs represent sets of entities well defined in 

the discourse context, non-null if the subject is presupposed or null if the subject is not 

presupposed. In contrast, Ag-NPs represent subsets which are not defined in the discourse 

context although the supersets are, as indicated by the demonstrative particle s6, appearing 



in some of the above examples. Since Ag-NPs are thus unbounded, they cannot occur 

preverbdly . 

To sum up, Ag-NPs which represent subsets of entities, which are not defined in the 

discourse context. As such they are subject to the REC I1 and cannot appear in preverbal 

position. 

4.3. NEGATION AND REFERENTIALITY: MARKEDNESS AND ASYMMETRY 

This section provides an account of the markedness of sentence negation. As seen in 

chapter one, the markedness of sentence negation cannot be equated with syntactic 

markedness or formal marking (cf. Battistella 1990). Formal marking represents only one 

aspect of a more complex system involving morphosyntax, semantics and pragmatics. As 

pointed out by Giv6n (1978b:103), when two items exhibit a binary property (such as 

affirmation and negation), it is difficult to ascertain which item is marked by the presence of 

the property, and which item is marked by the absence of the property. From a 

morphosyntactic point of view, we have seen that, in Breton, negation interacts with the V2 

Requirement defied as saturation of the predicate domain, and the availability of the 

preverbal positions. From a semantic point of view, sentence negation changes the 

aspectual behavior of event predicates, yielding a stative or unbounded situations reading 

for those predicates. Furthermore, the irrealis modality associated with sentence negation is 

responsible for the Constraint on the Rcferential Interpretation of Indefinites. We can thus 

claim that sentence negation as a marked phenomenon affects the word order of sentences, 

the aspectual behavior of event predicates and the referentiaiity of NPs. Other aspects of 

sentence negation invoive pragmatics. 



4.3.1. Markedness and Pragmatics 

The pragmatic markedness of sentence negation relates to discourse markedne~s.~ 

Givin ( I  W8b:'?O) considers negative speech acts as presupposidonally more maker! than 

their affirmative counterparts. Subjects, being presupposed, a e  outside the scope of 

negation (op. cit, p 88). According to Horn (1989:201) who follows Apostel (1972), 

"Negative propositions are typically, but not necessarily, less informative and less specific 

than positive propositions ... the real asymmetry is located not in the relation of negative to 

positive propositions, but in the relation of (speaker) denials to assertions". When negation 

is not used to deny a proposition but rather to achieve certain affects, it is called 

metalinguistic negation, Since metalinguistic negation is not used to deny a proposition, it 

constitutes a marked kind of negation. 

43.1 . I .  Presupposition 

According to Horn (1989:203), affiiation serves to introduce new propositions into 

the discourse, while negation is directed at propositions already mentioned in the discourse. 

This view is shared by Giv6n (1984:324) who assumes that a negative declarative speech 

act normally does not add new information about the verb, subject, object(s), or other 

participants. Payne (1985:199) makes a similar statement. Negative sentences are most 

frequently used to deny propositions which are contextually given rather than introduce a 

new proposition. If only the asserted part of the proposition is denied while the 

presupposition remains outside the scope of negation, then presupposed subjects are 

outside the pragmatic scope of negation. Hence, they cannot be negated, 

4.3.1 2.  Subjects and Negated Quan@7ers 
R '  

I hs  apparent conclusion seems to contradict our claim that negation of the subject (or 

initiator) is a possible type of negation in natural language (see section 4.1.2.2.1). If the 

5 This term is borrowed from Horn (1989: 199). 
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idea of presupposed subjects can predict that a sentence like * a n . r w  tfiif nor rwttttD is not 

possible in English, it tails to predict that a sentence like tlrz one c n m ~  in  English is 

perfectly gamrnatical. The obvious way out is to claim that negation in z t o  rwte cvrimr t u s  

sentential scope. Therefore, the proposition as a whole is denied and not on1 y the predicate. 

Tkis is the view adopted by Giv6n (1978b:87) in distinguishing internal from external 

negation. When negation bears only on the predicate, we have internal negation, the rnost 

common across languages. When negation bears on the proposition, we have external 

negation, as illustrated in (65). 

(65) The king of France is not bald. 

In (65), negation is ambiguous between internal and external negation. Under internal 

negation, only the predicate is bold is denied. Therefore the existence of the subject ific. kirtg 

of France is presupposed. What the sentence means then is that there is a king of France 

but he is not bald. Under external negation, the proposition as a whole is denied. That is, 

the existence of the king of France is not presupposed (if France is a republici, hence 

negation has sentential scope. 

According to GivBn (1978b:88-71, although external negation suspends the 

referentiality of subjects it nevertheless retains the discourse presupposition a!ssociatd with 

negation. However, the question remains as to whether no one in no one ciunt' is or is not 

presupposed. This sentence is ambiguous between two interpretations: a) there is a set of 

Xs such that no x came; b) there is no x such that x came. This ambiguity is not predicted 

by the idea that subjects are always presupposed. In our account, a) and b) have two 

different representations, as shown in (66). 

(66)a. no one came : there is a set of Xs such that no x came 



b. no one came : there is no x such that x came 

When the existence of X is presupposed, the initiator X is realized as an arc-linking node, 

as in (66)a. However, when the existence of X is not presupposed the initiator X is not 

realized as an arc-linking node, as in (66)b. Thus, type I negation corresponds here to a 

subject that is not presupposed, that is, that has no referent. Although English offers little 

evidence, other languages such as Breton, which present a greater flexibility of word order, 

can overtly express the difference between presupposed and non-presupposed subjects. As 

seen in section 4.2-1.1, subject-NPIs which are not presupposed occur after the negated 

verb, like object-NPIs do, and unlike subject-NPIs which are presupposed, and which 

occur in preverbal position. Further evidence comes from the distribution of nominal 

arguments marked by non-refemng ag in Breton. As seen in section 4.2.2.2, subjects of 

event predicates never take non-referring ag whereas subjects of state predicates do when 

they are not presupposed like objects, but they must occur after the negated verb. Similar 

phenomena are observed in Finnish and Russian. 

In Finnish, when subjects of state predicates are presupposed, they take the nominative 

case, as seen in (67). 

(67) Auto ei ole kadulla 
car.NOM NEG.3S be.PRS.3S street.LOC 
'The car is not in the street.' (Karlsson 1981:79) 

What sentence (67) means is that there is a car but the car is not in the street. This contrasts 

with sentence (6)b. where the existence of the car is not presupposed, hence car takes the 

partitive case. Similar phenomena are observed with WIs, as shown in (68). 

(68)a. Ke/$k%h ei ole n-nyt. 
anyone.PART.P NEG. 3 S be.PRS -3 S to. be-seen 
'No one was to be seen.' (op. cit. 125) 



b. Kukaan ei usko minua. 
anyone.NC2Jf.S NEG.3S believe.PRS .3S 1 S 
'No one Mieves me.' (op. cit.) 

In (68)a., the existence of a group of persons is not presupposed, hence the NPI kdilkcjic'in 

'anyone' takes the partitive case. This contrasts with the NBI kukaan 'anyone' in (68)b. 

which takes the nominative case. Hence it indicates that the existence of a group of persons 

is presupposed. 

Similar observations can be made for Russian, as shown in (69). 

f69)a. Ni odnoj sobaki ne pokazalos' . 
NEG single d0g.GEN.F.S NEG appeared.N.S. 
'Not a single dog appeared.' (Babby 1980:6) 

b. Sobaka bol'se ne polcazalas'. 
dog.NOM.F.S. again NEG appeared.F.S. 
'The dog did not appear again.' (op. cit.) 

When subjects of state predicates are not presupposed, they take th; genitive case. The verb 

displays agreement with the neuter gender and not with the gender and number of the 

subject, as seen in (69)a. where dog is feminine. When subjects of state predicates are 

piesupposed, they take the nominative case and the verb agrees in gender and number with 

the subject, as in (69)b. 

To sum up, under external negation the entire proposition is denied. Hence, the 

presupposition of the subject is suspended. Under internal negation the predicate is 

negated. Hence the presupposition of the subject is retained. Furthermore, the distinction 

presupposition versus non-presupposition can account for the distribution of cases, 

no-minative versm partitive i? Finnish, nominative versw genitive in Russian. !t can also 

w m m t  for the dis&ibut;on of Ws in Breton, unmake0 NPs versus W s  makd by AG. 



4.3.1.3. Metufinguistic Negation 

According to Horn (1 %9:392), "whenever negation is used metalinguistically to deny 

the appropriateness of using a predicate which wouid fieid a true h t  misleading assertion 

(one which would induce false conventional or conversational irnplicata), it operates, in 

effect, on another level from that of the rest of the clause in which it is superficially 

situated". This leads Horn (op. cit. p 397) to conclude that "because metahguistic negation 

does not operate at the same rhetorical or grammatical level as the clause in which it occurs, 

it will fail to display those traits which are characteristic of the more fully integrated object- 

level negator". These traits, according to Horn, are incorporation of negation, triggering of 

NPIs, and the conjunction but used in concessives. 

If we analyse metalinguistic negation as not suspensive in that it does not affect the 

aspect of event predicates, it does not affect the referential interpretation of indefinites under 

its scope, and does not change the polarity of a sentence, we can explain the fact that 

metalinguistic negation will fail to incorporate, will fail to trigger NPIs and will not occur 

with concessive but. Let us consider first the fzst trait of metalinguistic negation, its failure 

to incorporate. 

4.3.1.3 . I .  Metalinguistic Negation and Polarity 

Horn (op. cit.) provides three tests to diagnose metalinguistic negation. The first test is 

the failure of metalinguistic negation to incorporate (into a word), as illustrated in (70). 

(70)a. The Queen of England is not happy- she is ecstatic. 
b.* The Queen of England is unhappy- she is ecstatic. 
c. It is not possible for you to leave now- it is necessary. 
d.* It is impossible for you to leave now- it is necessary. 

The failwe of metdir,guistic negation to incoworate has a semantic basis. According to 

Horn (op. cit.), since metalinguistic negation operates at another level from the rest of the 

clause in which it  is situated, the metalinguistic operator cannot incorporate 



morphologically as the un- or In- prefix, as opposed to negatives which involve ordinary, 

truth-functional uses of the negation. If we adnit that metalinguistic negation is not 

suspensive, then we can explain tF:e difference between (70)a. and 0. and (70)c. and d. 

Lexical negation, a particular instance of suspensive negation, affects the polarity of the 

predicate in that ecstatic in (70)b. and necessary in (70)d. are disallowed in the reassertion 

component. Since metalinguistic negation does not change the polarity of a sentence, it 

cannot be used with the polarity changing lexical negation. Therefore, it cannot incorporate. 

When a concept like negation is lexicalized, it cannot be used for other purposes than the 

ones for which it has been lexicatized. Its uses are fixed once and for all. 

4.3.1.3.2. Metalinguistic Negation and Refeentiality 

The second test proposed by Horn: metalinguistic negation does not trigger NPIs, as 

shown in (71) (op. cit. p 398-99). 

(7 l)a. Chlamydia is not "sometimes" misdiagnosed - it is frequently misdiagnosed. 
b.  You ate some mushrooms - I did not eat "some mushrooms". 
c. He doesn't have "some assets" hidden away. 

In these examples, some appears in the scope of metalinguistic negation. Worn (op. cit. p 

392) suggests that because metalinguistic negation operates at another level from the clause 

in which it appears, it cannot trigger NPIs. In our terms, metalinguistic negation is not 

suspensive in that in does not affect the referential interpretation of indefinites under its 

scope. Hence, the CRU is not relevant since metalinguistic negation is not associated with 

the irrealis modality, unlike suspensive negation. 

In Breton we find a few examples of the universal quantifier with a wide: scope reading 

and the existential quantifier with a narrow scope reading in the scope of negation. This, as 

seen earlier, should not be allowed. Let us consider first the universal quantifier. 



(72) Ha pep farnilh n' en doe ket unan kar soudar Q reter? 
and every farnily NEG 3s  have.PST NEG one relative soldier in.the orient 
'And isn't it the case that every fmily h a relative soldier in the orient (war)?' 

(Guilloux 1992:258) 

In (72) the universal quantifier pep familh 'every family' has a wide scope reading. 

This is best seen in the French tsarislation et chaque famille n'a-t-ellepas un parent soldat 

h la guerre? where chaquefamille 'every family9 has scope over negation. The intended 

meaning is that every farnily has a relative soldier in the war. Thus, if pep familh 'every 

family' has a wide scope reading, it should be replaced by the non-referential counterpart 

familh erber 'any family'. This creates a problem for our claim that in Breton the universal 

quantifier with a wide scope reading is replaced by a NPI in negative sentences. This can 

be explained only if we admit that the sentence is in the scope of two irrealis modalities, 

interrogation and negation. It seems that the presence of these two irrealis plays a role in 

allowing the universal quantifier with a wide scope reading to appear preverbally and keep 

its wide scope reading. The universal quantifier with a wide scope reading in negative 

sentences is associated with a metalinguistic use of negation. Interro-negation is used here 

not to seek a yes or no answer, but to make an assertion, the question coming at the end of 

a long descriptive paragraph about the war. Bretons died by the hundreds and every family, 

having a father, brother or cousin on the front, was affected by the war (WWI). 

The existential quantifier also is allowed to appear in postverbal position, as illustrated 

in (73). 

(73)a Ma ne O6 staget ur jab benak doh en ti. 
if NEG be.PST attached a horse some from the house 
'ifsome horse was not attached to the house.' (op. sit. p 58) 

b . M a  ne 06 en dro d'ur penher, ur paizant benak. 
if NEG be.PST around to a farm a farmer some 
'If there was not, near a hamlet, some farmer.' 

c. Mane zeh6 ket unan benak. 
if NEG come.COND NEG one some 
'If someone wouki not come.' 

(op. cit. p 188) 

(op. cit. p 195) 



The existential quantifier un ... bennak 'someone' with a narrow scope reading is normally 

replaced by a non-referential NPI in the scope of negation. This creates a problem for our 

claim that the existential quantifier with a narrow scope reading is replaced by a MI in 

negative sentences. Again, this can be explained only if we admit that these sentences are in 

the scope of metalinguistic negation. Note that here as well, the existential quantifier is in 

the scope of two irrealis modalities, one expressed by negation and one expressed by the 

irrealis particles, ma 'if' in (73)a. and c. and mar 'if' in (73)b. Therefore, it seems that, 

here as well, the presence of two irrealis modalities in the same clause plays a role in 

allowing the existential quantifier with a narrow scope reading to acquire a non-referential 

interpretation. In the context of (73)a., one could recognize the nearness of a blacksmith 

shop by the smell of fresh horse droppings, if there were no droppings on the ground, then 

a horse, attached to the shop, was dropping, getting impatient to be taken by the blacksmith 

to get new horseshoes. In the context of (73)b., the narrator and his father went fishing 

very early in the morning. To get to the river, they were crossing empty fields. If the fields 

were not deserted, then a farmer was out working near his farm. In the context of (73)c., 

people were fishing illegally. Someone was charged to see if a representative of the law, in 

one of his rounds of inspections, was coming. In all cases, the identity of the horse, 

farmer, or inspector is not revealed, since these sentences represent recurrent states of 

affairs, hence the non-referential interpretation of the existential quantifier with a narrow 

scope reading. Negation is used here metalinguistically in the sense that the subordinate 

clause introduced by ma 'if' or mar 'if' is not negated but refers to a hypothetical situation 

which does not have to be realized. 

From the data discussed above, it appears that the presence of a double irrealis in the 

same clause, negation and some other irrealis, the Contraint on the Referential 

Interpretation of Indefinites is cancelled and negation gets interpreted rnetalinguisticdly in 

the sense that it is not used to deny a proposition. It is rather used to make an assertion 

when used in conjunction with interrogation, as in (72), or it is used to refer to hypothetical 



situations which do not have to be realized when used in conjunction with another irrealis 

particle, as in (73). This can be forrnaljzd as (74). 

(74) CRII Cancellation Rule 
In the presence of two irrealis in the same clause, negation and some other 

irrealis, the Constraint on the Refrential Interpretation of Irdejinites is cancelled 
when negation is interpreted metalinguistically. 

A related phenomenon in Russian involves adverbial NPs which can take either the 

accusative or the genitive case, as illustrated in (75) for distance adverbials, and in (76) for 

time adverbials. 

(75)a. On ne proexal ni odnu rnilju. 
he NEG TR-drove NEG one.ACC mile.ACC 
'He didn't drive a single mile.' (King 1993: 33) 

b. On ne proexal ni odnoj mili. 
he NEG TR.drove NEG one.GEN rnile.GEN 
'He didn't drive a single mile.' (op. cit.) 

(76)a. Ja ni odnu minutu ne spd. 
I NEG one.ACC minute.ACC NEG slept 
'I didn't sleep a minute.' (op. cit. p 34) 

b. Ja ni odnoj rninuty ne spal. 
1 NEG one.GEN minute.GEN PEG slept 
'I didn' t sleep a single minute.' (op. cit.) 

How can we explain the distribution of case in the above examples. According to Horn 

(1989:438), a Russian NP in the scope of contrastive negation is never marked by the 

genitive of negation, as shown in (77) and (78). 

(77)a. V nego v rubax ne bylo slovarja. 
to him in hands NEG was dictionary.GEN 
'He did not have a dictionary in his hands.' (Horn 1989:438) 

b. V nego v rubax by1 ne slovar (a tom enciklopedii). 
ts '%?I Li hmds was NEG dictionax----.KC but volume encyciopedia 
'He did not have in his hands a dictionary (but a volume of the encyclopedia).' 

(78)a Brat ne est mjasa. 
brother NEG eats meat.GEN 
'My brother does not eat meat.' (op. cit.) 



b. Brat ne est mjaso (a wet). 
brother NEG eats meat,A@C but gobbles 
'My brother does not eat meat (but gobbles it).' (op. cit.) 

We can therefore assume that in (75) and (76) the adverbials marked by the accusative case 

are in the scope of contrastive negation, where the sentence can be interpreted as he drove 

more than a one mile in (75)a. and he slept more than one minute in (76)a. 

That contrastive negation fails to trigger the genitive of negation in Russian is predicted 

by our approach since metalinguistic negation does not affect the referentiality of NPs 

under its scope. 

4.3.1.3 -3. Metalinguistic Negation and BUT 

The Iast test proposed by Horn: metaiinguistic negation cannot occur with one variety 

of but clause (op. cit. p 403-04). In English, but has at least four meanings, one which is 

contrastive and used metalinguisticdly, as in (79)a., and one which is concessive and used 

descriptively, as in (79)b. 

(79)a. We don't have three children but four (*but two) 
b. We don't have three cMdren but we do have two (*but we do have four) 

The metalinguistic use of but cannot occur with concessive but, as in (79)b. According to 

Horn (op. cit.), these two uses of but correlate with the two uses . ~ f  negation, descriptive 

and metalinguistic. However, as he notes, other languages may use two different 

conjunctions for that purpose, like German aberlsondern or Spanish perolsino. In Breton 

too, we find two different conjunctions, mes (or met) corresponding to contrastive but, as 

shown in (80)a. and (81)a., and nemet corresponding to descriptive but, as shown in 

(80)b. and (81)b. 

(80)a. Ne 06 ket er hemener un den mes ur hemener 
NEG be.PST NEG the tailor a man but a tailor 
'The tailor was not a man but a tailor.' 



b . N e  & ket er hemener un doue nemet un den. 
NEG be.PST NEG thetdor a god but aman 
'The tailor was not a god, only a man.' 

X I ?  (8I)a. lu o fes k ti3 avugdk m s  (*memet) par anehC. 
NEG 3P have.PRS NEG three of children but but four of.3P 
'They do not have three chitdren but four.' 

b. N' odes ket tri a vugalC nemet deu anehG 
NEG 3P have.PRS NEG three of children but two of.3P 
'They dh not have three children only two.' 

In Breton, met 'but' can be used descriptively as well, as exemplified in (82) and (83). 

Ti Podec n' 6 ket un ti bras rnes ur man&. 
house Podec NEG be.PRS .3S NEG a house big but a manor 
'Podec's house is not a big house but a manor.' 

Ti Pod= n9 6 ket ur man& nernet un ti bras. 
house Podec NIEG be.PRS .3S NEG a manor but a house big 
'Podec's house is not a manor only a big house.' 

Ti Podec n ' 6 ket ur maner mes un ti bras ha nitra kin. 
house Podec NEG be.PRS.3S NEG a manor but a house big and nothing else 
'Podec's house is not a manor but a big house and nothing else.' 

Er hoarieu-s6 n'int ket hoarieu eit pautred mes eit pautred ha merhed. 
the games-DEM NEG be.PRS.3P NEG games for boys but for boys and girls 
'These games are not games for boys but for boys and girls.' 

E; hoarieu-s6 n'int ket hoarieu eit pautred nemt eit merhed. 
the games-DEM NEG be.PRS.3P NEG games for boys but for girls 
'These games are not games for boys only for girls.' 

Er hoarieu-s6 n'int ket hoarieu eitpautred 
the games-DEM NEG be.PRS.3P NEG games for boys 
'These games are not games for boys 

rnes eit rnerhed ha h a h i  kin. 
but for girls and nobody else 
but for girls and nobody else.' 

Whereas met has a metalinguistic reading in (82)a.' and (83)a.' it has a descriptive reading 

in (82)c. and (83)c., which is encoded by the negative word nitra kin 'nothing else' in 

(83)c. and by the negative word hafini kin 'nobody else' in (84)c. in the reassertion clause. 

This is further illustrated in (84). 



(84)a Er hemener n'C ket un dCn a vicher mes un den a nitra. 
the tailor NEG be.PRS.3S NEG a man of skill but a man of nothing 
'The tailor is not a skilied but a worthless man.' 

b. Ti 3de9 n' 6 ket ui ti mes ur !oj a nitra 
house Podec NEG be.PRS.3S NEG a house but a lodge of nothing 
'Podec's house is not a house but a worthless lodge.' 

In the above examples the negative word a nitra 'of rwthing = worthless' is in the direct 

scope of mes which is the equivalent of nemet in this context. 

4.3 -1 3.4. Metalinguistic Negation and Aspect 

One last problem remains to be solved. Since negation changes the aspect of event 

predicates, we should expect all subjects to behave alike in negative sentences regardless of 

the event/state distinction. We saw in section 3.2.3.2.2 that the eventive reading of state 

predicates is obtained only for referential subjects whether definite, as in (103), ( 104) and 

(106)a., or indefinite, as in (106)b. Since negation changes the aspect of event predicates, 

the eventive reading of state predicates should not obtain in negative sentences. However, 

this is not the case, as evidenced in (85) (Urien p.c.). 

(85)a. N9 en do6 ket kokhet get en droug-galon. 
NEG 3s  have.PST NEG fallen with the pain-heart 
'He did notfall from a heart-attack.' 

b. Kalavern n ou des ket troeit en treu ag er f6son-s6. 
it-does-not-matter NEG 3P have.PRS NEG turned the things oftheway-DEM 
'It does not matter whether the things did not turn out that way.' 

c. N'em bo6 ket kerhet ar un tamtnig gu6r. 
NEG 1 S have.PST NEG walked on a piece.DIM glass 
'I did not step on a piece of glass.' 

d. N 'em es ket balkt 6r parkeuier. 
TvTEG Is  have.PRS P+%G w & d  in.the fidds 
'I did not walk in tfzefie1d.s.' 

e. W' endes ket neijet buan. 
WEG 3s have.PRS NEG flown quick 
'It (the rooster) did twtjly quickly away.' 



f. En ddrC n' en do6 ket ridet buan dr6 er maCzieu. 
the new NEG 3s have.PRS NEG run fast through the lands 
'The news did not run fast through the country.' 

g. Ur safar hemb par n' en do6 ket saiiet breman Q sal. 
a tumult without equal NEG 3s  have.PST NEG risen now h t h e  room 
'An unprecedented tumult did not arise now in the room.' 

Negation here is not the simple descriptive negation or suspensive negation but the 

contrastive metalinguistic or non-suspensive negation. The context which gave rise to the 

eventive reading of these state predicates is under the immediate scope of a contrastive 

element, which implies that the sentence hss an implicit bound. For example, sentence 

(85)a. implies that the man fell for a reason other than a hard-attack, and sentence (85)g. 

implies that some unprecedented noise arose at some other time or other place. Hence the 

eventive reading of state predicates describes bounded situations which are maintained 

under negation. Therefore, in negative sentences, eventive reading of state predicates can 

only be interpreted metalinguistically since metalinguistic negation is associated with 

boundedness, as opposed to descriptive negation which is associated with unboundedness. 

This provides indirect evidence that, in Breton, aspect is affected by negation. If this is 

correct then we need to distinguish between event predicates and the eventive riading of 

state predicates since they are associated with two different kinds of negation, suspensive 

and non-suspensive respectively. 

To sum up, since metalinguistic negation is suspensive it does not affect the aspect of 

event predicates, as observed in Breton in sentences involving auxiliary selection. It does 

not affect the referentiality of indefinites under its scope. Hence the universal and existential 

quantifiers aie &owed io appear in the scope of m A ~ g u i s t i c  negation and the accusative 

case is permitted il.: the scope o1 me'afinguistic negation in Russian. Finally, it does mi 

affect the polarity of a sentence. Hence, metalinguistic negation cannot incorporate. 

Metalinguistic negation is also associated with different scopes of negation relating to the 



four types of negation posited in this work (see section 4.1). If this hypothesis is correct. 

then we need to accommodate this into our representation given in (1 8) and revised in (86). 

(86)a. Nancy did not buy books, but Dick did. 

Dick Nancy books 
4 ( 1 > 

buy 

b. Nancy did not buy two but three books. 

Nancy 2 books 3 books 
v > ( 1  4 

buy 

In (86)a., Nancy is not the intended initiator, hence it is represented by the empty arc- 

linking node. However, the event is not negated since the intended initiator is Dick. Hence 

the causative arc representing the event keeps its direction, thus showing no change of 

aspect. Similarly in (86)b., since 2 books is not the intended endpoint it is represented with 

an empty arc-linking node. However, the causative arc keeps also its direction since it has 

an endpoint, the intended 3 books, thus showing no change of aspect. Thus metalinguistic 

negation describes bounded situations as indicated by the directed arc, in contrast to 

descriptive negation which describes unbounded situations as indicated by the undirected 

arc. 

To conclude this chapter, we establish two kinds of negation, suspensive negatim 

which is associated with the regular descriptive use of negation, and non-suspensive 

negation which is associated with the metalinguistic use of negation. Taking a Causal Chain 

approach, we established four types of negations: negation of the initiator or type 1 

negation, negation of the endpoint or type 11 negation, negation of the transmission force or 

type III negation, and negation of the causal chain or type IV negation. Negation of the 



initiator or type I negation is found only with non-presupposed subjects. Type III or type 

IV negation is associated with presupposed subjects and indicates that there is no causal 

xiationship between the presupposed subjxi the predicatioil. Hence the subject itself is 

not negated, being outside the scope of negation. This holds as well for negated quantifiers 

and NPI-taking arguments. Chickasaw data pose a problem for this view. However, we 

may see negative agreement with the agent affix as a particular realization of type III 

negation in this language. Negation of the endpoint or type II negation is associated with 

non-referential arguments appeariirg as negated quantifiers (eg., English, French), as M I S  

(eg., Breton, English), or displaying a special case (eg., Finnish, Russian) or a special 

adposition (eg., Breton, French). Negation of the verbal segment or type 111 negation is 

possibly the most common type of negation and can be associated with the different scope 

of negation. Negation of the causal chain or type N negation is associated with sentential 

scope, that is when no causal relation between the diverse segments of the chain is obtained 

(eg., Sentani). This type of negation can also be realized by negative concord (eg., 

Hungarian). The strongest support for this approach is provided by Waorani complex 

predicates, which show that a verbal segment can be negated without negating the next 

verbal segment, or the entire causal chain can be negated. Typologically speaking, the four 

types af negation are realized in the world's languages. This approzch allows us to 

distinguish suspensive negation associated with the aspectual change of event predicates, 

from metalinguistic negation which lacks this property. 

The association of negation with the irrealis modality changes the referentiality of 

indefinite arguments under its scope. Indefinites are interpreted as non-referential. This 

constraint applies to determiners, quantifiers, as well as cases/adpositions. As seen for 

Breton, this interacts with the event versus state, presupposition versus non-presupposition 

and preverbal versus postverbal position distinctions. The distribution of NPIs in Breton is 

instrumental in determining the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic scope of negation. 



Finally, as a marked phenomenon, suspensive negation changes the aspect of 

predicates from event to state- Under the irrealis modality inherently associated with 

sentence negation, indefinite arguments can on1 y be interpreted as nan-rekrtrtn tiaf , 

Furthermore, metahguistic negation, as a marked kind of negation, does not affect the 

polarity of a sentence, does not change the aspectizd behavior of event predicates, and does 

not affect the referentiality of indefinite arguments under its scope. Therefore, neelition is 

marked morphosyntactically, semanticaUy, and pragmatically. 



CONCLUSION 

The central thesis of this work is that the markedness of sentence negation is about 

asymmetry but not the kind of asymmetry associated with Formal Marking. In the course 

of this study, we argued for three kinds of asymmetry: morphosyntactic, semantic and 

pragmatic. Morphcsyntactic asymmefries relate to the V2 Requirement defined as saturation 

of the predicate domain. Whereas the negative particle binds the predicate domain, its 

positive counterparts do not. The internal preverbal position is available in affirmative but 

not in negative sentences. This means that preverbal NPs (and other items) serve to bind 

the predicate domain in afhmative but not in negative sentences. Moreover, whereas the 

auxiliary endout 'to have' shows no preference in the binder, the auxiliary bout 'to be' 

displays in the present tense four forms which demand a specific binder. One form 

demands a subject binder and is not found in negative sentences. The other three forms 

demand a non-subject binder and one of them does not appear in negative sentences in the 

Gwenedeg dialect 

Semantic asymmetries pertah to the referentiality of NPs, and the aspectual behavior of 

predicates. Only referential NPs can appear preverbally (and bind the predicate domain in 

affirmative sentences). In the scope of negation associated with the irrealis modality, 

indefinite NPs are interpreted as non-referentid. Hence the universal quantifier with a wide 

scope reading and the existential quantifier with I. narrow scope reading are replaced by 

NPh in Breton. Wide affirmative sentences describe bounded or unbounded situations, 

negative sentences describe unbounded siatarions only. 

hgma t i c  asymmetries relate to presupposition and to metalinguistic negation. While 

positive propositions save tcl introduce new infomation, new propositions, negative 

propositions serve to intrduced infinmation about propositions already mentioned in the 



discourse. While the preverbal position is associated with presupposition and the 

postverbal position is associated with non-presupposition in negative sentences, this is not 

necessady the case iq afff-mative sentences, given that tk predicate domain is required to 

be bound by some item other than the negative particle. Hence any item part of the assertion 

will do. Presupposed subjects, unlike non-presupposed subjects, cannot be negated. When 

presupposed subjects take a NPI, they occur preverbally unlike non-presupposed subjects 

marked by a NPI which appear in postverbal position. Presupposed subjects cannot take 

the preposition Ag, while non-presupposed subjects can. Finally, metalinguistic negation is 

associated with boundedness and thus is not suspensive, unlike descriptive (suspensive) 

negation. 

The contributions made by this work are numerous. The first set of contributions are 

made by the study of concepts such as the concepts of Predicate Domain, Referentiality and 

Auxiliary Selection. As seen in chapter two, the concept of predicate domain provides a 

means to delimit the syntactic scope of negation in Breton in that the negative particle which 

serve as a saturator for the predicate domain can begin a sentence unlike its positive 

counterparts which cannot. This syntactic scope can be thought of as the nuclear scope of 

the sentence as found in Diesing (1992) in her study of (in)definiteness in English. The 

notion of saturation of the predicate domain provides a principled means to give a unified 

account for Breton V2 word order. This may hold for other word order possibilities as 

well. We may view SVO languages as having their predicate domain saturated by the 

subject in initial position in affirmative sentences and by negation in negative sentences. 

This might explain the difference between English no one came which is acceptable versus 

anyone didn't come which is not acceptable. 

As seen in chapter three, referentiality provides a means of accounting for word order 

restrictims in Breton sentences involving two NPs, one preverbal and one postverbal. It 

also provides a means to account for the possible set of preverbal NPs. This is true of both 

affirmative and negative sentences. Referentiality as providing a means of constraining the 



placement of NPs is likely to be found in other languages, as in Finnish.When the subject 

is referential it occurs before the verb in Auto on kadulla 'The car is in the street'. when the 

subject is not referential it occurs after the verb in Kadulla on 'There is a car in the 

street'. In chapter four, we saw that referentiality affects the marking of NPs. Non- 

referential unbounded NPs are marked by the preposition ag 'of' in Breton. In languages 

with a rich case system, non-referential NPs are marked by a specific case, partitive in 

Finnish or genitive in Russia. This may interact with presupposition, as best observed in 

Finnish. When the subject-NPI is presupposed, it takes the nominative case. When the 

subject-NPI is not presupposed it takes the partitive case. The interaction of referentiality 

and case marking shows that case marking is not only determined by syntax but also by 

semantics --referential NP versus non-referential NP-- and pragmatics --presupposed NP 

versus non-presupposed NP. 

In chapter three, we saw auxiliary selection in Breton is determined by the distinction 

boundedness/unboundedness regardless of whether the predicate is an event or a state 

predicate. In languages like Breton where auxiliary selection is not completely 

grarnrnaticalized, the choice of the auxiliary may reflect aspectual differences. These 

aspectual differences are also found in English in pairs of sentences such asthey have done 

the work andthey are done with the work where the first sentence describes a bounded 

situation while the second one describes an unbounded situation. Therefore auxiliary 

selection is a way to express the aspect of a predicate. As seen in this chapter, auxiliary 

selection interacts with referentiality. The auxiliary endout 'to have' takes referential 

subjects only while the auxiliary bout 'to be' may not. Whether this holds for other 

languages is to be determined. 

The second set of contributions includes con~bueions made by quantified Pes: Ag- 

NPs, uni~ei~aUy and existentially quantified NPs, and NPIs. Ag-NPs can be conskkxed as 

existentially quantified NPs. However, they are non-referential and unbounded. As such 

they cannot occur in preverbal position. Hence, they are instrumental in determining the 



Referentiality Constraint on preverbal NIPS (REC II) which applies in negative sentences as 

well. In French we find similar restrictions with Nls marked by the preposition de 'of' the 

equivalent of Breton ag in il n'y a pas de probi2rne 'there is no problem" and je n'ni vu de 

ces boutons nulle part 'I didn't see any of those buttons anywhere.' Whether similar 

restrictions apply in languages where non-referentiality and/or unboundedness are realized 

by a case (e.g., partitive in Finnish or genitive in Russian) remains to be determined. 

As seen in chapter four, the universal quantifier with a wide scope reading and the 

existential quantifier with a narrow scope reading are replaced by NPIs in Breton negative 

sentences, thus showing that they are perceived as indefinites. This allowed us to 

established that the Constraint on the Referential Interpretation of Indefinites (CRII) apply 

to quantifiers as well as NPs. Similar phenomena are observed in English oo French. 

However, how the CRII applies in these and other languages remains to be determined. 

In this chapter, the distribution of Breton NPIs helped us to determine the scope of 

negation --synractic when non-presupposed NPIs occur after the negated verb, semantic 

when NPIs occur before the negated verb, and pragmatic when presupposed NPIs occur in 

the external position. In languages like English showing both negated quantifiers and 

WIs,  the scope of negation may be less easily determined since a negated quantifier in 

subject position is ambiguous between a presupposed and non-presupposed reading, In 

other languages some restrictions may apply like the clause-mate condition as found in 

Serbo-Croatian (Progovac 1994). In languages which do not have negated quantifiers or 

NPIs but which use indefinite, non-specific or other non-referring expressions instead (see 

language survey), the scope of negation interacting with word order remains to be 

determined. 

The third set of contributions includes contributions made by the dialect of Gwenedeg 

with respect to Breton and the contributions of Breton with respect to linguistics, 

Gwenedeg is the least known dialect and therefore, the least studied of all Breton dialects. 

However, its contributions towards an understanding of Breton are nonetheless important. 



Gwenedeg discourse data provides evidence that there is more than one preverbal position, 

with data involving two preverbal NPs in particular. Therefore, analyses based on one 

preverbal position oiiiy i i e d  to be modified in order to accommodate the empLrica1 

evidence. Gwenedeg, which has not generalized the use of ag + personal sunx as direct 

object pronoun, provides a unique opportunity to study partitive constructions in Breton. 

Gwenedeg, for which the change in the auxiliary selection is documented, provides a 

unique opportunity to study auxiliary selection in Breton, to study how it is determined in 

the modern language where the evidence for it is rather messy. Other Breton dialects may 

present different stages of this evolution or may present variations of the Gwenedeg 

system. Many of the data presented in this work have not been discussed in the literature. 

Hence, they provide some insight as to how the grammatical system of Breton is 

organized. 

Breton provides a unique opportunity to study a verb-second language. Although the 

V2 word order has been defined formally in terms of a particular structural configuration 

which is based on Germanic evidence (cf. Schafer 1995), Breton data, showing not one 

but three preverbal positions, shows that the V2 word order cannot be defined in those 

terms. Therefore, Breton V2 word order departs from the V2 word order found in 

Germanic languages with respect to the V2 structural configuration. It is interesting to note 

that, as a Celtic language, Breton is associated with VSO languages, while some Germanic 

languages are SOV languages. While the presence of positive particles, former relative 

particles, provides evidence that Breton V2 word order evolves from reduced cleft 

sentences (see appendix A), it may not be so for the Germanic V2 word order. The 

presence of positive particles in Breton also provides a unique opportunity to compare 

affirmative and negative sentences and to ascertain that the markedness of negation cannot 

be reduced to Formal Marking. Breton affirmative and negative sentences are both formally 

marked by the presence of a particle. The alternation between particle and subordinating 

conjunction in complement clauses provides some evidence that Breton sentence structure 



may not be organized semantically according to the classical main/complement clause 

distinction. It may rather be organized pragmatically according to information saliency. 

Eowever, this latter a d y s i s  needs further consideradon pwticulady with respect to 

pjrosodic information as reflected by accoustic analysis. 

Since Breton auxiliary selection is determined by the semantic distinction boundednesd 

unboundedness, we should have expected that only the auxiliary bout 'to be' associated 

with unboundedness would appear in negative sentences, which describe unbounded 

situations. However, this is not the case. Therefore, to a certain extent, auxiliary selection 

is gramaticalized in this language. Similarly, the eventive reading of state predicates 

expressed by the auxiliary endout 'to Rave9 should not be obtained in negative sentences, 

However, this is not the case. The eventive reading of state predicates which is contrastive 

in nature is maintained under the scope of negation which is interpreted metalinguistically. 

Since metalinguistic negation does not affect the aspect of predicates, Breton provides 

indirect evidence that suspensive negation affects the aspect of predicates in languages 

which do not encode aspectud information in the verb morphology. 

The fourth set of contibutions includes the contributions made by the approach adopted 

in this work, and by the two frameworks, the Givenness Hierarchy framework of Gundel, 

Hedberg & Zacharski (1993) and the Causal Chains framework of Croft (1991). The 

unconventional approach adopted in this work allows us to cover a variety of phenomena 

which are not directly related to one another: the V2 word order, referentiality, auxiliary 

selection and negation. Since they are all interacting with one another, they are unified 

under the concept of Predicate Domain which plays a key role in Breton grammar. Thus, 

this approach provides us with a better understanding of the Breton language. The wide 

range and the amount of data covered allows us to provide explanations for the phenomena 

under study to a greater degree than formal approaches limited to a small set of weli chosen 

data which fit the theoretical assumptions. Since the data discussed in this work are 



documented in the literature of the language, questions regarding the legitimacy or 

acceptability of such or such a sentence are not likely to arise. 

Without the Givenenss Hierarchy framework of Gundel, Hedberg & Zacharski (1993), 

it would have been difficult to study the restrictions on word order possibilities which are 

discourse determined, in particular with respect to the placement of preverbal NPs (REC I[) 

and in sentences involving two NPs, one preverbal and one postverbal ( E C  I). These 

restrictions apply in negative sentences as well. Schapansky 's attempt (1992a) to capture 

this in terms of Subject Precedence and the Definiteness Condition leads to erronous 

conclusion, It would also have been difficult to study auxiliary selection which interacts 

with referentiality. Schapansky7s earlier attempts to capture this interaction in terms of 

definiteness also leads to misleading conclusions (see references). Therefore, the 

Givenness Hierarchy provides a principled means to study referentiality in all its aspects. 

The Causal Chains framework of Croft (1991) provides a means to represent the 

suspensive character of negation. It shows that when a segment of the chain is negated 

(initiator, transmission of force, endpoint), other segments of the chain are affected as well. 

In all cases, the transmission of force is marked as affected by an undirected arc, the arc 

associated with states, thus representing that the aspect of predicates is affected by 

negation. In the case of metalinguistic negation, it shows that the transmission of force 

remains unchanged keeping its directed arc, the arc associated with causation. Therefore, it 

represents that metalinguistic negation is not suspensive. Thus, the Causal Chains 

framework provides a means of representing the contrast between suspensive (descriptive) 

and metalinguistic (non-suspensive) negation. T h i s  is the only framework that can do this. 

Whether this framework can be used to represent, for example, auxiliary selection remains 

to be Get&& (for an accouni of case marking within this framework, see Cfoft 1991). 

The !ast set of coiitihtions aie contributioas made bj ihis w ~ i k .  This work provides 

us with a better understanding of the V2 word order in Breton by showing that the V2 

word order operates at the sentence rather than the clause level. Hence, all sentences, 



whether monoclausal or biclausal, exhibit the V2 word order. When we have a sequence, 

main/complement clauses, the main clause shows the V2 order at the clause level while the 

complement clause displays the V2 order at the sentence level, given that the main clause 

occupies the initial position of the complement clause for the purpose of the V2 order. The 

notion of saturation of the predicate domain allows us to capture the difference between 

affirmative and negative sentences. The item preceding the verb is considered as a saturator 

for the predicate domain whether it is a subordinating conjunction, the negative particle, an 

NP or something else. Hence the negative particle counts as the first item for the V2 order, 

unlike its positive counterparts. Whether this analysis can be extended to other V2 

languages remains to be determined. 

This work provides us with a better understanding of negation. It shows that negation 

works at different levels in different parts of the grammar. It shows that negation is 

suspensive in that it changes the polarity of sentences. This is expressed in on6 way or 

another in all languages. It changes the aspect of predicates. Although some languages do 

not directly indicate this change in the verb morphology, some other languages do (cf, 

Waorani section 4.1.2.2.3). Indirect evidence for this change has been discussed for 

English (cf. section 4.1.1) and for Breton (cf. section 4.3.1.3.4). Negation associated with 

the irrealis modality affects the referential interpretation of indefinites under its scope. This 

is best expressed by the use of NPIs or other non-referring expressions (cf. language 

survey). Thus all languages express to a lesser or greater extent the suspensive character of 

negation, This suspensive character might explain why negation is harder to process and 

take longer to acquire (cf. section 1.2.2). This work also shows how metalinguistic 

negation differs from descriptive (non-suspensive) negation. Since metalinguistic negation 



is not use to deny a proposition, it does not change tRe polarity of sentences, does not 

change the aspect of predicates and does not affect the referential interpretation of 

indefinites under its scope. Hence metalinguistic negation is not suspensive. Finally, this 

work shows how the markedness of negation implies asymmetries that are observed at the 

morphosyntactic, semantic and pragmatic levels. 



APPENDIX A 

THE V2 WORD ORDER IN CELTIC 

Although Breton is most notoriously known for its V2 word order, V2 constructions 

are also found in other Celtic languages like Irish, Welsh and Cornish. Irish exhibits 

"narrative fronting" in negative sentences. Welsh shows "abnormal" and "mixed" 

sentences. Besides a V1 word order, Cornish displays a V2 word order as well. 

In kish negative sentences, an item can be fronted for the purpose of emphasis, as 

shown in (1)a. for the subject of an existential sentence, in (l)b. for the direct object, and 

in (1)c. for the subject of a complement clause. 

(1)a. ~ifeacht 13 ins an ghniomh sin. 
effect NEG.EXT in the action Dm 
'There is no @ect in the action.' (6 ~ i a d h d  1989:210) 

b. &l ni rabhadar ag t6igea de. 
eye NEG be.PST.IMP PRO@ take.INF to.3SM 
'They were not taking an eye of him.' (op. cit.) 

c. N6r ghea! t6 dhom deoir nach rachadh 
NEG-PST prormse 2 s  to. lS  drop NEG go.COND 
'Didn't you promise me that a drop would not go 

ar do b h d  go ceann fada an 18. 
on 2S mouth for many the day 
on your mouth for many days.' (op. cit.) 

In Welsh "abnormal" sentences, an unemphatic subject occupies the initial position in 

an affirmative sentences. It is followed by an optional (relative) particle and the verb agrees 

in person and number with the initial subject (Thorne 1993:369), as illustrated in (2)a. for 

biblical Welsh, and in (2)b. for modern Welsh. 



(2)a. A' 1 ddidgybhoq a ddaethant ato. 
and 3 s  disciples PRT come.PST.3P to.3SM 
'And his  disciple,^ came to him.' (Thorne 1993:369) 

b. Chwi welwch fy rnhwynt gobeithio. 
2P see.PRS.2P 1s point hope 
'You see my point I hope.' (op. cit.) 

In Welsh ''nixed" sentences, any element of the clause may be marked for emphasis. It 

then appears clause initially (op. cit. p 370), as illustrated in (3)a. for a subject, in (3)b. for 

a direct object, in (3)c. for an adverb, (3)d. for an adjective and (3)e. for a verb phrase. 

(3)a. Afon Teifi a orlifodd ei glannau. 
river Teifi PRT overflow.PST.3S 3s  banks 
'River Teifi ove flowed its banks.' 

b. a welodd Y ffemwr. 
dog PWT see.PST.3S the farmer 
'A  dog, the farmer saw.' 

c. Ddoe Y gweithiodd. 
yesterday PRT work.PST.3S 
'Yesterday, he worked.' 

d. Qg y gwnaethost. 
good PRT do.PST.2S 
' Well9 you did.' 

(op. cit.) 

(op. cit. p 371) 

(op. cit.) 

(op. cit.) 

e. a wnaeth hi. 
read.1NF the book PRT do.PST.3S 3SF 
'Read the book, she did.' (op. cit. p 372) 

Mixed sentences can be considered as reduced cleft clauses where the copula is deleted. 

This is best observed in mixed sentences involving the verb 'to be', as illustrated in (4). 

(4)a. Q sydd w d i  lladd Yr oen. 
dog be.PRS.REL.3S after kil1.W the lamb 
'A dog has killed the lamb.' 

b. Nid dm frawd oeddynt. 
NEG two brother be.PST.3P 
'They were not two brothers.' 

(op. cit.) 

(op. cit. p 349) 



In (4)a., the form of the verb 'to be' sydd 'is-relative' is the form associated with relative 

clauses and equivalent to Breton zo 'is'. In (4)b., the negative particle nid shows a final d, 

the residue of a particle found before the verb 'to be' and 'to go', as in Breton (cf. section 

2.2.1.1.4, (52)-(54)). Thus the presence of this negative particle indicates that the copula 

has been deleted. This is also supported by the fact that, in Celtic, the negative particle 

never occurs before a noun. Hence the sentences in (3) and (4) have to be interpreted as 

reduced cleft clauses. 

Cornish, very closely related to Breton, shows an optional V2 word order, as 

exemplified in (5)a. with an initial predicate noun, in (5)b. with an initial adjective, in (5) 

with an initial passive agent, in (5)d. with an initial direct object, and in (5)e. with an initial 

verb phrase. 

(5)a. Drok yu genef hy hos claf. 
pain be.PRS with.1S 3SF be.PRS sick 
'I fear that she is sick.' (Smith 1981:48) 

b. Marow y- fythons. 
dead PRT be.FUT.3P 
'Dead, they shall be.' 

c. Gans nader yth- of gwenys. 
with snake PRT be.PRS stung 
'By a snake, I am stung.' 

d. Deu dhen a gefy ena. 
two man PRT find.FUT.2S there 
'Two men, you'll find there.' 

(op. cit. p 47) 

(op. cit.) 

(op. cit.) 

e. Giil ges ahanaf a wreth. 
make.INF fun of. 1 S PRT do.PRS.2S 
'Make fin of me, you do.' (op. cit. p 73) 

Furthermore, the V2 order is also found in negative sentences in Cornish, as zihown in 

(6)a. with an initial verb phrase and in (6)b. with an initial subject. 

(6)a. Gwertha an chv-rn ny yllons. 
sell.INF the house.DEM NEG can.PRS.3P 
'Sell this house they cannot.' Cop. cit. g 30) 



b. An vebvm ny vyn studhya. 
the boys NEG will.PRS study.fNF 
'The boys won't study.' (op. cit. p 29) 

Note that the Gwenedeg counterpart of (6)a. is not allowed (cf. (8) section 2,1.1.1.2), and 

that the Breton counterpart of (6)b. is not available. Initial subjects in Breton negative 

sentences are considered as left-dislocated NPs. Thus, the negated verb shows person and 

number agreement with the initial subject (cf. (4)a. and (6)b. section 2.2.1.1.2). 

?'he data provided above on Celtic V2 constructions show that Breton V2 word order is 

not as a strange phenomenon as it appears to be. All the Celtic languages have the potential 

to develop a V2 word order like Breton or Cornish. The Welsh data is particularly crucial in 

this respect. What is considered as "abnormal" sentences in modern Welsh was current in 

Old Breton (cf. Fleuriot 1964). The presence of "mixed" or reduced cleft sentences in 

Welsh gives some insights as to how Breton and Cornish V2 word order may have 

developed. Evidence we have to support the idea that Breton V2 word order evolved from 

reduced cleft sentences is the presence of zo 'is', formerly the equivalent of Welsh sydd 'is- 

relative'. Breton ending -0 is a residue of a relative enclitic (cf. Fleuriot 1964, Lewis & 

Pedersen 1961). The particle system in both Breton and Cornish provides further evidence 

that the V2 word order evolved from reduced cleft sentences. These particles were used as 

relative particles in the old period, and their Lrish or Welsh counterparts are still used as 

relative particles. Finally, Breton independent pronouns, used mostly in preverbal position, 

do not show case alternation. Only an invariant f o m  is used whether the pronoun is subject 

or object. This can only be explained if Breton V2 word order evolved from reduced cleft 

sentences. 



APPENDIX B 

LANGUAGE SURVEY 

The aim of this survey is to provide a typological basis for further research on negstiw 

and its effects on mor;ithosyntax, semantics and pragmatics. If negation has been 

extensively studied in languages like English (e.g., Tottie 1994). systematic studies on 

negation are not always available for other languages. This sunrey includes Indo-Europeun 

as well as non-Indo-European Ianguages. Languages have been classified as Type A 

languages when they display Type IV negation (or negation of the causal chain). 

Languages have been classified as Type B languages when they display Type III negation 

(or negation of the transmission force) (cf. section 4.1.2). The classirication of negation 

into Type EI or Type IV is based on the language word order (verb medial or verb 

peripheral language) and on the position of the negative marker with respect to the word 

order of the language. At this stage, it is difficult to determine, in the absence of positive 

evidence, whether a language has Type N or Type III negation. The cf adkat ion provided 

below is therefore only tentative. Positive evidence can consist of the use of two differerr; 

negative markers to indicate the d ierewe between Type Iii and Type IV negation, Positive 

evidence can also consist of a radical change of the verb morphosynm or a radical change 

in sentence structure (e.g., negative sentences do not have affmative counterparts). When 

available, the case system of the language is given. The type of negative marker is also 

recorded (e-g., partick, word, circumlocution, affix, auxiliary). The major effects of 

negation on the sentence are given as weif (e.g., effects on time, aspect, mood, voice, 

effects on persond t I d o n ,  aad effects on word ordefj. Emily, for T p  A h i g i g e s ,  

negation Type I, II and XI is recorded. For Type B iangqes, Fjp  !, I! and LV 

is given. This is summarized in Table (1) and Table (2). 



RESULTS 

I. Type A Languages 

Of the nine SOY Iangnages represented in this survey, two of them, Ngiyambaa 

(Australian) and Papago (tfto-Aztecan), show the negative marker occurring sentence 

initially. Hence they have been classified as Type A Languages. Of the seven VSO 

languages, two of them, Hawaiian and Tongan, display a tense morpheme in sentence 

initial position. The negative marker appears before the tense morpheme irl Hawaiian but 

afier it in Tongan. Hence Hawaiian has been classified as Type A language while Tongan 

has been classified as Type B language. Of the eleven SVO languages, three of them show 

a circumlocution enclosing the sentence, Bafut (Bantu), Kresh (Central Sudanic), Sentani 

(Papuan) and Lewo (Ciceanicj, one language, Sentani (Papuan), displays a loss of time- 

aspect-mood inflection and a loss of personal inflection (cf. (23) section 4.1.2.2.4), and 

one language, Berbice Dutch (Guyanese Creole), shows a particle in sentence final 

position. Thus these languages have been classified as Type A languages. The only OSV 

language, Nadeb (Amazonian), shows a circumlocution enclosing the sentence. Hence 

N&b him also been classifid as Type A lanypage. 

Type A Languages may r e a h  Type III negation with the same negative =ker as that 

used to marked type N negation, as in Bafut, Hawaiian, Lewo, Ngiyambaa, Papago and 

Sentani. Type A languages may also realize Type III negation with a negative marker 

different from that used to mark Type IV negation, as in Kresh and Nadeb. Whereas Kresh 

uses a particle to achieve Type IV negation, it uses an auxiliary to mark Type ID negation. 

Whereas Nad& uses a circumIOCUtion to achieve Type IV negation, it uses a prefix to mark 

Type TJJ negation, In Ngiyamhi, Type IlI negation is realized by toyicalizing the subject, 

which then appears - - before the negative marker outside the scope of negation. In Hawaiian, 

the same negative marker is used to marked all f m  types of negation. 



2. Type B Languages 

Type B languages represent 21 out of the 30 languages. The main negative marker i s  a 

particle usually prefixed to the verb. It is found in eleven out of the twenty one languages, 

Four languages show a negative auxiliary, Evenki (Manchu-Tungusic), Finnish (Finno- 

Ugric), Mandarin (Chinese) and Waorani (Amazonian, unclassified). Three languages 

show a negative affix, Babole (Bantu), Mgarntwe Arrernte (Australian) and Tuyuca 

(Tucanoan). And two languages show a negative circumlocution, Breton (Celtic) and 

Wayampi (Tupo-Guarani). In general, Type B languages do not show type IV negation 

unless the subject is realized as a negated quantifier, as in English (Germanic), French 

(Ro~ance), German (Germanic), and Hungarian (Finno-Ugric). Waorani is exceptional in 

marking type IV negation by the use of the irrealis suffxx (cf. (24) section 4.1 .XU)). 

3. Effects of Negation 

The effects of negation on the sentence are not always directly observable. They may 

involve subtle variatjons which require systematic study of negation in a given language. 

From the information available for the languages included in this survey, we can note that 

negation affects the word order of sentences not only in Breton but also in Bafut which 

display a SVO order in affirmative sentences and a SOV order in negative sentences. 

Negation also affects the time-aspect-mood-voice system as in Bafut, Berbice Dutch, 

k w o ,  Nadeb, Sentani, Babole, Itza Maya (Mayan) and Mam (Mayan). When negation is 

realized as an auxiliary, the negated verb loses its personal inflection, as in Evenki and 

Finnish, or the negative clause is fully nominalized, as in Waorani. Although Mandarin 

shows negative auxiliaries, the verb remains unmarked for person and number even in 

affirmative sentences. 



4. Referentiality 

Referentiality effects are expressed by Type I and Type 11 negation. Type I negation or 

negation of the initiator is associated with negation of non-presupposed subjects. Whether 

negation of the initiator always implies negation of the causal chain remains to be 

determined. Type I and Type I1 negation can be realized by the use of negated quantifiers 

(NQs) (four languages) and negative polarity items (NPIs) (six languages). NQs and NP"Is 

appear to be characteristic of the languages of Europe. The other languages realize Type 1 

and Type II negation by the use of indefinite nouns (eight languages), non-referential 

words, as in NadCb, non-specific nouns as in Itza Maya and Mam, or words marked as 

unspecified in Tuyuca. Type I and Type I1 negation can also be realized by a negative 

auxiliary, as in Kresh, by a negative adverb, as in Sentmi, by a negative suffix, as in 

Wayampi, by a particle, as in Waorani, or by the placement of a negative marker, as in 

Mandarin. Therefore all languages surveyed in this work show referentiality effects. 

Referentiality effects associated with the marking of nominals as discussed in chapter four 

with respect to Breton, French, Finnish, and Russian, are also found in Babole. 

5. Findings 

This survey reveals that all the languages examined here have a concept of 

referentiality. The three-way distinction of Giv6n (1978), definite referential, indefiite 

referential and indefinite non-referential (type identiable) is present in these languages in 

various guises. For example, Tuyuca distinguishes between specific, non-specific and 

unspecified. In this language, definite objects take a specificity marker while indefinite 

objects do not. Tuyuca's equivalent of a negated quantifier is realized by a noun to which a 

suffix glossed 'unspecified' is added. In Nadeb, nouns are unmarked for definiteness 

although indefinite pronouns are used. In this language, the equivalent of an existential 

quantifier with a specific reading is realized as a referential marker and the equi\lalent of a 

negated quantifier is reabed as a non-referential marker. 



This survey also reveals that predicates or sentences are affected by negation. In many 

languages, verbs in the imperative take a negative marker different from that used for 

sentence negation. In many languages, existentid predicates show a special negative fom. 

This has not been taken into account in this survey. Of interest is the incompatibility of the 

perfective aspect with sentence negation in Berbice Dutch and ltza Maya which uses the 

inealis marker instead. The loss of time-aspect-mood inflection as well as the loss of 

personal inflection of the Sentani negated predicate is rather unique. Nadeb negated 

sentences do not have affirmative counterparts. Nadeb negated sentences are non-verbal 

equative clauses occuning in the non-indicative mood. The non-indicative mood is also 

used in conditional, imperatives and interrogative clauses. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

The findings support the hypothesis that sentence negation is suspensive (i.e., it affects 

some components of the morphosyntactic and semantic make-up of predicates, nouns, and 

sentences). The findings support as well the classification of negation into four types 

according to the Causal Chain approach. 
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